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Abstract

The impact of fading and other impairments in wireless channels can be counteracted by

leveraging communication diversity and introducing cooperative paradigms, where third-

party nodes contribute to assist the communication. Cooperation can be implemented in a

variety of schemes, and with a number of different purposes. In this work, we investigate

how different cooperative techniques can be practically applied in different environments.

In the first part, we study the performance improvement offered by Coded Cooperation

in wireless AdHoc networks. Our analysis aims at clarifying the impact of cooperation from

a network-wide perspective, and a cooperative protocol is designed to illustrate a practical

implementation. Cooperation is shown to be effective both locally and globally. On the

one side, it can strengthen a single link, when one or more cooperators help the source in

delivering the packet to its destination; on the flip side, cooperators may be exploited to

find out alternative routes to deliver a packet to a far destination, thus avoiding bad links

or crowded areas of the network. A cooperative scheme based on Coded Cooperation is

applied to a network whose nodes are equipped with multiple antennas. MIMO technol-

ogy in fact makes it easier to coordinate the nodes involved in each communication, since

multiple concurrent transmissions can be decoded. In our scheme, a distributed form of

HARQ is implemented, which is able to react to interference variations and channel fading

by exploiting both coding gain and spatial diversity.

The second part discusses the use of relays in wireless CDMA cellular networks for up-

link transmissions, with particular attention put to the constraints and the standard param-

eters that may affect the effectiveness of cooperation in a realistic scenario. Simple coop-

erative techniques like Amplify & Forward and Decode & Forward are tested. The goal

is to identify some design directions that should be used when applying these cooperative

techniques: cooperators positions and capabilities, in fact, have an impact on the obtained

performance. Moreover, carrier assignment is important to keep interference under control.
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Our investigation shows that the coverage area can be increased through use of cooperation,

or equivalently, that power saving is possible when a mobile terminal is helped by a relay.

In order to derive a theoretical limit to the capacity of these cooperative systems, which

requires combinatorial calculations and the derivation of the areas covered by one or more

Stations, an iterative algorithm has been developed and is also presented in the last part of

this work.



Sommario

Nei canali wireless, l’impatto del fading può essere ridotto utilizzando tecniche e para-

digmi cooperativi che traggano vantaggio dalla diversità in trasmissione, laddove nodi non

impegnati in trasmissioni assistano le comunicazioni dei propri vicini. La cooperazione può

essere implementata attraverso diverse strategie, e con differenti scopi. Il lavoro presentato

in questa tesi è perciò incentrato sullo studio delle modalità di applicazione concreta di

tecniche cooperative diverse in ambienti differenti.

La prima parte del lavoro mira ad identificare quale miglioramento delle prestazioni

possa essere garantito attraverso meccanismi di Coded Cooperation in reti wireless AdHoc:

obiettivo dell’analisi è quindi identificare l’impatto della cooperazione a livello di rete. I-

noltre, viene presentato e descritto un protocollo cross-layer allo scopo di esemplificare una

possibile implementazione pratica di tale schema cooperativo. I risultati mostrano come

la cooperazione sia efficace sia localmente che globalmente. Da un lato infatti essa può

irrobustire il singolo collegamento tra due nodi della rete, allorchè uno o più cooperatori

utilizzino le proprie risorse per aiutare la sorgente nella consegna del pacchetto alla relativa

destinazione. Dall’altro lato, è possibile sfruttare la presenza dei cooperatori per identificare

percorsi alternativi nella consegna del pacchetto a destinazioni più distanti, aggirando aree

della rete ad elevata congestione ed evitando link soggetti a cattive condizioni di canale.

Uno schema cooperativo basato sulla Coded Cooperation è stato applicato ad una rete i

cui nodi dispongono di antenne multiple. Infatti, la tecnologia MIMO rende più semplice

la coordinazione dei nodi coinvolti nella trasmissione cooperativa, poiché rende possibile

la decodifica di più trasmissioni simultanee. Nello schema proposto viene implementata

una forma distribuita di HARQ, in grado di reagire a variazioni di interferenza e di fading

sfruttando sia il guadagno di codice che la diversità spaziale.

Nella seconda parte del lavoro l’analisi si incentra sui benefici derivanti dall’utilizzo di

relay in reti cellulari di tipo CDMA relativamente al canale di uplink: particolare atten-
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zione viene posta alla necessità di adattare l’implementazione dei meccanismi cooperativi

alla presenza di vincoli dettati dagli standard vigenti; tali vincoli possono infatti limitare la

flessibilità degli schemi adottati e, di conseguenza, l’efficacia della cooperazione. Sono state

analizzate pertanto tecniche cooperative facilmente implementabili, quali Amplify & For-

ward e Decode & Forward. Obiettivo del lavoro è stata l’identificazione di linee guida che

possano essere tenute in considerazione in fase di progettazione di protocolli cooperativi per

questo tipo di reti: infatti, sia la posizione che le capacità del cooperatore hanno un notev-

ole impatto sulle prestazioni. Inoltre, l’assegnazione delle frequenze risulta fondamentale

per contenere l’interferenza. Lo studio qui presentato mostra come l’uso della cooperazione

garantisca un incremento del raggio di copertura, o, equivalentemente, una riduzione della

potenza richiesta al terminale mobile in presenza di relay.

Allo scopo di individuare un limite teorico alla capacità del sistema cooperativo, che

richiede calcoli combinatori nonché la determinazione delle aree coperte da una o più stazioni

radio o relay, è stato infine sviluppato un algoritmo iterativo, presentato nell’ultima parte

del lavoro.



Chapter 1

Introduction

The number of wireless networks and mobile devices have increased exponentially in

recent years, due to their ease of deployment. On the one hand, mobile phones are spread in

almost each country, where the widespread diffusion of cellular networks guarantees cov-

erage in most locations. On the other hand, wireless LANs are becoming more and more

reliable, leading to a huge number of wireless connections to the Internet, today commonly

accessible from airports, shops, stadiums and many other public places. In addition, sen-

sor networks also rely on wireless transmissions in order to collect the data measured by

a number of nodes. This information is transmitted through wireless links to be then pro-

cessed at the sink. A different paradigm of wireless networks is given by Ad Hoc networks:

here multiple nodes can independently access (and leave) an infrastructureless wireless net-

work, and multiple communications can be kept active towards other nodes without the

need of a centralized control.

It is clear that wireless networks are desirable for a number of reasons. First of all, they

can be easily deployed: no expensive cables are required, but only a central node, or an

access points, for some kind of wireless networks. This also makes it possible to set up net-

works in hardly reachable environment, such as mountains, forests, or war zones. Secondly,

wireless connections grant the advantage of mobility, since wireless terminals no longer

need to be located close to wired accesses to the network.

On the flip side, however, wireless communications are known to be strongly influenced

by multipath fading and interference problems. Node mobility, as well as the multipath

propagation of the signal, cause the channel to be extremely time-variant, especially when

line of sight is not available. Doppler effect is also to be considered, thus requiring an ad-

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

ditional complexity at the receiver to equalize the channel and decode the transmission. A

second important aspect is represented by interference. The wireless medium is intrinsically

a broadcast channel: the signal transmitted by each source is received by all the terminals

within a certain range, thus potentially creating a huge amount of interference. Without a

proper control mechanism, this may cause collisions among packets transmitted by different

sources, leading to a significant throughput loss.

While error control and adaptation to channel conditions appear to be fundamental is-

sues to cope with the wireless channel, different techniques have been designed to combat

the effects of interference.

In Ad Hoc networks, a smart protocol design can achieve this goal. One of the most

commonly used strategy is to use carrier sensing: when a node is ready to transmit, it listens

to the channel to ensure the absence of other communications with which its one would

probably interfere. A similar result is obtained by collision avoidance protocols, which make

use of short signaling packets to block all the possible interfering communications. Clearly,

both this schemes, which try to avoid the occurrence of packet collisions, are conservative,

and do not take advantage of the spatial diversity offered by the wireless channel. Moreover,

collisions are still possible in particular situations (hidden terminal and exposed terminal

problem).

A different solution is based on resource allocation strategies, and is commonly adopted

in infrastuctured networks, where a centralized control is possible, for example in cellular

networks. In this case, concurrent transmissions can take place, given that they are assigned

different (preferably orthogonal) resources. The main examples are TDMA, where commu-

nications are separated in time, FDMA, where different frequencies are assigned to each

transmission, or CDMA, where codes are used to highly reduce the interference.

A third approach aims at improving the receiver capabilities in order to make the de-

coding of multiple incoming transmissions possible. Efforts in this direction have led to the

concept of interference cancellation: when interfering signals are present, it may be possible

to decode them, and successively subtract the interference contribution from the received

signal. Such a technique is even favoured by the use of MIMO technology. Nodes equipped

with multiple antennas can handle interference even more easily, thus letting multiple links

to be connected within the same area.

Recently, however, a completely different strategy has been investigated to improve the

performance in wireless networks. Although the presence of other nodes in the network
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have always been regarded as a problem, being the source of potential interference, in a

completely different perspective it may be considered, on the contrary, a precious resource.

As a matter of fact, idle nodes are able to receive and decode the transmissions among

neighboring nodes, and can then behave as helpers for those nodes. This is the concept of

cooperation. In otherwords, themain idea is that nodeswhich are not currently transmitting

can offer their own resources to improve the performance of their transmitting neighbors.

In doing this, they are consuming part of their energy to help other nodes, but an overall

gain is likely to be achieved, since transmissions can be completed in a shorter time, and

interference may be lowered as well.

A number of cooperative strategies have been designed and studied, since cooperation

can be applied at different layers, and with different purposes. At the physical layer, a

form of cooperation is given by Space-Time Codes: a distributed code is applied by two

or more terminals to strenghten their transmission towards the same destination, using a

technique which was originally applied to MIMO communications, but requiring a high

precision in synchronization. At the MAC layer, a wide research effort has been put to

the use of relays, nodes which usually have no own traffic, and can hence dedicate their

resources in helping other nodes. The two main schemes are Amplify and Forward (A&F),

where the cooperator acts as a repeater, amplifying and retransmitting the received signal,

and Decode and Forward (D&F), where the relay tries to decode the signal and to send it

to the destination. While the former solution is easier to be implemented, and introduces a

lower delay, the latter avoids noise propagation, and allows a selection among the incoming

signals, thus limiting interference from unnecessarily amplified transmissions. Practically,

it is also possible for any node to act as relay, thus exploiting the idle time between two

subsequent transmissions.

Finally, if Coded Cooperation is used, the cooperator is required to decode the signal

coming from the source, and generate some kind of redundancy to be transmitted to the

destination. A codeword is hence received, taking advantage also of the spatial diversity

due to the different positions of source and cooperator. Generally, multiple cooperators can

be active at the same time, although issues like cooperator selection and nodes coordination

are to be specifically addressed.

In this thesis, we want to investigate how well known cooperative schemes can be prac-

tically applied to wireless networks, which kind of benefits can be achieved, whether con-

straints are necessary, and which tradeoffs must be considered. In particular, we will focus
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on both Ad Hoc networks and cellular networks. Though sharing some common features,

these two kinds of wireless networks differ in several design aspects, as well as in the kind

of imposed constraints.

As regards Ad Hoc networks, we will mainly focus on Coded Cooperation. The orig-

inality of our work is twofold. On the one side, we want to test cooperation for different

purposes. From a local point of view, cooperation can improve the reliability of a single link

through the help of a third (or more) node. This is also the general three-node scenario com-

monly studied in literature. From a network-wide perspective, cooperation may be useful

in increasing routing effectiveness. Relays can offer the choice of different paths to a given

destination, maybe avoiding congested areas, or in response to varying channel conditions.

In doing this, we will also propose a practical scheme, and a complete protocol, designed

from the physical to the network layer, thus taking into account all the coordination and

overhead necessary for the cooperation to work.

On the other side, we want to explore cooperation from a wider perspective. The use of

cooperators, which is likely to locally improve performance, also implies a higher number

of transmissions, which may have a detrimental effect on the other nodes of the same net-

work. An overall analysis is presented, which shows the global effects of cooperation on the

performance of the whole network.

In cellular networks the existing standards impose a limit on the design of cooperative

schemes. In this work, we focus on Uplink performance, and we try to determine the ef-

fectiveness of simple techniques like A&F and D&F in a CDMA network. In this part, we

investigate which kind of benefits can be obtained through cooperation, and we give some

design directions regarding the cooperators capabilities and locations that should be used

to achieve the highest performance. Practical limitations, such as power constraints or half-

duplex capability, are taken into account, to make the results closer to what can be achieved

with a practical implementation. Moreover, an implementation in a fully detailed simulator

has been also included. In this simulation, all the approximations have been removed, and

the practical advantages of using relays are discussed.

From the presented results, cooperation effectiveness can be evaluated in a wide range

of environments. We want to point out that this work paves the way for additional stud-

ies. In Ad Hoc networks, it may be arguable whether cooperation is likely to occur, since

it requires a non selfish behavior of the nodes, or if it should be promoted with proper re-

wards. In cellular networks, other more refined cooperative techniques may be applied,
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and integrated with mechanisms like soft handover and power control, to further boost the

advantages offered by cooperation.

This thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 cooperation in wireless ad hoc networks

is investigated from a network-wide perspective, with a full protocol design and simulation

testing. Chapter 3 focuses on the application of relaying techniques in CDMA cellular net-

works. The analysis spans from a simple three node scenario, where outage performances

are compared, and awholemulti-cell scenario, where attention is put on the gains in terms of

coverage range, throughput, and power saving. Moreover, four cooperative power control

algorithms are designed and compared through preliminary results. Chapter 4 concludes

the thesis. Finally, in Appendix A, we show a side investigation on distributed estimation

in wireless sensors networks, where nodes cooperate to achieve a common goal: a practical

protocol is designed and its performance is compared to the theoretical predictions.





Chapter 2

Cooperation in Ad Hoc Wireless

Networks

Interference control is a fundamental issue in wireless networking, and in fact it is the

focal element in the design of access protocols for wireless networks. In ad hoc networks,

where nodes manage access and maintain connectivity in a distributed fashion, the need for

protecting the active receivers from interference has led to approaches based on the concept

of collision. The collision rationale assumes that multiple transmissions in a certain area of

the network, often coinciding with the definition of neighborhood, always result in failed

packet decoding at the receiving nodes.

This rationale led to the design of carrier-sensing and collision avoidance protocols [1],

whose goal is to avoid the occurrence of multiple transmissions. This is clearly a conserva-

tive approach, that in some cases, and for some topologies, achieves poor performance in

terms of spatial reuse of the channel resource. Moreover, carrier sense-based access control

is subject to the well known exposed and hidden terminal problems [2].

The significant advancements achieved in the recent years in the design of multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) [3] architectures are leading to new networking approaches

based on MIMO technology, where the transmission and reception of multiple information

streams have been shown to considerably increase the capacity of point-to-point links.1 Nev-

ertheless, a flourishing research effort is being devoted to the design of wireless networks

that exploit the potential of MIMO to let multiple links be activated at the same time and in

the same area. Roughly speaking, MIMO processing may be exploited to reduce the sensi-

1By links we mean communications between neighbors of the network.

7



8 Chapter 2. Cooperation in Ad Hoc Wireless Networks

tivity of the receiver to incoming interference, thus making the coexistence of multiple links

more profitable, without the need for multiplexing them in time/frequency.

The control of these networks requires a big shift of perspective in the design of the

networking protocols. A collision based approach is no longer suitable, as the goal is to

boost the parallelism of the transmissions, rather than to avoid it. Due to simultaneous

access of multiple nodes, efficiency, adaptation to channel conditions and error control are

key issues for the performance of the network. In fact, the time required to deliver a packet,

including possible retransmissions, determines the interference load as a function of the

offered traffic. Thus, an efficient communication scheme may shift the congestion point of

the network, thus increasing the achieved maximum aggregate throughput. It is important

to observe that interference represents a further source of channel variation, as interfering

transmissions may start and end during a communication. Thus, transmission and error

control protocols must be able to efficiently cope with rapid and unpredictable variations of

the channel conditions.

This is especially true when looking at packet forwarding in the network. In fact, as

channel conditions are extremely variable due to interference, static routing may be highly

inefficient. Consider for instance an area of the network where multiple transmitters are

active, that is, an area of the network potentially generating high interference. Thus, if the

forwarding path of a packet passes through that area it may suffer an increased delivery

failure rate (and increase that perceived at the other active receivers), or anyway require a

greater time to be delivered, due to a smaller feasible transmission rate, as well as the need

for multiple retransmissions.

Hence, in the presence of unpredictable and quickly changing interference conditions,

we need a routing protocol able to promptly react and to opportunistically adapt to changing

interference conditions in the network.

To improve this situation, and achieve reliability at the upper layers when relying on a

wireless physical layer, many researchers have proposed to adopt cooperative paradigms [4–

7]. This means that one or more intermediate nodes intervene in the communication be-

tween a transmitter and a receiver, so that either the communication is re-routed over a

better path, or the original link is kept in use but its quality is strengthened thanks to di-

versity provided by these cooperators. The former approach is known as cooperative (or

opportunistic) routing [4, 8]. In the simplest version, one intermediate node simply acts as

a relay between the transmitter and the receiver. However, if the communication between
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transmitter and receiver is part of a multihop transmission, it may be re-routed over an

entirely new path which no longer involves this receiver. To this end, a distance metric

is needed to verify that the selection of a given intermediate node as next hop still sends

the message toward the end-to-end destination and not further away from it. Additionally,

a negotiation phase is also required where intermediate nodes can volunteer as next hops

whenever the link to the intended receiver does not guarantee sufficiently high quality. The

latter technique utilizes instead cooperative diversity based on coded transmissions. For

this reason, we will refer to it as coded cooperation [9, 10]. The rationale of this approach

is that the original communication link is still kept, but intermediate nodes try to overhear

the transmission and reinforce its quality during a retransmission phase. This means that

if the message is not correctly received and thus a retransmission is dictated, not only does

the original transmitter re-send it, which would correspond to a plain Automatic Repeat re-

Quest (ARQ) approach, but also intermediate nodes which were able to overhear the packet

do so. Moreover, they properly encode the information so that the multiple transmissions

can be combined at the receiver’s side to improve the link quality. Therefore, cooperative

intermediate nodes bring two separate benefits, namely, they allow to exploit alternative

links with different quality, i.e., space diversity, and also introduce coding gain, which gives

to this approach the same advantage that Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) has over traditional ARQ

techniques [10, 11]. Inspired by theoretical findings showing the need for cooperation in

wireless networks [6, 7, 12], both these approaches have recently attracted a great deal of at-

tention in the research community. However, we believe that many studies tend to evaluate

them in local scenarios with small topologies and simplified assumptions about Medium

Access Control (MAC) or networking issues. In this work, we aim at providing a descrip-

tion of these techniques from a network-wide perspective, in order to determine whether

the advantages brought by cooperation can be exploited in wireless networks, which new

problems or challenges they introduce, and how they can be addressed and solved. To gain

some visual insight of the new dimension we add to the problem, consider Fig. 2.1. Stan-

dard cooperative approaches focus on scenarios like the left-hand part of this figure, where

a single-hop transmission is locally aided by some casual cooperators, whereas we consider

a scenario where all nodes apply cooperative paradigms, as shown in the right-hand part.

This implies that the effects of cooperative actions are not only local; for example, coop-

erative relays assisting a communications can in turn find new cooperators to carry on the

packet toward the final destination. The originality of our investigation is twofold. We focus
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at first on implementation details at the medium access and network layers, describing pos-

sible strategies to practically achieve cooperation (including opportunistic routing, coded

cooperation, or both). Moreover, we evaluate the performance of different cooperative ap-

proaches from the network viewpoint. For example, node density has an impact on which

of the two aforementioned solutions is preferable. Coded cooperation may suffer problems

in crowded networks, as multiple transmissions locally improve link quality but cause an

interference increase for neighboring connections. Conversely, opportunistic routing may

be difficult in sparse networks, as it might be difficult to find how to re-route a packet. This

leads us to the idea of combining these approaches, to exploit the cooperation paradigm in

a comprehensive manner. Actually, we show that even a simple joint approach which tries

to use opportunistic routing first, and employs coded cooperation when the former is not

viable, achieves a great improvement with respect to the two individual approaches. Such

a result opens up the possibility of defining advanced techniques, which merge together

cooperative routing and coded cooperation, so as to take full advantage of the cooperation

paradigm. Finally, we observe that the study of these issues can lead to further consider-

ations, which appear as interesting directions for future research. In many related papers,

cooperation is assuredly granted, as it was assumed to come from goodwill of wireless users.

Indeed, one may doubt if cooperation among wireless terminals is likely to occur, unless it is

properly encouraged and rewarded. This is supported by many studies which apply, for ex-

ample, game theory to wireless networks [13]. From a selfish standpoint, cooperative nodes

have nothing to gain and everything to lose; the benefits of cooperation are evident only at

a global level, not locally. Surely, evidence of the increased welfare in a cooperative network

can be convincing for some of the wireless users, and mechanisms to promote cooperation

among them can be used. However, in order to analyze these behaviors it is in our opinion

mandatory to include medium access and network details, as done in the present work, to

determine where and how cooperation can be introduced.

2.1 Related Work

MIMO systems have been widely investigated in the technical literature since the pio-

neering work by Foschini [3, 14]. Nevertheless, their implementation in ad hoc networks is

relatively recent, and mostly refers to directional antennas and spatial bemforming [15–20].

The design of protocols for wireless networks with omnidirectional transmissions, where
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Transmission

Cooperative Link

Figure 2.1. Cooperation from a network-wide perspective.

the superimposed signals are separated through signal processing at the receiver, has been

considered in [21–24]. When speaking of MIMO wireless networks we refer to the latter

class of works mentioned above.

Cooperation, by letting nodes transmit information belonging to other nodes’ commu-

nication, improves throughput and reliability of wireless links by means of channel diver-

sity [6,7,25]. There exists a wide literature addressing cooperation in wireless networks, and

a variety of techniques have been proposed. These works mainly analyze cooperation at the

physical layer, and over a single link, and often ignore the rest of the surrounding network.

In [25] the transmission is based on a TDMA system, which lets the cooperator retransmit

what it received from the source if necessary, and the importance of feedback is highlighted,

whereas in [6, 7] two nodes cooperate in delivering their data by simultaneously using both

their channels towards the same destination. A similar technique is proposed also in [26],

where the authors add the possibility of combining the data of two sources via Space Time

Block Codes. The capacity and achievable rates of the basic cooperative relaying scheme,

where the cooperator only retransmits the packet received from the source, were investi-

gated in [12, 27, 28], and protocols based on this technique have been designed and studied

in [10, 29–31].

In coded cooperation, the cooperating nodes transmit different parts of the source code-

word, which are then recombined at the destination in order to improve the decoding prob-

ability. This idea was first explained in [32], and the frame error probability is calculated

in [33], where block fading and orthogonal channels are assumed. The performance of dif-

ferent coding techniques, applied to coded cooperation, has been calculated in [33–36], and
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nodes equipped with multiple antennas were considered in [36]. Cooperation in location–

based sensor networks was exploited to improve the reliability of multi–hop paths in [37],

where the cooperator uses Decode&Forward to help when the next link of the path suffers

harsh channel conditions. In [11] a cooperation scheme based on hybrid automatic retrans-

mission request (HARQ) has been proposed for an ad hoc network scenario similar to those

considered in this paper. Cooperation, together with the great adaptability of HARQ error

control, has been shown to increase the performance of the network. A few works have re-

cently focused on various cooperative routing techniques [4, 38–45]. The simplest and most

studied scheme consists of using idle nodes as relays, either in place of the original source

or in addition to it. In the former case a new route is opportunistically created while for-

warding, taking advantage of the links of good quality; in the latter, multiple relays try to

combine their signals at the next hop of the route, either superimposing them coherently

or transmitting with different delays. These techniques are based on the Decode&Forward

cooperative scheme, since only nodes which correctly decoded the entire packet can help

as cooperators. In [38], cooperative relaying is analyzed for UWB networks, where routing

is based on predefined routes, but other nodes which overhear a transmission can become

additional relays. The main purpose is to exploit spatial diversity, by dividing the power

between the source and the cooperator. The choice of the best relay is investigated in [39],

based on the conditions of both channels, from the cooperator to the source and to the des-

tination. Similar conclusions are drawn in [40]: in order to avoid collisions, the best relay is

the first which retransmits the packet received, once a link quality metric is defined. Mul-

tiple relays instead are considered in [41], where they create an effective virtual antenna

array. The authors here introduce two different protocols, where the link cost is based re-

spectively on the power consumption and on the physical distance. However, cooperators

are supposed to adjust their transmitted power and phase in order to superimpose their

transmissions at the destination.

In most of these schemes, the assumption of a fixed routing table, where all paths are

recorded, is removed, thus allowing a dynamic route selection and cooperative packet for-

warding. In [42] the forwarding of the packet is based on a relaying structure from a source

to a destination. All nodes are assigned a decoding order, depending on the number of hops

between them and the destination, such that all the nodes at the same hop distance coop-

eratively forward the packet. However, a large amount of information is needed to avoid

interference problems due to simultaneous transmissions. The same idea is analyzed also
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in [43], where the number of relays for each hop is limited to 2, which cooperate by using

a Space Time Block Code, and in [4, 44, 45], where the problem of finding the route which

minimizes the total energy consumption is treated under some assumptions on the physical

layer structure.

Unlike the previously mentioned work on cooperative routing, the scheme presented in

this work proposes the integration of advanced cooperative error control techniques and

opportunistic routing.

2.2 Network Description

We consider a multi-hop wireless ad hoc network where nodes are equipped with an

array of antennas. Transmissions are omnidirectional and a MIMO architecture is imple-

mented at the transmitter and the receiver. The proposed protocol does not require a spe-

cific MIMO system, and we keep the discussion general until Section 2.4, where we provide

a specific case study for concreteness. However, our working assumption is that the mul-

tiuser capabilities of the underlyingMIMO system implemented at the nodes of the network

enables the superposition of multiple concurrent transmissions. We remark that this does

not mean that we are assuming an idealized physical layer model. In fact, we explicitly in-

clude error control in our protocol in order to cope with decoding errors due to interference

and fading.

As mentioned before, carrier sense and collision avoidance are not suitable protocols, as

theMIMOphysical layer reduces the impact of incoming interference and thereforemultiple

links can be established simultaneously. In the following we describe the basic operations

of the network.

All the nodes of the network have a finite-length buffer, in which they store packets to

be sent to a destination randomly chosen among the other nodes.2 As an initial setting, we

assume that packets are forwarded to their destination according to a predefined shortest-

path routing table. We adopt the following nomenclature:

• source: node that generated the packet;

• destination: final recipient of the packet;

2We consider unicast communications. A destination is independently selected for each new packet in the

buffer.
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• transmitter: node currently in charge of forwarding the packet;

• receiver: node currently receiving the packet;

• next hop relay: node selected by the current transmitter of a packet for packet forward-

ing according to its predefined routing table;

• opportunistic relay: node opportunistically selected for packet forwarding according to

instantaneous channel and network conditions;

• HARQ relay: node that cooperates with the transmitter by sending HARQ packets to

the receiver.

Before transmitting data, transmitter-receiver pairs perform a handshake phase, during

which they exchange short control messages in order to check the receiver’s availability and

to estimate the quality of the channel. Those control messages are sent at a low transmission

rate, in order to have a high probability of being correctly received.3 Thus, the transmit-

ter sends a request packet (RP), and the intended receiver, if it is not involved in another

communication and the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of the

receiver is above a certain threshold Γt, replies with a confirmation message (CP). If the

destination is available, but the perceived SINR is below the threshold Γt, then a negative

CP (nCP) is sent. We underscore that, unlike in CSMA protocols, the control messages are

sent by the transmitter and the receiver without a preliminary channel sensing, and that the

neighbors who decode those messages are not forced to be silent. The threshold Γt avoids

the transmission of data packets over channels experiencing fading dips or high interfer-

ence, in order not to increase the interference load in congested areas of the network with

transmission of packets with a small probability of being successfully received.

If the handshake succeeds, then the transmission of a data packet starts, otherwise the

transmission of a further requestmessage is scheduled after a random backoff interval.4 The

transmission of a data packet is performed following a hybrid ARQ rationale. Packets are

encoded with a low rate error correction code. After the handshake, the transmitter sends

a fragment of the obtained codeword, called HARQ packet in the following, which, if re-

ceived correctly, allows the receiver to recover the whole information content. If this is the

case, the receiver sends an acknowledgment packet (ACK). If the decoding fails, then a neg-

ative acknowledgment (nACK) is sent, and the source transmits a different fragment of the

3In some MIMO architectures this means that they also generate less interference.
4Note that if the receiver is non-available, then the CP packet is not sent. In this case, the transmission ends.
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codeword with a second HARQ packet, which will result in a further ACK/nACK, and so

on. A codeword fragment plus acknowledgment transmission is referred to as transmission

phase in the following. In each transmission phase, the receiver collects a new fragment of

the codeword and combines it with those previously received in order to have a lower rate

codeword (and thus to achieve a smaller error probability). The amount of redundancy sent

in a phase may be, in general, a function of the channel quality and of the amount of re-

dundancy sent in the previous phases. The transmitter-receiver pair continues to perform

transmission phases until an ACK is eventually received or the maximum number of phases

Mph is reached. We call delivery attempt the transmissions performed by the source and the

receiver from the handshake to the first received ACK or to theMph–th nACK.5

Upon the reception of the Mph–th nACK, the current delivery attempt is aborted and

a new one is scheduled after a random backoff interval. After Mtx unsuccessful delivery

attempts, including failed handshakes, the packet is returned to the upper layers.

In case of a successfully received packet, the receiver checks the final destination of the

packet. If the current receiver is the destination, then the packet is sent to the upper layers,

otherwise it will be scheduled for transmission to the next hop node.

We do not force a synchronous time structure for delivery attempts. Therefore, a node

may start a new delivery attempt even if other delivery attempts are currently ongoing.

Due to this asynchronous start and end of delivery attempts, the interference load during a

delivery attempt may suddenly change. The incremental redundancy HARQ error protocol

described above allows the transmitter to adapt the coding rate to the instantaneous fading

and interference conditions. This is of fundamental importance, since, besides increasing

the delivery success rate, the adaptation capabilities of the HARQ protocol improve the

transmission efficiency and reduce the interference in the network.

The SINR threshold, the random backoff and the HARQ error control scheme can control

the interference load and preserve the reliability of the communications. Nevertheless, it is

clear that a packet may incur a long delay if its predefined route has as the next hop a node

in a congested area, as the node currently in charge of forwarding the packet may enter

backoff due to the reception of a nCP. Moreover, the additional delay also impacts the other

packets in the buffer of the node. Note that if the congestion conditions persist, a packet may

be dropped when the node failsMtx times to deliver it. In the following section we present

5We refer to delivery attempt also in case of failed handshake.
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the integrated cooperative packet forwarding and error control protocol that enables a more

flexible and effective delivery of the packets to distant destinations.

2.3 Integrated Cooperative Packet Forwarding and HARQ Scheme

As observed in the previous section, in the presence of highly variable instantaneous in-

terference conditions standard routing approaches that use fixed or slowly-changing rout-

ing tables may fail to provide satisfactory performance in terms of delivery success rate and

delay.

In traditional ad hoc networks, failure events are mostly connected with transient fast

fading impairments, and the routing tables may be able to follow the relatively slow varia-

tions of the average channel gain of the link to the next hop relays. Conversely, the evolution

of the local interference conditions is a bursty stochastic process, where there may be sub-

stantial variations of the average local interference even during the transmission of a single

packet. Therefore, a link may be declared as interrupted due to short-term high interference

load conditions, that may be entirely different by the time a new route to the destination is

discovered.

In order to cope with these issues, we propose a cooperative protocol, referred to as Co-

operative HARQ and Opportunistic Routing (CHOR) protocol in the following, that adap-

tively manages packet forwarding by adaptively and opportunistically selecting an efficient

route to the destination. We underscore again that an inefficient route, where each hop re-

quires long delivery attempts, i.e., attempts with many transmission phases, may increase

the interference load of the network and damage other communications by increasing both

their failure rate and their waiting time before packet transmission.

The CHOR protocol adds two main features to the basic communication protocol:

• it enables other nodes that overheard the transmission of a packet to send fragments

of the codeword obtained by re-encoding it.

• when needed, it opportunistically switches to a different next hop relay in order to

minimize the amount of redundancy sent and to guarantee a geographical advance-

ment to each packet.

In the following, we assume that all nodes know the hop distance with respect to the

other nodes of the network. This topological knowledge is required in order to guaran-
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tee that the opportunistic path moves toward the destination. In fact, we need a metric

H(N1,N2) to indicate how “far” from each other the two nodes N1 and N2 are. This met-

ric has to satisfy obvious relationships of being non-negative, zero if and only if N1 = N2,

and subject to triangular inequality. The trivial choice is hence to choose H(N1,N2) as the

number of hops between N1 and N2, which is indicated by the routing table. We also define

S(N1,N2) as the instantaneous post-processing SINR perceived by N2 when decoding the

signal from N1.

Let us explain step-by-step the CHOR protocol following the diagram in Fig. 2.2. Con-

sider a packet in the buffer of node T that is to be delivered to node D, and let node R be the

next hop relay. The preliminary handshake is analogous to that described in the previous

section.

If node T receives a positive CP, i.e., S(T,R)>Γt, then it transmits the first HARQ packet.

If R correctly decodes the message, then it transmits an ACK and the delivery attempt suc-

cessfully ends. IfR fails to decode the packet, than a nACK is sent and a further transmission

phase starts. Differently from the basic communication protocol, the transmitter initially

keeps idle in order to collect special control messages, namely cooperative ACK (cACK)

from some of its neighbors. In particular, if a node N belonging to both T’s and R’s neigh-

borhoods6 correctly decoded the packet sent by T and its number of hops to the destination

of the packet is equal to or smaller than that of R, that isH(R,D)≥H(N,D), then N transmits

a cACK packet with a special flag active, namely cACKf . If T receives a cACKf , then the

delivery attempt ends and N stores the packet in its buffer and is in charge of forwarding it

to D. In fact, a cACKf means that the packet has been decoded by a node that guarantees

a routing and geographical advancement toward the destination D, thus the current relay

opportunistically decides not to continue with the delivery attempt, thus being able to start

other communications and reducing the amount of interference generated to forward the

packet. Thus, N becomes an opportunistic relay.

If the node N failed to decode the packet, orH(R,D)<H(N,D), but the following condi-

tion holds

S(R,N) ≥ Γt, (2.1)

then it sends a cACK, with the aforementioned flag not active. S(R,N) is the post processing

6As will be clarified in the next section, the neighborhood of a node N, corresponding to the set of nodes that

can directly communicate with N, is defined by a threshold on the minimum average signal-to-noise ratio.
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SINR that N measured when receiving the ACK sent by R. The goal is to select the neigh-

bors of both T and R that have good channel conditions to R. Note that the information N

acquires by decoding the ACK is a biased version of S(N,R). In fact, although the fading

coefficient of the channel between N and R is the same at both nodes, they are in a different

position, and thus the perceived interference may lead to different post-processing SINRs.

Upon the reception of one or more cACK, T keeps idle, while all the nodes who sent

the cACKs transmit HARQ packets. Those nodes are referred to as HARQ relays according

to the previous definitions. The specific content of those HARQ packets depends on the

specific implementation, the architecture of the receiver and the code used. For instance, if

a node decoded the packet, but does not meet the condition on the hop count, then it can

re-encode the packet and send randomly chosen redundancy fragment. If it failed the de-

coding, than it can send an amplified version of the received signal. In case of hard decoding

and block codes, the HARQ relay may be able to send a fragment of redundancy obtained

from a reduced version of the code. We will explain this case in detail in the next section.

The HARQ relays then continue to transmit HARQ packets until either an ACK is sent

by R or the maximum number of phases is reached. In the former case, node T considers

the packet as delivered, while in the latter case it schedules a new attempt after a random

backoff interval (or drops the packet if the number of attempts already performed is equal

toMtx).

Thus, if the packet cannot be released to a node closer to the destination, the HARQ

relays help the current transmitter to forward the packet to the predefined next hop relay.

If the transmitter receives a negative CP (nCP), then instead of quitting the delivery at-

tempt as in the basic protocol, it keeps idle for a time sufficient to detect the transmission of

cooperative CP (cCP) messages. In fact, a neighbor of N that overheard the handshake, and

that is not yet involved in other communications, may declare its availability for coopera-

tion. If the following conditions are met:

H(R,D) ≥ H(N,D);

S(T,N) ≥ Γt (2.2)

then N sends a cCP message with a flag active cCPf , that indicates that it is a good alterna-

tive to R, as it is experiencing good channel conditions to the current relay and provides a

positive advancement toward the destination.

If T receives a cCPf , then it starts the first transmission phase, but sending the packet to
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the sender of the cCPf packet instead of sending it to R, who returns idle. The transmission

is then performed as described in the previous case, potentially admitting other nodes co-

operation upon the reception of a nACK. If multiple cCPfs are received, then T randomly

selects one of the senders as the next hop relay.

If one or more cCPs are received by T, but no cCPfs have been sent, then T performs

the first transmission phase with intended receiver R. In fact, in this case there is no proper

alternative for releasing the packet, but the conditions on the SINR ensure that there are

potential HARQ cooperators that will help the delivery of the packet to the next hop relay.

If no cCPs are received, T quits the attempt.

A graphical representation of a packet delivery on a two-hop path is depicted in Fig. 2.3.

The initial transmitter changes the next hop relay due to fading/interference impairments.

Then two HARQ relays help the node currently in charge of forwarding the packet in deliv-

ering it to its destination.

As a final remark, we do not assume that control messages are error-free. The incorrect

decoding of CP, nCP, ACK, nACK messages are interpreted by the receiving nodes as neg-

ative CP and acknowledgments, while if T fails to decode a cCP and cACK message then

it disregards the existence of the message. Note that the failed decoding of some control

messages may result in the de-synchronization of the operations of the nodes involved in

a communication. Moreover, if the destination is unavailable, then the cooperative packet

forwarding cannot start. However, the nodes are, in some cases, able to resynchronize by

decoding the subsequent control packets sent over the channel.

2.4 Example of Implementation

In the previous Section we provided a general description of the proposed cooperative

framework. In this Section, as a concrete example, we describe in detail a specific instan-

tiation of this concept in a protocol stack based on the powerful Bell Laboratories Layered

Space-Time (BLAST) architecture and on linear erasure codes (LEC) packet encoding.

2.4.1 Physical Layer

Our work focuses on ad hoc networkswhere nodes are equippedwithmultiple antennas

and use an MMSE version of the LASTMUD scheme described in [46]. This scheme is a

particular implementation of the BLAST architecture, but is not necessary for our proposed
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protocol to work, and could be replaced by any other scheme which allows the existence of

multiple simultaneous transmissions. A general picture is depicted in Fig. 2.4.

We assume that each node, equipped with N antennas, is assigned a specific spreading

code of length Ns, thus creating a CDMA system. We also assume symbol synchronization,

although this is not strictly necessary. In fact, asynchronous transmissions may be handled

by the receivers at the cost of an increased complexity. The symbols to be transmitted are

equally divided among the antennas, thus achieving the benefits of Spatial Multiplexing,

spread with the source node spreading sequence, and finally BPSK modulated. The power

PTOT used by each node is fixed, and is equally divided among the antennas used.

The channel between antennas i and j, belonging to two different nodes n and m, is

modeled as flat Rayleigh fading, and is considered constant during the transmission of a

block of bits. It can be expressed as h
(n,m)
i,j =

√
α(n,m)φ

(n,m)
i,j , where α(n,m) is the path loss

between the source n and the destination m, while φ
(n,m)
i,j is a complex Gaussian random

variable with zero mean and unit variance, accounting for fading. Moreover, the channel is

time correlated with correlation factor ρ, hence the fading coefficient at time k is computed

from the one at time k−1 as φ
(n,m)
i,j (k) = ρφ

(n,m)
i,j (k − 1) +

√

1− ρ2ξ(k), where ξ(k) is an i.i.d.

complex Gaussian random process with zero mean and unit variance.

We give now a brief description of the decoding algorithm. If nodes t=1, 2, · · · , T trans-
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mit in a given time slot, the signal received at node m can be evaluated as follows. We

consider theNs×T matrix S, whose columns are the spreading sequences of the T transmit-

ting nodes, and the vector H
(t,m)
j =[h

(t,m)
1,j , · · · , h(t,m)

N,j ], which collects the complex channel

gains between all the antennas of node t and the j–th antenna of node m. Finally, we de-

note as d the column vector containing the bits transmitted by all the antennas of all the T

transmitting nodes. TheNs chips received at the j–th antenna of nodem can then be written

as:

r
(m)
j =S′C

(m)
j d+ω

(m)
j =R

(m)
j d + ω

(m)
j , (2.3)

In the above equation, C
(m)
j is a diagonal TN×TN matrix, whose diagonal is given by

the elements of all the vectors H
(t,m)
j for 1≤t≤T , i.e., by the channel coefficients between all

the transmitting antennas and the j–th antenna of m. The matrix S′ is obtained as S⊗1N ,

where⊗ is the Kronecker product and 1N is a row vector of lengthN whose elements are all

equal to 1, whereas ω
(m)
j is a column vector containing Ns i.i.d. complex Gaussian random

variables with zero mean and power σ2.

The output of the matched filter is now given by

r̃ = R̃(m)d + n(m), (2.4)

where we used

R̃(m) =

N
∑

j=1

R
(m)H
j R

(m)
j , n(m) =

N
∑

j=1

R
(m)H
j ω

(m)
j (2.5)

and H denotes the Hermitian operator.

The algorithm then sorts the received streams in descending order of SNR, and starts

decoding the one with the highest SNR. Each time a stream is decoded, it is then subtracted

from the total received signal, until all streams are decoded. For a more exhaustive de-

scription of the algorithm, the interested readers are referred to [46]. In [46], the receivers

use zero-forcing weights, corresponding to the Moore-Penrose transform of the correlation

matrix R, to reduce the impact of still-to-decode signals on the signal currently decoded.

In our study, we use instead minimum mean square error weights, i.e., the Moore-Penrose

transform of R(m)+Iσ2, where I is a T×T identity matrix, in order to improve the perfor-

mance [47].

We assume that only the neighbors of a receiver are included in the decoding algorithm,

while farther away interfering signals are treated as an additional noise term. In order to
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speed up network simulations, the output SINRs of the algorithm are computed with the

Gaussian approximation presented in [48].

2.4.2 Packet Encoding

We implement the incremental redundancy error control protocol using linear erasure

codes (LEC) [49] These codes are well suited since they also allow the encoding of fractions

of the packet and are particularly effective for transmissions affected by bursts of errors [50],

but other solutions can be investigated as well. The proposed encoding is depicted in Figure

2.5.

We now briefly introduce the coding technique used. All packets are encoded through

a LEC, which is described by the triple (n, k,G), where n>k and G is a full rank n × k

matrix whose elements are taken from the Galois field GF(2r). The i–th coded symbol pi is

generated from the original k data symbols s1, s2, . . . , sk as

pi = [G]i,1s1 ⊕ [G]i,2s2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ [G]i,ksk , (2.6)

where ⊕ is the element-wise sum of vectors in GF(2r). We consider a systematic LEC, such

that pi = si, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

In order to retrieve the data symbols, letD={κ1, κ2, . . . , κk} be the set of the indices of the
first k correctly decoded symbols, and call ḠD the matrix containing the rows of G whose

indices belong to D. Since G is full rank, also ḠD is full rank, and can be inverted in GF(2r).

Hence, the original symbols can be computed as follows:

sq = [Ḡ−1
D ]q,1pκ1 ⊕ [Ḡ−1

D ]q,2pκ2 ⊕ . . .⊕ [Ḡ−1
D ]q,kpκk (2.7)
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for q=1, 2, . . . , k. Since the only requirement for decoding, if G is full rank, is thatD contains

at least k elements, no matter which ones, it can be inferred that decoding is possible if any

k different coded symbols are received, which is a peculiar property of the Linear Erasure

Codes.

In our system, a packet of Lp bits is first split into F blocks S={b1, . . . , bF }, each of

Lb=Lp/F bits. These blocks are the systematic set, which is then encoded with a code

(V, F,G), where each block can be seen as a code symbol belonging to GF(2Lb ). The coded

set C={c1, . . . , cV } is obtained. Before transmission, each block is finally added a CRC code,

such that at the destination the number of missing blocks after each transmission is known.

Once the destination receives at least F different blocks, it can retrieve the entire original

packet.

2.4.3 Networking

In this section, we show how the networking protocols proposed in this paper are im-

plemented based on the physical layer and the packet encoding described before.

We assume that time is divided into slots, and transmissions start only at the beginning

of each slot, although their duration may involve several consecutive slots. Note that this

does not mean that the start of all delivery attempts is synchronous, as they can start in slots

when other delivery attempts are already active. The channel between each pair of antennas

is considered constant during a single slot, and the use of short training sequences at the

beginning of each slot lets the receiving nodes estimate the channel and perform LASTMUD

decoding.

Thus, packets are encoded with the LEC described before, and we assume that the trans-

mission of a block of symbols generated by the encoder matches the duration of a slot.7

We also assume that control messages are encoded with a convolutional code of rate

1/2, they are transmitted simultaneously with all the antennas (if only one antenna is avail-

able, other techniques are possible, such as a repetition code applied to the whole signaling

packet) and their transmission fits the duration of one slot.

The error control protocol requires that different parts of the codeword be sent in the

various transmission phases. We specify now how this process is carried out based on the

use of LEC. As explained in Section 2.4.2, the packet is divided into blocks, whose set is

7We observe that thus the duration of a slot is inversely proportional to the number of antennas. In fact, the

transmitter splits the bits to be sent among the available antennas.
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called S . The encoding of these blocks generates the coded set C. Since a systematic code

is used, S is also a subset of C. In the first phase, the transmitter transmits all the F blocks

of the systematic part S , one for each time slot, and with all the N antennas, as previously

explained. If the receiver failed to decode the packet, then it sends a nACK specifying the

number of blocks NBL still missing, and also the set D1 ⊂ C of correctly decoded blocks.

The source consequently starts the transmission of other NBL blocks, randomly chosen in

C\D1, followed by a new ACK by the destination. The possible further transmission phases

are carried out in an analogous way, where at the f+1–th phase the set of blocks in which

the transmitter selects is C\Df , and Df is the set of blocks correctly received in 1,. . .,f .

The threshold Γt is numerically computed throughMontecarlo simulations such that the

failure probability of the subsequently sent packet is below a fixed threshold (0.9 in the nu-

merical results). These simulations are carried out in the absence of interference from other

transmissions, while the mutual interference of the signals sent by the various antennas of

the transmitter is taken into account.8 We have chosen to numerically evaluate Γt due to

the high complexity of the receiver and the correlated statistics of the channel coefficients.

Moreover, we cannot set an a priori statistics of the interference, since this is a function of

the protocol implemented as well as of the distribution of the nodes in the network.

In the CHOR algorithm, HARQ relays that decoded all the blocks sent in the first trans-

mission phase randomly select the blocks to be sent in each phase following the same proce-

dure described before. In case the HARQ relay has available only a subset of the blocks sent

in the first phase, then it uses a reduced code to obtain a different coded set. In particular,

a node can be a HARQ relay only if it decoded all the blocks missing at the receiver, and

in that case it randomly picks up the blocks to be sent in the next transmission phase in the

coded set obtained by encoding the blocks in S\D1.

As a final detail, the backoff periods are uniformly chosen in the exponentially increasing

window [1, 2pW ], where p is the number of failed delivery attempts for a given packet.

8This choice ismotivated by the impossibility to have an a priori estimation of the interference in the network.

The hop distance is thus computed in the absence of interferencewith amargin for the error probability sufficient

to preserve the reliability of the link when the entire network is considered. We remark that this approximation

is only used to evaluate the threshold Γt, whereas in the simulation results of Section 2.5 we accurately account

for the total interference in the network.
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2.4.4 Routing

The predefined routes are computed by means of a shortest path algorithm, once a max-

imum hop length dhop has been fixed. Similarly to Γt, the value of dhop is numerically com-

puted as the maximum distance between a transmitter and a receiver providing a failure

probability below a certain threshold. Again, this quantity is evaluated in the absence of

interference. It must also be highlighted that the metric used by the chosen shortest path

algorithm is the number of hops independent of the instantaneous channel conditions. As

observed before, due to the quick variations of the interference conditions, this may lead to

significant delay and throughput loss. It is worth to observe that routing protocols based

on periodically computed tables or computing the whole route before the source starts to

transmit a packet (proactive and reactive routing, respectively) may fail to provide satisfac-

tory performance due to the quick variations of the channel conditions. However, any other

routing protocol can be used as a base for the proposed integrated error control and oppor-

tunistic scheme. In fact, the protocol only needs for a reference selection for the next hop

relay and a distance measure to the destination.

2.5 Numerical Results

In this section, numerical results comparing the performance of CHORwith that achieved

by the basic communication protocol are shown. We also plot the performance associated

with the protocol that implements opportunistic routing only, i.e., it does not enable the

transmission of HARQ packets by other nodes. We refer to the latter protocol as opportunis-

tic routing (OR) protocol. The results are obtained through extensive MATLAB simulations,

since an exhaustive theoretical analysis of the entire network is infeasible, also due to the

complex interference interactions between the communications of the various nodes of the

network.

We developed a simulator which describes the network from the physical to the routing

level. Performance is averaged over random topologies, where nodes are uniformly placed

in a fixed square area of side s=500m. Packet arrivals in the buffer of each node are gen-

erated according to a Poisson process of intensity λg packets per second per node, and the

destination of each packet is randomly chosen among all the other nodes in the network.

We assume that a fixed fraction of the queue is left for packets received from other nodes

which must be forwarded to their final destinations. A timeout is also set, and packetswhich
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Table 2.1. System Parameters.

Phy Layer and Environment

Modulation BPSK

Number of array elements 2

PTOT 0.25 W

Spreading factor Ns 16

Bit-rate per antenna 7.5/NsMb/s

Control pkt FEC polynomial (rate 1/2) 1338, 1718

Noise power σ2
w -170 dBm

Path loss factor β 4

Channel correlation ρ 0.9

Packet generation parameter λg 5 pkt/s per node

MAC and HARQ

Number of blocks per packet F 8

Block length 512 bits

Erasure code parameters (n,k) (8, 24)

Maximum number of phases Mph 5

Maximum number of attempt Mtx 8

Initial windowsW 4

NMAX
fails 5

PG 0.99

Threshold SNRTH 9.44 dB

Queue length 64 pkts

Relaying queue length 32 pkts

Routing

Maximum hop length 163 m

have not yet been delivered when it expires are dropped. Finally, each node, as previously

explained, has a routing table, generated via Shortest Path algorithm, in which the routes

towards every possible destination are stored.

The slow fading channel is modeled as described in Section 2.4.1, with fixed correlation

factor ρ, and the path loss coefficient is chosen such that α(m,n)∝[d(m,n)]−β , where d(m,n) is

the distance between node m and node n. As stated before, the performance of the phys-

ical layer was modeled as in [48]. The parameters used in the simulations are collected in

Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.6 depicts the end–to–end throughput for the basic, OR and CHOR protocols as a
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function of the number of nodes in the network, each equipped with only one antenna. As

can be seen, the throughput grows for all the protocols as the number of nodes increases,

until it reaches a floor. In fact, as the number of nodes is increased, the network is initially

able to support the greater traffic generated by the transmissions, whereas beyond a certain

value the level of parallelism that the network can sustain saturates. This is due to the effect

of interference, that does not allow other communications to start (SINR threshold) and

results in an increased failure rate of the delivery attempts.

The OR protocol achieves an improved throughput with respect to the basic protocol.

In fact, although a slightly larger signaling overhead is required, the capability of choosing

opportunistically the path improves the probability that the packet is eventually delivered to

its destination. Moreover, the avoidance of bad links enablesmore efficient communications,

and thus the interference load decreases and each packet is delivered in a shorter time. The

CHOR protocol outperforms both the OR protocol and the basic communication scheme.

The possibility for the neighbors with a good channel to the next hop relay to help the

HARQ process by sending HARQ packets on behalf of the source speeds up the delivery

process and reduces the probability that nodes enter backoff. However, cooperative HARQ

may result in bursty transmissions if the number of HARQ relays is large, an event that

may happen in densely populated networks. The burst of cooperative transmissions may

generate short-term interference congestion conditions, that may be harmful to the other

ongoing communications. The effectiveness at the intended receiver depends on the tradeoff

between the amount of collected redundancy and the quality of the channel experienced by

each HARQ packet. This effect can be observed in Fig 2.6 when the number of nodes is

larger than 120 and the throughput of the CHOR protocol slightly decreases.

Fig. 2.7 depicts the success probability on paths with different path lengths. Both the OR

and CHOR protocols grant an improved throughput when delivering packets to far-away

destination. For one–hop paths, the improvement granted by CHOR is due to the effec-

tiveness of distributed HARQ. The OR protocol shows the same performance as the basic

protocol, since they behave identically for single hop communications. The help of HARQ

relays in the CHOR protocol increases the success probability of each hop of the path, and

thus the overall benefit for long paths is more pronounced than that of the OR protocol. For

instance, for four-hop paths CHOR shows a success probability that is more than doubled

compared to the basic communication scheme. OR also provides better performance than

the basic protocol, thanks to the more efficient paths.
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Figure 2.6. End–to–end throughput as a function of the number of nodes in the network. The area is kept

constant, and the number of antennas for each node is 1.
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Figure 2.7. End–to–end success delivery ratio, on paths with different numbers of hops. Here the number

of array elements is 1, and the total number of nodes is 40.
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Figure 2.8. Average distance of successfull DATA links for basic, OR and CHOR protocols as a function

of the number of nodes in the network. The area is kept constant, and the number of antennas for each node

is 1.

We plot in Fig. 2.8 the average distance between the transmitter and the receiver of suc-

cessful delivery attempts. The basic protocol offers the largest advancement, since the routes

are calculated such that the next hop is the node closest to the final destination among those

within the transmission range of the source. As observed in Fig. 2.7, however, this choice

may lead to a smaller success probability for a larger interference level, and consequently

to a worse throughput. OR on the contrary selects the shortest links. In fact, in long range

transmissions the transmitter is more likely to receive a nCP, and thus a next hop relay at a

short distance may be chosen. Moreover, when multiple relays are available, the one with

the best channel towards the source is chosen, which is likely to be the closest to the source

satisfying the condition on the hop distance. The CHOR protocol lies between the basic and

the OR protocol. In fact, it implements the next hop opportunistic switching, that on aver-

age results in shorter links, but the distributedHARQ increases the probability that medium

and long range delivery attempts are successfully completed.

The effect of the number of antennas used at each node is investigated in Fig. 2.9, where

the throughput achieved by the basic and the CHOR protocol is shown for one and two an-

tennas. The use of multiple antennas lets nodes increase the spatial multiplexing level, thus

increasing the raw transmission rate. The throughput improves when nodes use two anten-

nas for both the basic and the CHOR protocol. However, while in low-density topologies
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Figure 2.9. End–to–end throughput for basic, OR and CHOR protocol as a function of the number of

nodes, with the number N of antennas equal to 1 and 2. The spreading factor is Ns = 16.

CHOR outperforms the basic protocol in both cases, as the number of nodes becomes larger

the difference between the performance of the two protocols gets closer in the two antenna

case. This is due to the balance between the increased multiuser capabilities at the receivers

and the larger number of information flows due to the presence of two antennas. The CHOR

protocol is more sensitive to interference issues, due to the possibility of interference bursts

due to cooperative transmissions. This effects reduces the benefit granted by cooperation to

the overall network performance.

Finally, Fig. 2.10 depicts the average end–to–end throughput as a function of the spread-

ing factor. It can be observed that the CHOR protocol provides a throughput gain even

when the spreading factor is small, and thus when the system is more sensitive to interfer-

ence. This means that the advantage granted by the reception of multiple HARQ packets

overcomes the effect of bursty interference. The OR and the basic protocol perform similarly

when the spreading factor is small, since in this case also the interference perceived by the

neighbors is likely to be such that the SINR condition is not met. It can be also observed that

when the spreading factor is large the OR and the CHOR curves get closer, as the network

incurs fewer failures and then the transmission by the HARQ relays is not often needed.
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Figure 2.10. End–to–end throughput for basic, OR and CHOR protocol as a function of spreading factor.

The number of nodes is 100.

2.6 Discussion

In this part of the work, we presented a novel cooperative framework for MIMO multi-

hop ad hoc networks that integrates opportunistic routing and distributed error control. We

focused on MIMO ad hoc networks where the potential of the physical layer is exploited to

increase the parallelism of the communications in the network. Our goal is to increase the

efficiency and the performance in terms of delay, delivery success rate and interference load

per packet achieved by the network. We provided a general description of the proposed

algorithm as well as a specific case study where nodes implement a BLAST transmitter-

receiver architecture and packets are encoded by means of a low-rate linear erasure code.

We presented numerical results showing that the proposed approach, by combining coop-

eration, error control and routing, grants a significant performance gain to the network.



Chapter 3

Cooperation in CDMA Cellular

Networks

The main contribution of this part of the work is to investigate how different cooperative

techniques can be practically applied to CDMA cellular networks. In doing this, it is our goal

to understand which kinds of benefits may be achieved, which constraints are to be taken

into account and how the system should be designed in order to include cooperative nodes.

It is clear that the use of cooperation requires modifications to the current standards,

which are likely to be accepted by operators only if the achievable gains are high enough.

A second observation is that the benefits obtained through the use of cooperative nodes

may have impact on different metrics. For instance, an increased coverage area due to the

presence of relays can be instead turned into a power saving gain, if the range is kept con-

stant. Finally, we want to highlight the importance of an analysis which takes into account

a whole cell, hence considering also the interference effects and the possibility that a single

cooperator may serve more than one source.

Twowell known cooperative schemes have been investigated in details, namely Amplify

and Forward (A&F) and Decode and Forward (D&F), which appear to be the most practical

in cellular networks. Coded cooperation, in fact, may require excessive modifications in the

protocol stack.

We focused on Uplink performance, implying that a number of transmission sources,

the Mobile Terminals, share the same destination, corresponding to the Base Station. It is

well know that, in the Uplink, the coverage range is limited by the maximum transmission

power allowed for a Mobile Terminal and by the interference, which, although reduced by

33
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the use of spreading codes, is still proportional to the number of transmitting terminals.

If the extension of the coverage range is the aim, then cooperation appears to be a good

solution: not only can the presence of a cooperator significantly reduce the equivalent path

loss to the Base Station, but, with a proper carrier assignment, it is also possible to reduce

the overall interference at the destination, as will be explained in this Chapter.

The Chapter is divided in three parts.

The first part focuses on the analysis of a simple three-node scenario. The aim of this

part is to compare different cooperative schemes in terms of outage probability, in order to

determine which one is likely to offer the best performance. Moreover, an investigation on

how the improvement depends on the position of the cooperator and on its capabilities is

also carried out. The results obtained from this preliminary study were useful to figure out

which kinds of benefits may be offered by cooperation, using the transmission constraints

and the parameters commonly adopted in the study of cellular networks.

In the second part, we exploit the previous results to develop a deeper analysis of the

A&F cooperation scheme applied in a wider scenario, where an entire cell is considered. The

additional interference generated by the cooperating nodes is taken into account, as well as

the cooperator selection among a set of available nodes. The gain in terms of transmission

power is derived for the helped nodes, and a new coverage area is defined accordingly.

An interesting result on the relationship between the coverage area and the association of

the mobile terminals to the different relays leads to important observations regarding the

system design, and lays the foundations for an investigation on algorithms to determine the

capacity of the cooperative system.

In the third part of the work, we tested cooperation in a full system, multi-cell scenario.

When considering multiple cells, and modeling all the layers, from physical to MAC, a the-

oretical analyis becomes excessively involved. Moreover, the aim of this third part is to

remove all the simplifying assumptions commonly accepted in theroretical work (therefore,

including power control, traffic model, HSPA mechanisms...) to observe if the gain shown

in the analysis can be really achieved in a real cellular system. The cooperative scheme,

as well as the cooperator capabilities, were chosen based on the previously shown results,

whereas some assumptions and parameters have been removed or modified according to

what is stated in the latest standards.
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3.1 Related Work

Considerable research efforts have been focused on cooperation in wireless networks

due to the promise for increased performance and robustness against channel impairments.

Several cooperative techniques have been developed in recent years. However, the funda-

mental rationale is to let nodes help a communication between a given source-destination

pair by transmitting over the channel information belonging to the source transmission,

thanks to the broadcasting nature of the wireless channel, that allows the neighbors of a

source to overhear its transmission. Cooperation is often represented as a distributed an-

tenna array system, where the array is formed by the different nodes participating in the

communications.

Several theoretical studies have appeared in a number of articles. In [27] a four–node

network is investigated: the advantages of both transmitter cooperation and receiver co-

operation are compared, and capacity bounds are derived. In [51] power allocation is also

considered. The outage behaviour of various schemes is investigated in [25] in high SNR

regime, where the importance of channel estimation and of limited feedback from the desti-

nation are analyzed. Kramer et al., in [12] focus on the best position of the cooperator when

various cooperative schemes are used, and generalize the problem to small networks with

more than one source or one destination. Cooperation applied to cellular systems is stud-

ied in [52], where multiple nodes, grouped in clusters, cooperate in sending their packets

to a common base station. Throughput optimization of the whole network, based on the

rate of the cooperative links, is analyzed in [53], while a cooperative scheme for nodes with

full duplex capability was designed by Hunter and Nosratinia in [26, 54], and extended to

wideband channels in [55]. Here, two nodes listen to each other in a first phase and then

cooperatively transmitting in a second phase. Such a scheme is less effective in fast fad-

ing environments, but a feasible solution for cellular networks, where different channels

are available, was then developed in [56], which takes advantage of space-time block codes

such as the Alamouti code [27]. A cooperative scheme based on CDMA was presented by

Sendonaris, Erkip and Aazhang in [6, 7], where two nodes combine their transmissions to-

wards the same Base Station by exploiting RCPC codes and full duplex capability at the

source, and Multi User Detection at the destination. Other cooperative techniques applied

to wireless LANs and cellular networks can be found in [57] and in [58] respectively.

Although most prior work focused on ad hoc network scenarios, and generally consid-
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ered simple three-node topologies, increased attention has been recently put to the impact

of cooperation on the higher layers. In [38], a routing algorithm for UWB wireless networks

has been investigated, where cooperating nodes can help the packet forwarding along a

predetermined route. A more general algorithm, not based over a static non cooperative

route, is instead presented in [45]. Its performance are significantly better than other non co-

operative routing algorithms, but interference from other cooperative transmissions in the

network is not taken into account. This aspect is well analyzed in [59], where cooperation

in a multi–source, multi–destination, multi–hop wireless network is considered, taking into

account the performance reduction due to interference among two or more symultaneous

cooperative transmissions. A more general cross–layer framework, which aims at guaran-

teeing fairness and efficiency, while optimizing the node performances, like throughput or

outage, can be found in [60].

3.2 Single Link Analysis

This part of the work investigates and discusses some issues and the potential ben-

efits resulting from the use of simple and practical cooperative techniques, such as De-

code&Forward (D&F) and Amplify&Forward (A&F) in UMTS cellular networks. We in-

clude cooperation in a realistic setting that takes into account the features of UMTS systems

and we compute the performance gains in terms of coverage range and success probability.

We include in our discussion considerations on how the characterization of the cooperative

node influences performance. In particular, mobile nodes and base stations have different

antenna gains. If we assume the cooperating node to be a mobile itself we can not take ad-

vantage of an increased gain, while if it is a sort of relay station (RS) we can assume it has

greater antenna gain then a regular mobile. Note that in the D&F case the cooperating node

decodes the source message. This also raises some privacy and security issues that must be

considered when designing the system. We show that different schemes and cooperating

node characterizations lead to different design directions in terms of optimal cooperating

node position to get the maximum coverage range gain.

3.2.1 System Description

In this section, we describe the UMTS–like environment where we want to apply a co-

operative scheme. More specifically, we focus on the transmission from a mobile terminal,
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which will be labeled as S, towards the Base Station D. In addition, we call C a third ter-

minal, which helps the source in delivering its packets when cooperation is used. This third

terminal may be another Mobile Terminal (MT) or a Relay Station (RS). In the latter case

we assume that the cooperating node has an increased antenna gain with respect to a MT.

This may have an effect on the performance of a cooperative scheme, as will be shown in

Section 3.2.2.

We call dxy the distance between terminal x and terminal y. Each MT can choose its

transmission power Pt ≤ Pm, where Pm is the maximum transmission power. We denote

the antenna gain at the Base Station with Bg, and withMg the antenna gain of a MT. In this

work we consider a fixed transmission rate R, and a fixed CDMA spreading factor. The use

of CDMA grants an additional gain Cg to the received SNR.We consider a Rayleigh channel

with flat fading, with path loss between x and y proportional to d−αxy . The fading coefficient

δxy is given by a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance,

and is considered constant during the transmission of a single packet. Finally, we denote

with N0 the noise power and we assume a SNR threshold model for decoding, where the

destination successfully decodes the incoming packet if the perceived SNR is greater than η.

All the considered values for the parameters are listed in Table 3.1. As regards the channel,

we consider a first-order correlation model, where if at time t the complex channel gain is

δ
(t)
sd , at time t + 1 it can be written as δ

(t+1)
sd = ρδ

(t)
sd +

√

1− ρ2ξ, where ξ is another complex

Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. The outage probability can be

written as

ζ = P [Γ < η] , (3.1)

where P[·] denotes probability and Γ is the perceived SNR at the BS. We define the coverage

range as the maximum distance at which transmission is possible with outage probability

lower than a target value ζ̄. Four communication schemes are investigated. The first is the

traditional direct transmission towards the BS; the second is the Double Direct Transmission

(DDT) scheme, where the source performs in the subsequent time slot a second transmis-

sion. The receiver uses Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), meaning that the global SNR

can be obtained as the sum of the two SNRs. The third scheme is based on the A&F co-

operative technique. We assume that the packet is transmitted by S on an uplink channel.

A third node C which is listening to the transmission from S also retransmits the received

signal, amplified by a factor β, to the base stationD. Different solutions are possible: C may

transmit on another uplink channel, thus requiring a full–duplex connection, or in the sub-
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Table 3.1. System Parameters.

Maximum TX power Pm 0.125 W

Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz

Receiver noise figure 5 dB

Receiver noise powerN0 -103.2 dBm

Required SNR η 5 dB

Processing gain Cg 25 dB

Base Station antenna gain Bg 18 dB

Rate R 12.2 kbps

Correlation factor ρ 0.9

sequent time slot, as for DDT. The same variants hold for the fourth transmission scheme,

based on D&F, where C retransmits only if it decodes the packet from S.

3.2.2 Derivation of Outage Probability

In this section we compute the outage probability for the considered communication

schemes as a function of the distances between the various nodes involved in the commu-

nication and their antenna gains. This will be instrumental to evaluate the coverage range

gain.

Direct Transmission

If a single transmission is performed by the source, the SNR at the destination is given

by:

Γsd =
Pt
GN0

d−αsd |δsd|2 (3.2)

where G = A/(BgCg) and A is a path loss factor. Since δsd is a complex Gaussian random

variable, |δsd|2 is distributed as an exponential random variable of unit mean. Therefore, we

can write:

ζ = P
[

Pt
GN0

d−αsd |δsd|2 < η

]

= 1− e−
ηGN0
Pt

dα
sd (3.3)

Double Direct Transmission

In this scheme, two subsequent transmissions of the same packet are performed by the

source S, in order to exploit time diversity and increase the SNR at the destination thanks to

MRC.
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It can be shown that once δ
(t)
sd is given, δ

(t+1)
sd is equal to VR + jVI , where VR and VI are

two Gaussian random variables whosemeans depends on the real and imaginary part of δ
(t)
sd

respectively, whereas their variances are equal, and depend only on the correlation factor ρ.

Hence, the conditional probability distribution of |δ(t+1)
sd |2 can be derived from the pdf of a

chi-square random variable. Analytically, the expression of the conditional pdf is:

fX|Y (x|y)= 1

1− ρ2
e
− ρ2y

1−ρ2 e
− x

1−ρ2 I0

(

2ρ

1− ρ2

√
xy

)

(3.4)

where we call, for ease of notation, Y = |δ(t)sd |2 and X = |δ(t+1)
sd |2, and I0(x) is the modified

Bessel function of the first kind and order 0. As can be observed from this distribution,

|δ(t+1)
sd |2 depends on the magnitude of δ

(t)
sd but not on its phase. The outage probability can

hence be computed as

ζDT = P
[

∣

∣

∣
δ
(t)
sd

∣

∣

∣

2
+
∣

∣

∣
δ
(t+1)
sd

∣

∣

∣

2
<
ηGN0

Pm
dαsd

]

=

∫ l

0

∫ l−x

0
fXY (x, y)dydx (3.5)

Here, l = ηGN0d
α
sd/Pm, and fXY (x, y) is the joint probability distribution of X and Y ; since

Y is exponential, we can write:

fXY (x, y) =
1

1− ρ2
e
− x+y

1−ρ2 I0

(

2ρ

1− ρ2

√
xy

)

(3.6)

The outage probability is again a monotonically increasing function of dsd; more precisely,

the integrand function remains the same, but as dsd increases the area over which fXY (x, y)

is integrated becomes larger. Since fXY (x, y) is a pdf, the value of the integral also increases.

Amplify&Forward

By this communication scheme node C retransmits the received signal from the source

in the subsequent slot. We consider also in this case MRC at the destination, where the

total SNR hence has a component due to the direct transmission and another one due to

the relayed transmission. The powers used by S and C are called Ps and Pc respectively,

whereas β is the power amplification factor at the cooperator. As said in Section 3.2.1,Mg is

the antenna gain at the cooperator, which may be different from Bg.

The outage probability is given by:

ζAF = P [Γsd + Γcd < η] (3.7)
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where Γsd is the term due to the direct transmission, and Γcd the one due to the relayed

transmission. The former is expressed by (3.2), with Pt = Ps. We now focus on the latter.

The signal power received at the cooperator is

rc =
PsMg

A
d−αsc |δsc|2 (3.8)

This power is then amplified by the factor β, and sent to the destination D. Considering

the path loss and the complex gain of the second channel, the useful power received at the

destination is

rd =
PsMgβ

AG
d−αsc d

−α
cd |δsc|2|δcd|2. (3.9)

It should be noticed that the spreading gain Cg is applied only at the destination D, where

the packet is decoded. The SNR is now given by the ratio between rd and the total received

noise power. This power can be derived as follows. The noise power introduced at the co-

operator is N0. This power is also amplified by the factor β, and then sent to the destination

D, where an additional noise power, also equal to N0, is added. Thus, the total noise power

received at the destination is

rn = N0

(

1 +
βBg
A

d−αcd |δcd|2
)

(3.10)

Please note that the spreading gain Cg is never applied to the noise. The ratio rd/rn gives

the term Γcd in (3.7), namely

Γcd=
PcMgβd

−α
sc d

−α
cd

AGN0

(

1 +
βBg
A d−αcd |δcd|2

) |δsc|2|δcd|2 (3.11)

As intuition suggests, the outage probability depends on the three distances dsd, dsc and

dcd, on the source power Ps and on the amplification factor β. This factor, however, can be

rewritten as a function of Pc, since β = Pc/(rc +N0). If we replace β, after some manipula-

tions we get

ζAF = P
[

ψsd|δsd|2 +
ψsc|δsc|2ψcd|δcd|2

1 + ψsc|δsc|2 + ψcd|δcd|2
<

η

Cg

]

(3.12)

with

ψsd =
PsBg
AN0

d−αsd ψsc =
PsMg

AN0
d−αsc ψcd =

PcBg
AN0

d−αcd (3.13)

The terms ψ· can be seen as the average received powers on the three channels, except for

the spreading gain Cg, which affects only the channels towards the destination D. In order

to complete the derivation, the three gains |δsd|2, |δsc|2, |δcd|2 can be considered as three
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independent exponential random variables of unit mean X, Y and Z . Two of them are

combined in one random variable Q, whose form is

Q =
Y Z

1 + aY + bZ
(3.14)

The cdf of Q can be analytically derived as

FQ(t)=1− e−(a+b)t2
√

t+ abt2K1

(

2
√

t+ abt2
)

(3.15)

where K1(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 1. The expres-

sion of the outage probability can be consequently expressed in terms of the two random

variables X and Q:

ζAF = P [cX + kQ < l] = P
[

Q <
l

k
− c

k
X

]

=

∫ l
c

0
FQ

(

l

k
− c

k
h

)

fX(h)dh (3.16)

In the last equation, the parameters for our problem are l = η/Cg , c = ψsd and k = ψscψcd,

whereas a = ψsc and b = ψcd. Now, since X is exponential, as said above, its pdf is simply

fX(x) = e−x. The integral in (3.16) can be further manipulated, giving the following result:

ζAF = 1− e− n
m − e− n

m
(t+s)

∫ n
m

0
e(t+s−1)hg(h)K1(g(h))dh

where we put

g(h) = 2

√

n−mh+ st
( n

m
− h
)2

(3.17)

m =
1

ψsc

(

dcd
dsd

)α

n =
η

Cg

1

ψscψcd
(3.18)

s =

(

dcd
dsd

)α

t =
Bg
Mg

(

dsc
dsd

)α

(3.19)

Decode&Forward

In the D&F scheme the third node C decodes the source’s packet and retransmits it,

thereby avoiding the noise propagation that affects A&F. Thus, cooperator’s transmission

is conditioned on the correct decoding of the packet at its first transmission. We assume,

as in the A&F case, that the cooperator C retransmits the packet in the time slot following

the one during which S performed its first transmission. MRC is used at the destination,

resulting in a global SNR given by the sum of the two terms Γsd and Γcd: the former is due
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to the transmission from the source, the latter to that relayed by C , just as in the A&F case

previously described.

The second term, Γcd, is added to Γsd only if C succeeds in decoding the transmission

from S. The outage probability can be expressed as:

ζDF =P
[

ψsd|δsd|2<
η

Cg

]

P
[

ψsc|δsc|2<
η

Cg

]

+

+P
[

ψsd|δsd|2+ψcd|δcd|2<
η

Cg

]

P
[

ψsc|δsc|2≥
η

Cg

]

(3.20)

In this scheme, also the cooperator takes advantage of the spreading gain Cg, since it per-

forms decoding before retransmitting to the destination. The probabilities in (3.20) can be

calculated as follows. Given the distributions of the |δ|2 we have

P

[

ψ|δ|2 < η

Cg

]

= 1− e−
η
Cg

1
ψ (3.21)

The term with the contribution of both S and C is in the form P[ψsdX +ψcdY < η/Cg], with

X and Y independent exponential random variables. We can write

P[ψsdX + ψcdY < l]=1− ψcde
− l
ψcd − ψsde−

l
ψsd

ψcd − ψsd
(3.22)

where we put l = η/Cg . The total outage probability can hence be rewritten as

ζDF=1− e−
l

ψsd

(

1−e−
l

ψsc

)

− e−
l

ψsc

(

ψcde
− l
ψcd −ψsde−

l
ψsd

)

ψcd−ψsd
. (3.23)

The outage probability depends on all three distances among the nodes, and also on the two

powers Ps and Pc used by S and C respectively. A deeper insight in such topics will be

provided in the next Section.

3.2.3 Coverage Range of Cooperative Schemes

We define the coverage range as the maximum distance between the source and the des-

tination at which the target outage probability ζ̄ is achieved. In the case of non–cooperative

schemes, such as Direct Transmission and DDT, the outage probability depends only on the

distance dsd and on the power used. Therefore, once the power is fixed to the maximum

allowed value Pm, the coverage range can be found, either analytically or by numerical cal-

culation. In the single transmission case it is simply

ΩT =

(

− ln
(

1− ζ̄
)

Pm

ηGN0

)
1
α

. (3.24)
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The value ΩDT for which ζDT , computed as in Eq. (3.5), is equal to ζ̄ is the coverage range

of the double transmission scheme.

In cooperative systems, however, the outage probability depends on three distances.

This means that even when the powers of S and C are chosen, and the distance dsd is fixed,

different outage probabilities can be reached, based on the position of the cooperator.

In the following, we analyze how the position of node C and its capabilities affect the

coverage range.

Amplify & Forward

In the Amplify and Forward scheme the main problem is given by the noise amplifica-

tion at the cooperator. A cooperator placed near the source makes the scheme similar to

DDT, but its transmission suffers a high attenuation on the link towards the destination. On

the contrary, if C is located nearD, it receives a signal with low SNR from the source, so that

C amplifies and retransmits a signal corrupted by noise.

Since the success probability φAF = 1−ζAF increases with both Ps and Pc, once the nodes

are placed the minimum outage probability is reached for Ps = Pc = Pm. Moreover, it can

be seen that φAF decreases as the distances among the nodes become larger. This means

that, once dsd is fixed, the best choice for the cooperator is to place it aligned with S and D,

such that dsc=dsd−dcd.

We numerically evaluated the success probability φAF for a given distance dsd as a func-

tion of dsc, considering the three nodes aligned, and plotted it in Figure 3.1 for different

values of the antenna gainMg. We observe that whenMg is equal to 1, as in the case of an-

other mobile terminal serving as a cooperator, the best position is quite close to the source.

This is due to the strong asymmetry between the two channels S−C and C−D; the SNR at

the cooperator is much lower than the one which would be obtained at a base station placed

at the same distance.

As Mg increases, the maximum value of φAF also becomes higher. Moreover, a second

local maximum is reached when the cooperator is near the destination, and whenMg = Bg

this secondmaximum has the same value as the first one. Looking at equations (3.17)-(3.19),

it can be noticed that the values of m and n are the same for dsc = d1, dcd = d2 and for

dsc = d2, dcd = d1. This is not true for s and t, but their values, if Mg = Bg, appear to be

reversed in the two cases. Since however they always appear in (3.17) added or multiplied
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Figure 3.1. Success probability for A&F as a function of dsc, with dsd = 2500m, for different values of

Mg.

together, it follows that ζAF is a symmetric function of dsc, centered in dsd/2, when the

antenna gain at the cooperator is equal to that at the destination.

In order to better understand the reason of such symmetry, we analyze the composition

of the average powers received at the cooperator and at the destination, once dsd is fixed,

and Ps=Pc=Pm.

The average useful power received at C is given by

r̄c =
PmMg

A
d−αsc (3.25)

whereas the noise power is N0, and the total received power is r̄tot = r̄c + N0. Both the

useful and the noise power are amplified before retransmission. Hence, the signal and noise

components of the average retransmitted power are respectively

λs = Pm
r̄c
r̄tot

λn = Pm
N0

r̄tot
(3.26)

The average power received at the destination can be found by multiplying both the compo-

nents by the path loss of the channel C−D. At the destination, however, a third component

is added, due to the noise introduced at the BS receiver. In addition, the term of useful power

is increased by the factor Cg, which cannot be applied to the other two noise components.
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Figure 3.2. Composition of the power received at destination D as a function of dsc, for dsd = 2400 m.

The three components are then written as

λds = λs
BgCg
A

d−αcd , λ
d
n1

= λn
Bg
A
d−αcd , λ

d
n2

= N0. (3.27)

The values of the three components are plotted in Figure 3.2, normalized over their sum,

for a given value of dsd. The graph shows that the noise introduced in the second channel

has a stronger impact if compared to the noise component due to the first transmission,

except when the cooperator is quite close to the destination. Nevertheless, the sum of the

two noise components has a symmetric shape, centered in dsd/2, and shows two peaks, as

predicted by equation (3.17). We recall that the SNR due to the direct transmission must

be added, but since this SNR does not depend on the position of the cooperator nor on the

value of Mg , the global SNR as a function of dsc keeps the same shape as shown in Figure

3.2. The best position of the cooperator, as a function of dsd, can be found by numerically

evaluating (3.17). We can then define the outage probability at distance dsd as the minimum

outage probability that can be reached at that distance, by placing a cooperator in the best

position. We plot this function in Figure 3.3. The coverage range dAF is hence derived as

the distance at which the outage probability is equal to the target value ζ̄ . Since the outage

probability depends on Mg, the same holds for the coverage range, which increases as the

antenna gain at the cooperator becomes higher. Finally, once the target outage probability

ζ̄ is fixed, and limiting our analysis to only aligned configurations of S, C and D, we can
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Figure 3.3. Outage probability for the four analyzed schemes, as a function of dsd.

identify the region of all the positions of the cooperator which make possible a transmission

with outage probability not greater than ζ̄ . The region of feasible positions can be found by

numerically evaluating the outage probability ζAF with Ps = Pc = Pm.

Decode and Forward

In D&F, the position of the cooperator still heavily influences the reliability. A cooperator

too close to the source results in a scheme similar to DDTwith increased channel diversity. A

cooperator far away from S is not likely to decode the packet. As in theA&F case, the success

probability φDF =1−ζDF increases with both Ps and Pc, and is then maximized when using

the maximum transmission power Pm at both nodes. Furthermore, φDF decreases when the

distances among the three nodes are larger; this means that also for D&F, for given dsd the

best position of the cooperator lies on the line between S and D.

In Figure 3.4 the success probability is shown as a function of dsc for a given value of

dsd, and for different values of the antenna gain at the cooperator Mg. If a simple mobile

terminal is used as cooperator, meaning Mg = 1, the best position is closer to the source,

due to the asymmetry between the two channels S − C and C − D, as already explained

for A&F. WhenMg is greater, however, the maximum value of φDF increases, and the best

position for a cooperator moves towards the middle point. For Mg = Bg the best choice
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Figure 3.4. Success probability for D&F as a function of dsc, with dsd = 2500m, for different values of

Mg.

is dsc only slightly less dsd/2. Comparing Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4, it appears that for the

same value of dsd D&F achieves a much higher success probability. This in turn affects the

coverage range, which is itself higher than that achieved by A&F, once defined the outage

probability at distance dsd as done for the A&F. The outage probability as a function of dsd,

obtained by numerically evaluating Eq. (3.23), is reported in Figure 3.3. The coverage range

dDF is again calculated as the distance at which the outage probability is equal to the target

value ζ̄ .

3.2.4 Design Directions

In the previous section we derived the outage probability and the coverage range of

different cooperation techniques as a function of the distances between the nodes involved

in the communications and the antenna gain of the cooperator. In this section we discuss

how these result can offer design directions for the setting of cooperative system in UMTS

cellular networks.

As a first observation, different cooperative techniques have different optimal placement

of the cooperator. Moreover, whether C is a MT or a RS its position influences the achieved

performance. In the D&F case we achieve the best performance when C is approximately
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of the RSs from the BS. Here NB = 3.

in the middle between S and D and asMg is decreased it shifts toward S. In the A&F case

we have a wide area in the middle between S andD in which we get poor performance and

asMg is decreased we have that C can be only very close to S. If C is a MT, we can choose

dynamically the cooperator in order to achieve a performance improvement, but it is clear

that when the antenna gain of C is that of a MT we have a small area in which this happens.

If C is a RS the feasibility region is larger and a cooperator placed in a given position is likely

to be helpful to many MTs. However, in this case the cooperator has a fixed position and

therefore we have to carefully place it in order to get the maximum improvement. In Figure

3.5 we plot the coverage area of a cell with a given numberNB of RSs placed at a given range

with uniform angle. As could be expected, the area is wider for higher values of NB , and

when using D&F rather than A&F. Moreover, the maximum area for D&F is reached when

the RSs are located far from the center. This is right, since it was shown that the best position

for the cooperator in D&F is nearly in the middle point between S andD; hence, a RS which

can decode the signal from the source at distance dsc = d1 can also reliably retransmit it to

a destination at distance almost equal to d1. With A&F, on the contrary, the maximum area

improvement is for the RSs quite close to the BS, according to Figure 3.1.
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3.2.5 Discussion

In this part we have investigated the benefits of cooperation in cellular UMTS networks

from a simple three-node scenario perspective. Although this preliminary analysis does not

consider interference issues, which may strongly affect the effectiveness of cooperation, it

still offers some suggestions about how cooperation may be applied. In particular, it was

observed that:

• D&F appears to grant higher benefits than A&F, which on the contrary suffers from

noise amplification and retransmission; moreover, an A&F cooperator cannot distin-

guish among the incoming signals, thus potentially retransmitting also interference

(intra-cell and inter-cell), and cannot apply more sophisticated receivers (for instance,

with interference cancellation mechanisms). On the contrary, A&F requires a much

simpler practical implementation, and introduces much lower delays, hence granting

the advantages coming from soft handover.

• Higher improvement is achieved when the cooperator can exploit higher antenna

gains. This suggests that Mobile Terminals could bring little advantage as cooperators.

Relay Stations, whose antennas are comparable to that of the Base Station, appear to

be a much better solution, although they must be deployed in fixed positions. More-

over, their number is likely to be much lower than that of the mobiles, thus leading to

a scenario where a single Relay Station has to serve a number of transmission sources.

• As was pointed out before, the position of the cooperator affects the performance. If

fixed Relay Stations are used, their positions should be properly chosen, given the

statistics of the spatial distribution of the Mobiles. When uniform distributions are

considered, as in most of the theoretical papers, the positions of the cooperators can

be determined to maximize the overall gain. If, on the contrary, clustered distributions

are investigated, or obstacles are assumed to increase the path loss of given mobiles,

the cooperators should be deployed accordingly, thus granting even higher benefits.

3.3 Algorithms for Cooperative Power Control in CDMAnetworks

The aim of this Section is to investigate different power control schemes which could be

applied to a cooperative uplink transmission in a UMTS like environment. We have already

analyzed the outage probability which can be achieved by Amplify and Forward and by
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Decode and Forward; moreover, we put our attention to the relationship between these

probabilities, the position of the cooperator and its capabilities. Results showed that while

for A&F the best position is quite close to the source S or to the destinationD, when D&F is

used the midpoint between S and D becomes the most advantageous location.

In the analytical derivation of all the previous results, however, the effects of fast fading

on the channel gain were averaged, in order to find, for example, the maximum distance

at which the average SNR is equal to a certain threshold or the outage probability becomes

higher than a fixed value.

In practice, however, even when the distance between the source and the destination is

set to a constant value, the instantaneous SNR varies, being affected by both shadowing and

fast fading. Power control mechanisms are then used, such that the transmission power is

frequently changed and can compensate for the channel variations.

In the following, we first explain the channel model we used to test some power control

algorithms; then, we briefly recall the principles of the traditional power control mechanism

adopted in cellular systems. Finally, we describe some power control algorithms which

could be applied to a cooperative transmission relying on Amplify and Forward.

3.3.1 Rayleigh channel model

In order to verify the effectiveness of the power control algorithms, we adopt a more

refined channel model. Since power control is meant to counteract mainly the effects of fast

fading, we do not consider shadowing. Hence, the channel gain is given by the contribution

of two terms: the path loss, which depends on the distance between the source S and the

destination D, and the fast fading term, which instead takes into account the multipath

propagation and the mobile speed.

The path loss term is usually derived by the Okumura-Hata model [61] for macro urban

cells:

Lp(dB) = 69.55+26.16 log10 fc−13.82 log10 hb−a(hm)+(44.9−6.55 log10 hb) log10R (3.28)

where Lp(dB) is the path loss expressed in dB, fc is the carrier frequency, hb is the height

of the Base Station, hm is the height of the Mobile Terminal and R is the distance between

the BS and the MT, expressed in kilometers. Finally, a(hm) is a correction factor, which is

usually set to 0 for hm = 1.5 m.
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Hence, by assuming hm = 1.5 m, hb = 30 m, and fc = 1950 MHz, we can rewrite:

Lp(dB) = 137.4 + 35.2 log10R (3.29)

In the previous sections, we used a similar model, where the path loss term is given instead

by d−αsd /A, where A = 1000 and dsd is the distance between transmitter and receiver. How-

ever, by selecting the path loss exponent α equal to 3.5, and expressing dsd in kilometers,

our propagation model can also be rewritten in dB as

Lq(dB) = 135 + 35 log10 dsd (3.30)

As regards multipath fading, if a Rayleigh flat fading channel is considered, then the

channel gain due to fast fading can be expressed by a single complex gaussian random

variable of zero mean and unit variance hsd. If we also add the processing gain Cg and the

base station antenna gain Bg, the instantaneous SNR at time t at the base station is given by

SNRsd(t) =
PtBgCg
AN0

d−αsd |hsd(t)|
2 (3.31)

where N0 is the noise power. This result has already been derived in the previous sections.

However, also the channel time autocorrelation must be properly designed. For a Rayleigh

fading channel, it is known that the autocorrelation is linked to the maximum Doppler fre-

quency fD:

R(τ) = E [hsd(t)h
∗
sd(t− τ)] = J0(2πfDτ) (3.32)

where J0(x) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. As a consequence, the power

spectral density of the channel process is

Sc(f) =



















1

πfD

1
√

1−
(

f
fD

)2
|f | < fD

0 otherwise

(3.33)

Various techniques have been proposed in literature to obtain a random process with the

intended power spectral density. We used the following model: a complex gaussian noise is

generated and fed to an IIR filter F (z), designed such that its squared magnitude response

is approximately equal to the Doppler spectrum reported in (3.33) for a fixed value of the

Doppler rate (defined as ρ = fDT , where 1/T is the sampling rate). The output of the filter

is then properly amplified and interpolated through a polyphase interpolator, in order to

get a process with the intended Doppler rate without excessive computational complexity.
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Figure 3.6. Fading power for a flat Rayleigh fading channel, with different Mobile Terminal speeds.

The maximum Doppler frequency fD is linked to the mobile terminal speed v, since

fD = v/λ, where λ is the wavelength used.

We report in Figure 3.6 some channel fading simulations for different values of the mo-

bile terminal speed, with carrier frequency fc = 1980 MHz.

The simulated channel, as said before, is a flat fading channel, where a single set of un-

resolvable paths between the source and the destination is considered, resulting in a single

channel coefficient. Nevertheless, a more refined model should take into account also the

possibility of multiple resolvable paths, which instead results in a frequency selective chan-

nel. In this model, the channel impulse response is not given anymore by a single complex

value, but by Kt taps, corresponding to different paths. If a rake receiver is implemented at

the destination, the power carried by some of these paths can be collected, too. Under this

assumption, the total received power is given by the sum of the powers received through

the various paths.

In the ITU channel models, the different paths are generally considered independent,

each described by a random process with the power spectral density reported in (3.33).

However, the average amplitudes of the random processes are different, as listed in Table

3.2.

As can be seen, Pedestrian A channel model is similar to the single path channel model,

whereas Vehicular A gives significant multipath diversity. We report in Figure 3.7 some

channel realizations with v = 3 km/h, comparing the single path model, ITU Pedestrian A
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Table 3.2. ITU channel models, taps in chip resolution

Pedestrian A Vehicular A

Tap 1 0.0 dB 0.0 dB

Tap 2 -12.5 dB -2.4 dB

Tap 3 - -6.5 dB

Tap 4 - -9.4 dB

Tap 5 - -12.7 dB
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Figure 3.7. Fading power for various channel models. For Pedestrian A and Vehicular A, rake receiver is

assumed at the destination, meaning that the total power is given by the sum of the powers of each tap. The

Mobile Terminal speed is 3 km/h.

and ITU vehicular A.

As can be observed, a rich multipath channel has a higher average fading power if com-

pared to single path or poor multipath channels. In the following, we will use mostly ITU

Vehicular A channel model.

3.3.2 Power control in cellular systems

As was pointed out in the previous section, channel variations due to multipath fading

can cause the SNR to greatly vary during a single transmission. Since generally a given SNR

Γt is required at the destination, an effective way to grant reliability is to use power control.

Focusing on the uplink channel, during the transmission the Base Station can measure the
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Figure 3.8. Example of power control for a Vehicular A channel, with v = 3 km/h, and dsd = 1500 m.

instantaneous SNR of the signal received by themobile terminal; hence, it can use the down-

link control channel to trasmit the power control commands, asking the mobile terminal to

either increase its transmission power, if the SNR is above threshold, or decrease it, in case

the SNR is below threshold. The basic algorithm is reported as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Basic algorithm for non cooperative transmission.

Measure the received Signal to Noise Ratio Γsd;

Compare Γsd with the required SNR Γt;

if Γsd > Γt then

lower the transmission power at the MT

else

increase the transmission power at the MT

end if

We consider that power control commands are sent by the Base Station at each time slot,

and that power at the MT can be increased or decreased with steps of 1 dB. An example of

power control is shown in Figure 3.8, where an ITUVehicular A channel model is used, with

dsd = 1500 m.
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3.3.3 Cooperative Power Control for A&F

We now investigate how to apply an effective power control scheme to a cooperative

transmission based on Amplify and Forward. As a starting point, we make the assumption

that each time slot is divided into two mini slots of half length. In the first mini slot, the

source S transmits with power Ps to both the destination D and the cooperator C ; in the

second one the cooperator retransmits with power Pc an amplified version of the received

signal to D. This scheme can be seen in fact as a mini TDMA between the source and the

cooperator, which has the advantage that the Base Station can send the power control com-

mands with the same delay as in the non cooperative scheme. A more effective scheme

is based instead on using two different uplink channels, in order to let the cooperator re-

transmit a packet while the source is transmitting the following one. However, it requires

full duplex capabilities at the cooperator, and introduces an additional delay to the power

control commands, which we expect to be negligible, in terms of performance, for rich mul-

tipath channels and low to moderate MT speeds.

Average SNR and best position

In Section 3.2, the expression of the instantaneous SNR at the destination Γcd, if Maximal

Ratio Combining is used, was derived as:

Γcd = Cg

(

ψsd|δsd|2 +
ψsc|δsc|2ψcd|δcd|2

1 + ψsc|δsc|2 + ψcd|δcd|2
)

(3.34)

where

ψsd =
PsBg
AN0

d−αsd ψsc =
PsMg

AN0
d−αsc ψcd =

PcBg
AN0

d−αcd (3.35)

and Mg is the antenna gain at the cooperator. The distances between the three terminals

are given by dsd, dsc and dcd. The average SNR can be obtained by taking the expectation

on all the three fading gains; since |δsd|2, |δsc|2 and |δcd|2 can be seen as three independent

exponential random variables of unit mean, we get:

Γ̄cd = Cgψsd +
Cgψscψcd

(ψsc − ψcd)3
(

ψ2
sc − ψ2

cd + (ψsc − ψcd + 2ψscψcd) e
1/ψscEi

(

− 1

ψsc

)

+

+ (ψsc − ψcd − 2ψscψcd) e
1/ψcdEi

(

− 1

ψcd

))

(3.36)

for ψsc 6= ψcd, whereas

Γ̄cd = Cgψsd +
Cg

6ψ2
sc

(

2ψ3
sc − ψ2

sc + ψsc + e1/ψscEi

(

− 1

ψsc

))

(3.37)
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Figure 3.9. Average SNR as a function of Ps and Pc, for dsd = 1800 m, dsc = 1400 m and dcd = 400 m,

calculated via Monte Carlo simulations. The possible power levels are also reported as ’x’.

if ψsc = ψcd. In the above equations we used the exponential integral functionEi(x), defined

as:

Ei(x) = −
∫ ∞

−x

e−t

t
dt (3.38)

As can be observed, the average SNR for given positions of the three nodes depends on

both Ps and Pc. This means that different choices of the two powers can be made in order

to reach the required SNR Γt. Moreover, it is not generally true that using the same power

at the source and at the destination is the best choice, in terms of power savings. As an

example, we report in Figure 3.9 the average SNR as a function of both Ps and Pc for given

dsd, dsc and dcd. It is clear that there exists an optimal pair (P̄s, P̄c) which minimizes the total

power used while still guaranteeing the required average SNR.

This minimization problem can be solved numerically, but it is quite computationally

expensive, given the complex expression of the average SNR (3.36). In addition, power con-

trol has to counteract the variations of the total SNR, which in these scheme now depends

on all the three involved channels. In the following, we design four possible power con-

trol schemes, which rely on different assumptions. These algorithms are now being tested,

through simulations, over a wide range of terminal positions, in order to verify their effec-

tiveness.
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Cooperative power control algorithms

In the non cooperative power control algorithms, power is generally increased or low-

ered in fixed steps. We assume that both the source and the cooperator use steps of 1 dB, and

have the same set of power levels P, with maximum power PM and minimum power Pm.

In a linear scale, the power levels belonging to P are logarithmically spaced, as depicted in

Figure 3.9, where PM = 0.125 W. This means that if Ps and Pc in a given time slot are set to

two different values, it is not the same to increase the former or the latter, in terms of total

used power. This will be clear after the algorithm description.

Algorithms 2 and 3 are based on the assumption that only the global SNR ΓAF is known

at the receiver; in algorithm 4 also the positions of S and C must be known, at least approx-

imately. Finally, in algorithm 5 the knowledge of the SNRs on the three channels is instead

required.

Algorithm 2

In this algorithm, we make the assumption that the receiver only knows the total SNR ΓAF .

The main idea is to lower the power of both the terminals until ΓAF falls below the required

value Γt. When this occurs, one of the two powers is raised, whereas the other one is low-

ered. If the SNR in the next slot is still below threshold, then both the powers are raised,

until ΓAF > Γt. The choice of which power should be raised when the SNR becomes too

low is indicated by a flag, randomly set only the first time. Successively, the flag is changed

each time both the powers must be raised to reach Γt.

In the Ps − Pc plane, we report an example of the power walk in Figure 3.10, where

the average SNR is considered, and Γt = 5. It can be observed that the walk converges to a

position not too far from the optimal one. The choice of raising only one power when ΓAF <

Γt lets the algorithm move towards the region with the minimum total power. However,

when such region is reached, the same mechanism keeps the average SNR slightly less than

the required value. Referring to Figure 3.10, the algorithm finally moves from A to D and

viceversa. Since ΓAF at B and C is below threshold, this means that the average SNR is also

slightly less than Γt. The same effect was observed when the algorithm was applied to a

fading channel. A possible solution is to set a threshold slightly higher than the one really

required; this additional margin, and its dependence on the positions of the nodes, is still to

be studied.

We plot in Figure 3.11 an example of cooperative power control algorithm 2, applied to a
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Algorithm 2 Power control for cooperative transmission.

kc ← 0;

ku ← 0;

Measure the received Signal to Noise Ratio ΓAF ;

Compare ΓAF with the required SNR Γt;

if ΓAF > Γt then

lower both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

else

if kc = 0 then

if ku = 1 then

raise Ps and lower Pc;

else

raise Pc and lower Ps;

end if

kc ← 1;

end if

else

raise both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

kc ← 0;

ku ← 1− ku
end if
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Figure 3.10. Power walk of algorithm 2, starting from the point (PM , PM ).
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Figure 3.11. Power control algorithm 2, applied to the fading channel. Here dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m.

Vehicular A channel with speed v = 3 km/h. As can be seen, the cooperator usually sets its

power Pc to the minimum value Pm, and Pc is raised only when the channel S−D is bad. A

higher power is spent at the cooperator if also one of the two cooperative links shows harsh

conditions. As a result, most of the global power is spent by the source. This effect is due

to the logarithmic scale of the admissible power levels of both Ps and Pc. In fact, when one

of the two powers is much higher than the other one, to raise the higher power (by 1 dB) is

much more effective in increasing the total SNR. As a consequence, the power walk in the

Ps−Pc plane shows a drift towards the regions far from the bisector. Likewise, when one of

the power is small, it takes several slots to raise it, if only steps of 1 dB are possible.

Algorithm 3

As the previous one, also this algorithm requires only the knowledge of the global SNR ΓAF

at the destination. The main difference is the behaviour of the algorithm when the SNR

falls below the threshold Γt. In algorithm 2, when ΓAF < Γt, at first only one power is

raised, assuming that this may be sufficient; if the SNR remains below threshold, then both

powers are increased. In this algorithm, instead, when the SNR is too low, both Ps and Pc are

immediately raised until ΓAF > Γt; successively, one of them is lowered, whereas the other

one is increased again. If the SNR remains high enough, then both powers are lowered

again. The choice of which power must be decreased is determined by the flag ku, as in

algorithm 2: the flag is kept constant until a failure is encountered after having decreased
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the selected power and raised the other one. It can be noticed that this algorithm too is likely

to be affected by the drift effect described for algorithm 2. If, for example, according to the

flag ku the source power Ps must be raised when Pc is lowered, Ps early becomes much

higher than Pc. This in turn means that increasing it will substantially increase also the

global SNR, no matter what happens to Pc, and the algorithm will drift towards the region

with Ps very close to the maximum value PM , and Pc to the minimum value Pm, which is

not in general the optimal solution. In order to limit this effect, we added an additional

control flag, km; assuming again that Ps was chosen as the power to be increased, if after

Ps is raised and Pc lowered ΓAF > Γt then, as said above, both are decreased; if the SNR

then falls below threshold, and the two powers must be raised again, the value of ku is also

changed, and it is set up such that when it is possible again to raise only one power, the

lower one will be increased.

In order to better understand the behaviour of the algorithm, an example of the power

walk is reported in Figure 3.12. We report the walk with and without the control flag km. As

in the case of algorithm 2 here again the possibility of increasing one power while lowering

the other one is introduced in order to converge near the optimal choice. In this particular

case, once point D is reached, the algorithm follows the path D → C → A → B → A →
E → F → G→ A→ B → A→ C , and then comes again toD. Please note that in this cycle

of twelve steps, the SNR is above threshold eight times. As a matter of fact, simulations

show that the average SNR is slightly higher than the target one Γt.

An example of the behaviour of the algorithm in a simulated Rayleigh channel (Vehicular

A, v = 3 km/h) is reported in Figure 3.13. Again, the cooperator uses less power than the

source, depending on its position, closer to the destination. Its power is increased when the

direct channel is bad. With respect to algorithm 2, however, the power distribution is more

balanced.

Algorithm 4

Both algorithms 2 and 3 suffer from the abovementioned drift effect: when one of the two

powers becomes much higher than the other one, it is the only one which can compensate

fast fading, thus often resulting in an unbalanced power allocation, although the relation-

ship between this effect and the positions of the nodes is still to be investigated. In algorithm

3 the control flag km is meant to avoid this situation.

In Algorithm 4, the main idea is that if the position of the nodes is at least approximately

known, then the best power allocation can be numerically found. In the Ps − Pc plane this
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Figure 3.12. Power walk of algorithm 2, starting from the point (PM , PM ). The blue path is obtained

without the control flag km.
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Figure 3.13. Power control algorithm 3, applied to the fading channel. Here dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m.
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Algorithm 3 Power control for cooperative transmission.

m← 0, km ← 0, ku ← 0;

Compare the received Signal to Noise Ratio ΓAF with the required SNR Γt;

if ΓAF < Γt then

raise both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

ifm = 2 orm = 4 then

ku ← 1− ku
end if

ifm = 1 then

if km = 1 then

ku ← sign(Ps − Pc)/2 + 1

else

km ← 1

end if

end if

m← 3

else

ifm = 3 then

if ku = 1 then

raise Pc and lower Ps;

m← 4

else

raise Ps and lower Pc;

m← 2

end if

else

ifm = 1 then

km ← 0

end if

lower both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

m← 1;

end if

end if
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Algorithm 4 Power control for cooperative transmission (assuming P̃s and P̃c known).

Measure the received Signal to Noise Ratio ΓAF ;

Compare ΓAF with the required SNR Γt;

if ΓAF < Γt then

raise both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

else

lower both the transmission powers Ps and Pc;

end if
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Figure 3.14. Power control algorithm 4, applied to the fading channel. Here dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m.

corresponds to finding the point (P̄s, P̄c) which satisfies the condition Γ̄AF > Γt while mini-

mizing the sum Ps + Pc. Given the discreteness of the admissible power levels, an approx-

imate solution belonging to the grid shown in Figure 3.9 should be found. If we assume to

know this approximate solution (P̃s, P̃c), it is possible to initially set Ps = P̃s, Pc = P̃c; in the

following time slots, the algorithm becomes very similar to the non cooperative one: when

ΓAF < Γt, both powers are increased, and if instead ΓAF > Γt they are both lowered. The

result is that the time evolution of the two powers is the same, but differently scaled. This

algorithm is much simpler, and can achieve the target average SNR while granting higher

power savings than algorithm 2 and 3; however, it requires the knowledge of the positions

of the nodes, which should be updated, although with lower frequency.

We report in Figure 3.14 an example of the power allocation evolution in a Vehicular
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A Rayleigh fading channel, with v = 3 km/h. In the example dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m; for these positions, the optimal power allocation that minimizes the

total power when average SNR is considered was numerically calculated, and is given by

P̄s = 72.5574 mW and P̄c = 20.4643 mW.

Algorithm 5

Since the global average SNR, as expressed in equation (3.34), depends on the SNRs of all

the three channels, a better power control is likely to be achieved if they are known at the

destination. Therefore, in this algorithm we make the assumption that the destination has

knowledge about all the three channels. As a matter of fact, the destination can easily get

information about channel S-D from the direct transmission; it also knows the second term

of the sum on the right in equation (3.34), which we now call w, defined as:

w(t) =
ψsc |δsc(t)|2 ψcd |δcd(t)|2

1 + ψsc |δsc(t)|2 + ψcd |δcd(t)|2
(3.39)

since it can get it from the relayed transmission. Hence, if it knows also ψcd |δcd|2, which may

be inferred from the control channel on the link C-D, also the SNR between the source and

the cooperator can be calculated. In the following, we assume that the Base Station knows

all the three SNRs. Moreover, we consider that the BS keeps track of the powers used by

both the source and the cooperator. Under these assumptions, if the channel can be con-

sidered slowly varying between two successive time slots, i.e., |δsc(t+ 1)|2 ≃ |δsc(t)|2 and

|δcd(t+ 1)|2 ≃ |δcd(t)|2 the base station is able to predict the effect given by a power increase

at either the source or the cooperator. Mathematically, we have that if the cooperator power

Pc is increased, the estimated SNR in the following time slot is given by

ΓAF (t+ 1) = Cg

(

ψsd |δsd(t)|2 + kcdw(t)
)

(3.40)

with

kcd = κ
1 + ψsc |δsc(t)|2 + ψcd |δcd(t)|2

1 + ψsc |δsc(t)|2 + κψcd |δcd(t)|2
(3.41)

and κ = 101/10, corresponding to 1 dB. On the contrary, if the source power is raised, the

global SNR of the next time slot can be predicted as:

ΓAF (t+ 1) = Cg

(

κψsd |δsd(t)|2 + kscw(t)
)

(3.42)

where now

ksc = κ
1 + ψsc |δsc(t)|2 + ψcd |δcd(t)|2

1 + κψsc |δsc(t)|2 + ψcd |δcd(t)|2
(3.43)
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Algorithm 5 Power control for cooperative transmission (assuming P̃s and P̃c known).

Compare the received Signal to Noise Ratio ΓAF with the required SNR Γt;

if ΓAF < Γt then

calculate predicted SNR Γ1 after raising Ps and the predicted SNR Γ2 after raising Pc;

if Γ1 < Γt and Γ2 < Γt then

raise both Ps and Pc

else

calculate Γm = min(Γ1,Γ2)

if Γ1 = Γm then

if Γ1 < Γt then

if d < dp then

raise Pc; d← d+ 1;

else

raise both the powers Ps and Pc

end if

else

raise Ps; d← d− 1;

end if

else

if Γ2 < Γt then

if d < dp then

raise Ps; d← d+ 1;

else

raise both the powers Ps and Pc

end if

else

raise Pc; d← d− 1;

end if

end if

end if

else

lower both the transmission powers Ps and Pc

end if
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Figure 3.15. Power control algorithm 5, applied to the fading channel. Here dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m, whereas the maximum allowed difference between the two powers is dp = 5 dB.

The algorithm then works as follows: if the SNR is above threshold, then both the powers

are lowered, as in algorithm 2; on the contrary, if ΓAF < Γt, the Base Station calculates the

SNR that would be obtained by increasing Ps, Pc or both, and chooses the solution which

grants the minimum SNR above threshold; if no acceptable solution is available, both the

powers are raised. Once again, in order to avoid the drift effect observed in the previous

explained algorithms, a maximum difference dp in dB is fixed between Ps and Pc. If the op-

timal power allocation required the absolute value of the difference between the two powers

(expressed in dB) to be greater than dp, than both powers would be increased instead. Please

note that in this algorithm it is not required that each power must be changed at each time

slot, since it is sufficient that at least one is lowered or increased. In Figure 3.15 we show

an example of the application of algorithm 5 to a Vehicular A Rayleigh fading channel, with

speed v = 3 km/h. The two powers show a very similar evolution, meaning that their

difference is often equal to the maximum allowed value dp. Nonetheless, sometimes their

roles are reversed. The effect of the positions of the three nodes on the frequency of such

inversions is now under investigation.

In order to make a preliminary comparison, we report in Table 3.3 the average SNR and

the average powers used at the source and at the destination when dsd = 2000 m, dsc = 1500

m and dcd = 500 m; the behaviours of the four cooperative power control algorithms in

this particular situation were also shown in Figures 3.11, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. Of course, the
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Table 3.3. Performance of the four cooperative power control algorithms.

Algorithm Average SNR Average Ps Average Pc Average total power

Algorithm 2 4.91 dB 0.06702 mW 0.00226 mW 0.06928 mW

Algorithm 3 5.41 dB 0.05238 mW 0.01178 mW 0.06416 mW

Algorithm 4 5.07 dB 0.04183 mW 0.01325 mW 0.05508 mW

Algorithm 5 5.04 dB 0.04479 mW 0.02463 mW 0.06942 mW

performance of the algorithms may vary significantly for different positions of the nodes;

we are now investigating this aspect through extensive simulations over a wide range of

possible positions.

Discussion

In this part of the work we focused on practical power control algorithms which may be

applied in cooperative uplink transmissions. The main challenge to be addressed is how to

counteract the channel variations, due to fast fading processes, in three different channels,

by acting on the transmission powers of source and cooperator. We assumed that A&F is

used by the cooperator, in order to reduce processing delays, and that only steps of 1 dB are

allowed for both the transmission powers. We proposed four different algorithms, which

in general require different information regarding either the SNRs on the three channels or

the positions of source and cooperator. Most of these algorithm show a particular behavior,

such that after a transient phase the entire power control process relies on the power of

only one of the two transmitting nodes. This behavior is not optimal, and can be avoided by

means ofminormodifications of the algorithms. All the algorithm, after a preliminary study,

show good performance, although they are still to be tested in more complex scenarios. On

the other side, if Maximum Ratio Combining is not applied, simplifications are likely to be

applicable, since only two channels must be controlled.

3.4 Single Cell Analysis

In this part of the work, we address the design and the main issues arising when imple-

menting cooperation in CDMA cellular networks (for concreteness, we refer to the UMTS

standard [62], but the general ideas and results are equally applicable to CDMA2000 net-

works) and derive reasonable design directions. We want to underscore that a feasible ap-
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plication of cooperation in this kind of networkmust comply with its structure, features and

requirements. Moreover, even if it is very difficult to include a cooperative behavior without

any modification to the standard, a high level of integration and compatibility is desirable,

most of all from the point of view of mobile terminal operations.

An important distinction of this work with respect to prior work is the inclusion of inter-

user interference in our discussion. In fact, in a CDMA cellular scenario we can not assume

the protection from interference granted by the carrier sensing and collision avoidance pro-

tocols usually implemented in ad hoc networks.1 Conversely, in a CDMA scenario, where

multiple users simultaneously transmit at the same time and frequency, interference be-

comes a key issue. Thus, after having focused on the performance gain provided by coop-

eration to a single link, we now investigate the overall capacity of the whole cell in terms of

allocation capabilities.

We focus on a scenario where fixed Relay Stations (RSs), placed at a given distance from

the Base Station (BS) and equal angular separation, are in charge of retransmitting the signals

of a group of Mobile Terminals (MTs) in order to increase their probability of successfully

delivering packets to the BS. As for the cooperation technique, we consider A&Fwith a Time

Division Multiple Access structure where first the various MTs of the group simultaneously

transmit their signals to the RS in the same way as they usually transmit them to the BS

and then, in the following slot, the RS transmits an amplified version of the overall received

signal to the BS. We will discuss in Section 3.4.1 the motivations behind these choices, based

on practical considerations.

We present an analytical framework for the coverage range of the various RSs and the BS

as a function of the number of MTs already allocated to the RSs and of those directly trans-

mitting to the BS. Based on this result, we derive the probability that a MT randomly placed

within the cell can be allocated. Moreover, we derive the probability that in order to allocate

a randomly placed MT we have to deallocate at least one other user. These results give us

an idea of the allocation capabilities of the cell in the non-cooperative and cooperative cases

and makes it possible to compare.

1Carrier sensing and collision avoidance protocols prevent neighbors from transmitting while a given com-

munication is active. This somewhat justifies the assumption that interference is negligible and that nodes in a

certain portion of the area are available for cooperation.
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3.4.1 Network Design

As introduced before, a cellular CDMA scenario poses some limitations, dictated by

practical considerations on operators’ constraints, Quality of Service (QoS) requirements

and compliance with the standard.

A first important observation, leading to a fundamental design direction, is that opera-

tors are not likely to leave part of the control of the network to MTs acting as cooperating

nodes, as required by an effective implementation of a cooperative scheme. For instance,

cooperating nodes should control the power transmitted by the MTs, in order to have a per-

ceived SINR sufficient to retransmit to the BS a signal with an adequate component of useful

power. This results in a MT (the cooperating node) transmitting on a control channel, that is

probably not desirable for the operators. Furthermore, users are likely not interested in con-

suming power and channel resource to help other users’ connectivity and improve fairness

in the cell under heavy load. Due to the previous observations, we consider fixed Relay

Stations (RSs) placed in the cell and controlled by the operator as cooperators. We want

to underscore that RSs usually have an antenna gain and maximum transmission power

greater than that of a simple MT. Thus, a cooperating RS grants considerably better perfor-

mance than a cooperating MT, as was clearly shown in the previous part of the analysis. As

a drawback, the number of RSs deployed in a cell is probably smaller than that of the MTs,

and therefore a MT has typically a smaller set of cooperating nodes to choose from. For the

same reason, we have to design a mechanism allowing each RS to serve multiple MTs.

Another common assumption is that cooperating nodes can simultaneously receive and

transmit. In our scenario, we can not assume that cooperating nodes simultaneously receive

the signal from a given source and transmit over the channel previously received pack-

ets or packets from their own queue. In fact, both the original and the cooperative trans-

mission occur on an uplink channel, and the spacing between the carriers of the various

uplink channels is not sufficient to provide the separation needed to avoid unsustainable

self-interference. Therefore, we have to design a Time Division Multiple Access scheme for

cooperative transmissions, that evidently diminishes the bandwidth of sources that rely on

cooperation to connect to the base station. Preliminary results, not reported here for lack of

space, show that the improved performance in terms of coverage range and dropping prob-

ability grants an overall throughput comparable to that of the non cooperative case, though

with enhanced fairness.
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RS3

RS2

RS1

RS4
BS

Figure 3.16. Small white, dark grey and light grey circles represent MTs not covered by the cell, using

cooperation and transmitting directly to the BS, respectively. The outer thick circle is the wanted coverage

area, the other big circles are the coverage area of the BS and the various RSs.

We also have to take into account the limitations imposed by the control mechanisms,

such as power and rate control. It is important to observe that cooperating nodes can re-

transmit a signal only after its reception and processing. Thus, cooperation introduces a

delay that is a function of the complexity of the signal processing required by the scheme

and depends also on the TDMA structure of the communications. A delayed transmission

from the cooperating nodes not only affects the latency of the packets, but also potentially

diminishes the effectiveness of power control on the link. In fact, unless multiple control

channels are allocated to the same communication, messages for the control of the MT and

RS transmit power have to share the same channel, and thus the time between the received

power estimation at the BS and the reception of the control packet with the associated power

adjustment is increased. Moreover, additional latency has a detrimental effect on the qual-

ity of the voice traffic. It is possible, if different modulation, rate or codes are used, that

there exists a direct link between the MT and the BS on the control channel, which would

allow a faster control signalling. Nonetheless, such a scheme is feasible only if there is a

radio connection between the MT and the BS. Henceforth, although in the previous Section

D&F showed better performance, we focus instead on A&F scheme, that incurs negligible

processing delay.

To summarize, we consider a scenario where a certain number of fixed RSs, placed at a
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given distance from the BS and at uniform angles, employ A&F to help connectivity of MTs

with bad channel conditions. All the MTs assigned to a given RS transmit in the same slot,

on the same channel the BS assigned them. In the following slot, RSs transmit an amplified

version of the overall received signal on the same uplink channels used by the MTs2. As for

the MTs assigned to a RS, we assume that only the signal received by the RS is considered

for packet decoding at the BS, while MT’s transmission in the previous slot is taken as inter-

ference. Other choices can be made. For instance, Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC), where

the BS combines the signals received in the two transmissions, potentially grants consider-

able SINR gain and robustness to fading. It was used in the previous Section, since it can

grant additional benefit for in-range cooperation. However, in our case, where we deploy

cooperation in order to extend the coverage range, the MTs assigned to the RSs are likely

to have a channel to the BS with a low average received power. This holds especially when

considering an allocation that looks at the throughput of the cell, and thus tries to assign

a small number of MTs to the RSs and most likely the most distant ones (due to the band-

width reduction required by cooperative transmission). In addition, as shown before, the

use of MRCwould require an increased complexity in the power control mechanism, which

should operate on three different channels. Hence, MRC does not provide an improvement

that justifies the complexity increase due to the storage and the processing of a significant

number of signals at the BS.

Once defined the system, our task is to design the algorithm allocating resource (uplink

channels, codes and time slots, but also RSs’ cooperation) with the aim of maximizing the

number of served MTs per cell.3

Adaptive modulation or rate adaptation may probably enhance the performance of our

cooperative scheme: the relayed channels consist of two shorter links, where a higher mod-

ulation or rate could be reliably adopted, which could turn into a throughput increase. This

analysis, however, is beyond the scope of this work.

We define the coverage range as the maximum distance from the BS (or a RS) that allows

a MT to achieve the desired average SINR at the BS without violating a constraint on the

2RSs use the same channels/codes as those assigned to their MTs in order not to occupy further resource,

potentially decreasing the number of channels available to MTs not using cooperation.
3As the bandwidth of MTs using cooperation is cut by half, the overall throughput of the cell potentially

decreases. We will discuss this point later. However, we want to observe that successfully allocating MTs

incurring high outage probability without cooperation improves the fairness in the cell. Therefore, cooperation

in this scenario provides a way to trade off throughput for fairness.
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maximum transmit power. It is clear that interference plays a key role in the determination

of the coverage range. In fact, MTs transmitting on the same channel interfere with each

other, and thus, as we will show in the following, the per-MT average transmitted power

needed to have a certain SINR at the receiver increases.

We explain the problem with the help of Fig. 3.16, where we represented a configuration

with four RSs. Assume we have only one channel. When we allocate a user to the BS or to

one of the RSs, the radius of the coverage area of the others decreases, due to the additional

interference. It is worth observing that RSs are receiving the signals of the MTs only every

other slot and that the power control of the variousMTs is performed based on the coefficient

of their uplink channels. Thus, if a MT assigned to the BS is close to a RS, it potentially

generates a very high interference to the MTs assigned to that RS. As a consequence, the

coverage area of the RS shrinks, and it becomes essentially useless. Therefore, it appears as

a good choice to have the MTs divided at least into two groups using different channels, one

composed of the MTs assigned to the BS and the other of the MTs assigned to the various

RSs. We can further divide MTs into other groups, each using a different channel. Even

if it would be interesting to see how to form the various groups, we focus on a scenario

with two channels (in the non-cooperative case both channels are assigned to MTs directly

connected to the BS), investigating in depth the issues arising in this case and leaving further

refinements as future work.

The choice of the channel and BS or RS to be assigned to aMT depends on the interaction

between the coverage ranges (the big circles in the figure). As the power received by each

assigned MTs is the same, the radius of the circles is a function only of the number of users

allocated to the various RSs and the BS. It is important to observe that if another RS allocates

a further MT, the coverage area of the other decreases, and potentially the MTs of the other

RSs need too high a power to achieve the desired SINR.

3.4.2 Transmitted Power and Coverage Range

In this Section, we derive analytical expressions of the needed trasmission powers of

both cooperating and non cooperating nodes, given their positions and the number of MTs

in the cell. We consider a Rayleigh block fading channel, with pathloss described according

to Hata model, as in the previous sections. Therefore, in a given time slot the power Pb
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received at the BS from a MT at distance dsd and transmitting with power Pt is

Pb = Pt
BgCg
A

γd−αsd |δsd|2 (3.44)

where again Bg is the antenna gain of the BS, Cg is the processing gain due to the spreading

code, A is a pathloss parameter depending on the adopted channel model, α is the pathloss

exponent and δsd is the fading gain, modeled as a complex Gaussian random variable with

zero mean and unit variance. Moreover, γ is an additional factor which takes into account

shadowing. In a cellular network, however, power control is used to keep the received SNR

around a target value, thus counteracting multipath fading. Assuming that the channel

variations are slow enough, we can consider the target value as the effectively perceived

SNR. If N0 is the noise power, the target SNR S̄ is given by

S̄ = Pt
BgCg
AN0

γd−αsd (3.45)

Here Pt represents the value that must be reached by the product between the effective

transmitted power and the instantaneous fading gain, in order to have the SNR equal to S̄.

Equation (3.45) can be used to determine the SNR of a transmission from a MT and the

BS, once the distance and the transmission power are given. In case of cooperative trans-

mission, where the MT first transmits towards a RS, which then amplifies and retransmits

the same packet to the BS, the global SNR perceived at the BS can be easily calculated. If dsc

is the distance between the MT and the RS, and dR the distance between the RS and the BS,

the useful power received at the RS is simply Pc = PtGrd
−α
sc . Here Gr is defined asMgγ/A

(note that now the antenna gain at the RSMg must be used), and the processing gain Cg is

not applied since the signal is not decoded at the RS, as the A&F scheme is used.4 The noise

power instead is equal to N0. Both these components are amplified by a factor β and sent

over the channel between the RS and the BS, where eventually another noise component of

power N0 is added before decoding. Henceforth, the total average SNR at the destination

can be written as

SNRAF = Cg
PtGrGbMgβd

−α
sc d

−α
R

N0

(

1 + βMgGbd
−α
R

) (3.46)

In the equation above Gb = Bgγ/A. Please note that the antenna gain of the RS Mg is

applied also when the packet is retransmitted towards the BS.

Equations (3.45) and (3.46) are useful to determine the power of a single MT and the

amplification factor of a RS required to achieve a target SNR at the BS. Nonetheless, they do

4Different values of γ for the different channels could be used as well, without any significant change in our

analysis.
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(3.47)

not take into account the presence of multiple interfering MTs, all transmitting towards the

same destination.

Consider now the more general scenario previously introduced, and depicted in Figure

3.16, whereQ RSs are deployed at distance dR from the BS with uniform angle, and where a

SINR target equal to Γ is required at the BS for all the transmissions.

Assume that there are both cooperating and non cooperating MTs (i.e.: both MTs trans-

mitting to a RS and MTs transmitting directly to the BS), and that the generic i–th MT is

placed at distance di from the destination it is assigned to, either the BS or one of the RSs.

We now derive the expression of the transmission power P
(i)
t of the i–th MT. We define D

as the set of the MTs which transmit directly to the BS, and Cj as the set of the MTs which

are assigned to the j–th RS. Moreover, we call P
(j)
r and βj the power and the amplification

factor used by the j–th RS respectively, whereas Pr =
∑Q

j=1 P
(j)
r and β =

∑Q
j=1 βj . Finally,

we put nj = |Cj|, n =
∑Q

j=1 nj and k = |D|. If the MTs allocation is such that each MT gener-

ates a small interference to the RSs/BS it is not assigned to, the SINR at the BS from the i–th

MT, with i ∈ Cj , can be written as in (3.47), where we called σ = GrMgGb to simplify the

notation. The first three terms at the denominator account respectively for the interference

due to the MTs linked to the same RS, to the ones linked to the other RSs and to the non

cooperating MTs. The last term is the noise power, comprehensive of the noise amplified by

all the RSs.

Equation (3.47) can be significantly simplified if we highlight the following argument:

in order to have the same SINR for all the users at the BS it is necessary that all the powers

received at the BS are equal. This in turn implies also that the various signals received at a

given RS must all have equal power, since they are all amplified by the same factor and sent

over the same channel. Therefore, we can rewrite the SINR using the auxiliary variables φj ,

with 1 ≤ j ≤ Q, one for each RS, and φ0, accounting for the non cooperating MTs. They are

defined as φj = P
(i)
t d−αi , ∀i ∈ Cj , and φ0 = P

(i)
t d−αi , ∀i ∈ D. The total number of variables is

now equal to Q+ 1, and P
(i)
t , with i ∈ Cj , can be immediately found as φjd

α
i (and as φ0d

α
i if
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i ∈ D). Consequently, the equation of the SINR can be rewritten as:

SINRj =
Cgφjβjσd

−α
R

Ij +N0

(

1 + βGbd
−α
R

) (3.48)

which holds for all the MTs assigned to the j–th RS, and where now the interference term Ij

is simply given by

Ij = (nj − 1) βjσd
−α
R +

Q
∑

h=1,h 6=j

nhφhβhσd
−α
R + kφ0Gb (3.49)

Since the same equation can be applied to each RS, and a similar equation can be written

for the non cooperative MTs, we obtain a linear system that can be easily solved to find the

values of all the φk, and consequently of all the values of the transmission powers. We report

the system solutions: in order to have a target SINR equal to Γ, the power required for a non

cooperating MT i is

P
(i)
t =

Γ

Cg − (n+ k − 1)Γ

N0d
α
i

Gb

(

1 + βMgGbd
−α
R

)

(3.50)

whereas, if i ∈ Cj , is equal to

P
(i)
t =

Γ

Cg − (n+ k − 1)Γ

N0d
α
i

Gr

(

β

βj
+

1

βjMgGbd
−α
R

)

(3.51)

The obtained results are very general, but can be applied only under the aforementioned

interference assumptions. As was pointed out in Section 3.4.1, however, the non cooperating

MTs are likely to create a large amount of interference at the RSs, thus justifying the choice

of assigning them to a different channel. In this case, the expression of the required power

for a cooperating node is still given by (3.51), with k = 0, whereas for the non cooperating

nodes the traditional non cooperative scheme equations can be used, but as if only k MTs

were deployed within the cell.

It is now possible to derive the expression of the coverage range, defined as the maxi-

mum distance at which the desired SINR can be reached without violating a constraint on

the transmission power at the MTs. Assume now that each MT has a maximum value for

the transmission power equal to Pm. For the non cooperative scheme, it can be easily shown

that the coverage range dT is a function of the number k of active users, and can be expressed

as:

dT (k) =

(

Pm
Gb
N0

(

Cg
Γ
− (k − 1)

)) 1
α

(3.52)

The evaluation of the same quantity in the cooperative scenario is less straightforward.

The SINR at the BS depends on the powers used both by the MT and by the RS. Therefore,
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it is necessary to define a power allocation policy at the RSs. In this work, we assume that

each RS uses a total transmission power P
(j)
r = Ψnj proportional to the number of MTs nj

assigned to it (up to a maximum value). With this choice, the MTs assigned to a certain RS

do not have to change their transmission power each time a new MT begins a transmission

using the same RS as cooperator. Other choices are possible as well. The amplification factor

βj can then be rewritten as

βj =
P

(j)
r

∑nj
i=1 P

(i)
t Grd

−α
i +N0

=
P

(j)
r

njGrφj +N0
(3.53)

The value of β =
∑Q

i=1 βi can also be easily computed; by replacing them in (3.51), and

setting Pr = Ψnwe get

P
(i)
t =

N0

Grd
−α
i

1 +
N0

MgGbΨnd
−α
R

nj
n

(

Cg
Γ

+1

)

−nj
(

1+
N0

MgGbΨnd
−α
R

) (3.54)

Assuming Pm as the maximum allowed transmission power, and with Ψ = Pm, simple

algebraic manipulations give the expression of the maximum distance at which a MT can be

deployed in order to match the condition on the SINR at the BS. This distance, however, is

from the RS rather than from the BS, meaning that the coverage area is here represented by

Q circles, centered at the Q RSs. The radius of the circle around the j–th RS can be written

as

dj=





PmGr
N0





njPm

nPm+ N0

MgGbd
−α
R

(

Cg
Γ

+1

)

−nj









1
α

(3.55)

and depends not only on the number of users assigned to the j–th RS, but also on the number

of total users exploiting cooperation.

3.4.3 Resource Allocation and System Analysis

In the previous section we have analytically derived the expression of the coverage area

of a single CDMA cell where cooperation is applied by means of a fixed number Q of RSs.

As was pointed out, this area is given byQ circles, whose radii are defined as in (3.55). Since

dj depends not only on nj but also on n, in our scenario the allocation of the MTs must be

well planned. As a matter of fact, when a new MT begins a transmission using the j–th RS

as cooperator, not only is dj modified, as in the non cooperative scheme, but also the radii

related to the other RSs shrink, as depicted in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17. Contour lines of the allowed distance of a MT from its assigned RS. It is plotted as a function

of the number of MTs assigned to the same RS and of those assigned to the other ones. Here 4 RSs are

deployed, with dR = 1800m.

The particular choice of the power allocation policy at the RSs determines how each

radius varies: focusing on RS j, when the number of MTs assigned to other RSs is raised,

then dj becomes lower. On the contrary, dj increases with nj , due to the higher power used

by the RS. However, when nj grows beyond a certain value, then dj begins to decrease, due

to the excessive interference introduced in the system.

From Figure 3.17 it can also be inferred that there exists a maximum number Nc of MTs

that can be served by the RSs. By putting dj = 0 in (3.55) the exact value is found to be

Nc =

⌊(

Cg
Γ

+ 1

)

− N0

MgGbΨd
−α
R

⌋

(3.56)

Numerically, it is found that this value is only slightly lower than in the non cooperative

case, due to the termN0/(MgGbΨd
−α
R ), usually much smaller than the ratio Cg/Γ. This is an

effect of the noise amplification caused by the A&F scheme. Anyway, with a proper network

design, the enhanced coverage range granted by cooperation results in the possibility for

allocating a larger overall number of MTs. In fact, in a traditional CDMA cell the coverage

area shrinks as the number of MTs is raised. This means that the MTs farther from the BS are
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likely to be droppedwhen several communications are taking place. The use of two or more

frequency bands can mitigate this effect, but the same reasoning holds for each band. When

using RSs, on the contrary, the coverage range still decreases for higher number of MTs, but

now the covered area shrinks around the RSs, which are deployed far from the BS. Hence,

also MTs not close to the BS can still be served, although with half the bandwidth.

In order to evaluate this effect, we calculate the probability Pc(d) that a MT placed at

distance d from the BS is within coverage range, given the number of MTs already present

in the cell, the number of RSs and their distance from the BS. Exploiting the symmetry of the

problem, we consider that the nMTs are equally divided among the RSs, that is nj = n/Q ∀j.
Moreover, given the interference assumptions behind equation (3.54), we assume that each

cooperating MT is always linked to the closest RS, even if its position is within the coverage

area of two or more RSs. Under this assumption, Pc(d) can be calculated based on geometric

considerations. Consider a cartesian plane with the BS placed at the origin; for each value

of dwe can define a circle centered at the origin with radius d. The fraction of this circle that

intersects the coverage areas around the RSs gives Pc(d):

Pc(d)=



























0 dj< |d−dR|

1 dj>d+dR

min

(

Q
πd arccos

(

d2+d2R−d
2
j

2ddR

)

, 1

)

otherwise

(3.57)

where the minimum is taken when the coverage area of two or more RSs overlap.

Another interesting evaluation is based on the dropping probability Pd. When a new

transmission from a MT starts, it may happen that other far MTs fall outside the reduced

coverage area, and consequently can no longer transmit to the BS. We define Pd as the prob-
ability that at least one communication must be dropped when a MT begins a new trans-

mission. This probability depends on the number N of already active MTs, as well as on dR

and Q. In the non cooperative scenario, we assume that the N MTs are randomly deployed

within the allowed coverage range dT (N/2) (in order to make a fair comparison, we assume

that two frequency bands are available, and that N/2 MTs are assigned to each one), and

that the newMT is also randomly placed within a reference distance ξ from the BS. This MT

can choose each either of the two frequency bands; nonetheless, we do not allow the other

MTs to change band via frequency handover.

The dropping probability is the sum of two terms. The former takes into account the

probability that the new MT appears at a distance ρ > dT (N/2 + 1), meaning that it cannot
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be served 5; the latter on the contrary is for the case ρ < dT (N/2 + 1). In this case, the

new MT can be served, but no communication is dropped only if for at least one of the two

frequency bands all the N/2 MTs allocated are placed at a distance lower than dT (N/2 + 1)

from the BS. This event has probability

pa = 1− 2

(

rN/2+1

rN/2

)N

+

(

rN/2+1

rN/2

)2N

(3.58)

where we define ri = dT (i). The dropping probability is hence

Pd = 1 + (pa − 1)

(

rN/2+1

ξ

)2

(3.59)

Consider now the cooperative scenario, with two frequency bands still available, one

for the non cooperating MTs and one for the MTs assigned to one of the Q available RSs.

Assume again that N MTs are present, equally divided among the two bands, and that the

N/2 cooperating nodes are equally distributed among the RSs (that is, nj = N/(2Q) ∀j).
These nodes are uniformly distributed within the corresponding coverage areas. When a

MT, whose position is uniformly chosen within the reference distance ξ from the BS, starts a

new transmission, four disjoint events may occur:

1. The MT may appear in the area Anc where only direct transmission to the BS is possi-

ble. In this case, no transmission is dropped only if all the N/2 non cooperating MTs

are within a circle of radius rN/2+1 from the BS.

2. The MT may appear within the fraction of the coverage area Aj of the j–th RS where

only a cooperative transmission is possible. Hence, no transmission is dropped if all

the cooperating MTs assigned to all the RSs fall inside the new coverage areas deter-

mined by the addition of a new MT (which generally causes the radii of the coverage

areas around the other RSs to shrink).

3. The MT may appear in the fraction ofAj where both cooperative and non cooperative

transmission are possible. In this case, each choice leads to a dropping probability

described as in the previous two cases, and the best one is chosen.

4. The MT may appear in the area Aout where neither cooperative nor non cooperative

transmission is possible, and in this case the dropping probability is 1.

5In this case we consider that the transmission from the new MT is dropped, although actually it does not

start at all.
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Figure 3.18. Probability Pc(d) that a MT located at distance d from the BS is within the coverage area,

for different values of dR and Q. Here 96 MTs are active in the cell.

The exact expression of Pd in the cooperative case is not reported here, but can be found in

closed form, since all the probabilities can be derived as ratios between areas, which in turn

can be found with simple geometrical considerations.

3.4.4 Numerical Results

In this Section we report some results on the performance of the cooperative scheme

proposed, compared with that of the non cooperative one.

In Figure 3.18 we show the probability Pc(d) that a MT located at distance d from the

BS is within the coverage area either of the BS or of one of the RSs. The number n of total

active MTs in the cell is equal to 96, close to the maximum value allowed with the used

setup parameters. It can be noticed that while the non cooperative scheme guarantees the

transmission up to about one kilometer, the use of RSs grants a much higher coverage range.

However, since only a limited number of RSs are deployed, the region far from the BS is not

fully covered, resulting in a reduced value of Pc(d). In addition, increasing dR can give

advantages in terms of maximum transmission range, but far MTs can be served with lower
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Figure 3.19. Dropping probability as a function of the already active MTs in the cell, for various values of

dR. Here the reference radius ξ of the area where the new MT can appear is set equal to dT (20).

probability, since the areas covered by the RSs are only shifted, and not enlarged. A higher

number of RSs can increase Pc(d) also for far MTs, but the covered areas of the RSs are

slightly shrunk, due to the increased interference.

The dropping probability is depicted in Figure 3.19. The non cooperative scheme per-

forms better when few MTs are present. In this case, the coverage area of the BS is large,

and includes most of the covered areas of the RSs, which therefore are not useful. On the

contrary, when the cell is high loaded, the intersections between the coverage area of the BS

and those of the RSs becomes smaller. Hence, MTs closer to the BS can be served without

cooperation, whereas the farther ones can be assigned to one of the RSs, thus lowering the

dropping probability. This effect depends on the position of the RSs: if they are deployed

too close to the BS, most of their benefit is lost, since their coverage area is again included

within that of the BS; otherwise, if they are located too far, their coverage areas becomes

disjoint from that of the BS, resulting in a fragmented cell.
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3.4.5 Discussion

In this part we have proposed a practical implementation of a cooperative scheme based

on A&F in CDMA cellular networks. In such scheme, each MT can be helped by a fixed

Relay Station by means of a TDMA transmission. The benefits granted by cooperation have

been evaluated in terms of coverage range and dropping probability. Results show that the

use of cooperation can not only increase the area covered by the BS, but also reduce the

probability that an ongoing transmission must be dropped when a MT starts a new com-

munication. These promising results are useful, since they show that even with A&F, whose

performance has been proved to be worse than that achievable with D&F, a significant ben-

efit can be obtained. However, some assumptions are still making the simulation setup

different from a real cellular system. The main points that have not been covered yet are the

following:

• Inter-cell interference has not been taken into account. In a cooperative scenario, where

Relay Stations are used to increase the coverage area, this issue may have a strong

impact. Actually, the Relay Stations are placed closer to the cell edge, as well as the

relayed Mobile Terminals. This in turn means that the interference created by these

mobiles to the Relay Stations of the neighboring cells may be higher (depending on

the carrier configuration).

• Directional antennas may further improve the performance of the Relay Stations. For

instance, if two carriers are not available, this solution may dramatically reduce the

interference at the Relay Stations from mobiles that are not relayed. In addition, if

directional antennas are used for both the Relay access link and the backhaul link, the

isolation could be high enough to remove the constraint of half-duplex transmission.

• Soft Handover plays an important role in cellular networks. If it is applicable also

among Base Stations and Relay Stations, it could somehow reproduce the benefits

coming from MRC. If on the contrary it cannot be used for relayed mobiles, this could

limit the performance improvement of the cooperative scheme.

• Different distributions of the mobiles could be taken into account. Since the coopera-

tors can significantly reduce the path loss, they may be used also to improve the trans-

mission reliability when coverage holes are present. For example, Mobile Terminals

inside a building, whose transmissions are hampered by an additional penetration
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loss, could take huge advantage from a Relay Station placed near a window. In this

case, the locations of the Relay Stations and those of the mobiles are no longer uniform

nor independent. Moreover, such a realistic scenario is likely to be quite attractive for

operators.

3.5 Full system simulation

This part of the work presents the results obtained through extensive simulations of an

entire cellular network with relayed UL transmissions. These results have been developed

during a six-months internship in the Corporate Research Labs of Qualcomm Incorporated.

In the previous sections, the application of simple relaying techniques, like A&F and

D&F, in CDMA cellular networks showed a large potential performance improvement in

terms of coverage range (or, equivalently, required transmission power). However, even

when considering a whole cell in the analyzed scenario, many features cannot be captured

by our theoretical model. For instance, power control effectiveness should be checked, as

well as the impact of relaying on soft handover mechanisms. In addition, channel allocation

should be studied, andmore realistic traffic models taken into account. Focusing only on the

capabilities of the relays, directional antennas are likely to severely affect the performance,

since on the one side they allow high self-interference attenuation, but on the flip side they

are more susceptible to inter-cell interference. If D&F is used, as in the present Section,

queueing delays at the relays may also have a relevant impact on the overall throughput.

The user allocation is another important factor which requires a proper relay deployment

in the cell. Finally, from a practical perspective, a more realistic channel model should be

used, in order to capture the effect of correlated shadowing, penetration loss and multipath

fading.

3.5.1 System description

We describe here the scenario used in the simulations to measure the actual benefit that

can be granted by cooperation through the use of relays employing D&F. We stress that the

simulation is comprehensive of all the layers, from physical to higher layers.

We focus on a scenario with 21 cells, located in 7 sites, as in Figure 3.20(a), since the

hexagon around each site is covered by three directional antennas. The number of users per

cell is n, which may be deployed according to the two following distributions:
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• Uniform distribution, meaning that for each cell n users are uniformly distributed in the

cell area;

• Clustered distribution, meaning that a given percentage of users (50% or 80%) is clus-

tered, and distributed in small circular areas around a given number k of locations,

whereas the remaining percentage of users is uniformly distributed in the whole area

of the cell.

In both cases, however, the mobiles are required to satisfy some conditions on the minimum

allowed distances among mobiles and Base Stations, as reported in Table 3.5. When mo-

biles are dropped, if one of them does not match these conditions, it is moved to another

randomly selected location. Mobiles positions are considered fixed during the simulations.

It is clear that the clustered distribution may appear more realistic, since it may capture

the effect of areas with a high concentration of mobile terminals, for instance houses, offices,

meeting rooms. When clustered distribution is adopted, coverage holes may be simulated

around the clusters. In practice, this means that an additional penetration loss is applied

to the path loss from the mobile terminal to the corresponding base station. Also this aug-

mented penetration loss is added to better simulate the case of a number of mobile terminals

distributed in a small indoor space, which is likely to be covered and shielded by walls or

roofs.

The traffic is modeled as bursty. Thismeans that packetswith a fixed sizeL are generated

at each mobile terminal as a Poisson process with given intensity, or, equivalently, with a

given average interarrival time tp. The packets are generated at the higher layers, and then

passed to the lower ones, fragmented, and sent over the UMTS channels towards the Base

Station.

The mobility metric, which determines the Base Station each mobile is allocated to, is a

function of the received downlink SINR. This means that the mobile is allocated to the Base

Station whose downlink signal has the highest SINR.

As regards the channel model, path loss decays according to the distance between trans-

mitter and receiver, with given offset A and exponent α. Fast fading is modeled as a PA3

model. An additional penetration loss δ is added; shadowing is modeled as a lognormal

random variable, with fixed standard deviation σs, and inter-site shadowing is correlated

with correlation factor ρs. All the used parameters are collected in Tables 3.4 and 3.6.

When cooperation is used, a fixed number k of relays are uniformly deployed in each
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(a) Cell layout

(b) Relay model

Figure 3.20. In a), the cell layout used in simulations, where at each site three Base Stations are colocated

(sectorization). Since allocation is based on downlink SINR, it is possible that some users are not allocated

to the closest Base Station. In b), the relay model: in our simulations, hBHL = 10m and hRAL = 5m;

directional antennas are used for both RAL and BHL.
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Scenario Configuration Used Values

Relays Layout Uniform

Mobiles Layout Uniform, Clustered (50%, 80%)

Macro Cell Layout 21 cells (2 rings)

Soft Handover Only Macro

Traffic Type Bursty Traffic

Page Size (L) 250 kb

Interarrival time (ti) 5 s

Aggregation over BHL All

Coverage Holes In clustered only

Relays per Macro (k) 8

Mobiles per Macro (n) 8, 16

Mobility Metric Ec/Io

Monte Carlo statistics 5

Table 3.4. List of parameters used in the full system simulations.

Macro Relay Mobile

Macro 1000 75 35

Relay 75 75 10

Mobile 35 10 0

Table 3.5. Minimum distances [m] among relays, mobiles and base stations. The distance between two

base stations is fixed to 1000 m.
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Parameter Value

IAC 45 dB

Relay Isolation 100 dB

Shadowing Standard Deviation (σs) 8 dB

Shadowing Correlation Factor ρs 0.5

Penetration Loss (δ) 10 dB

Table 3.6. Channel parameters.

cell, under the constraints on the minimum distances among terminals reported in Table 3.5.

If clustered user distribution is used, each relay is placed at the center of each cluster area.

This is reasonable, since relays are meant to be located in areas where traffic is congested

and a high number of users is active. In order to make a per-user comparison, mobiles in

simulations are kept in the same positions when relays are added. We call Relay Access Link

(RAL) the channel towards the relay, and Backhaul Link (BHL) the one from the relay to the

base station.

Relays are considered to be indoor-outdoor, meaning that the RAL channel is indoor,

whereas the BHL channel is outdoor. In practice, if relays are used to help communica-

tions in congested indoor areas, they are placed such that their receiving antenna is indoor,

while their transmitting antenna is outdoor. This implies not only that no penetration loss

is present in either of the two links, but also that an additional isolation between the two

antennas can be granted at the relay. This is important, since we consider full duplex relays.

A contribution to the required isolation is also given by the distance between receiving and

transmitting antennas, fixed to 5 meters, by the use of directional antennas for both RAL

and BHL, and, in some scenarios, by the use of different frequencies (an additional isolation

IAC between adjacent channels is considered in this case). A scheme of the relay model is

depicted in Figure 3.20(b).

We distinguish three different cooperative scenarios, depending on carrier assignment:

• Dedicated RAL: one carrier is used by the users transmitting to a relay, and the second

one by the relays and by the users transmitting directly to the Base Station;

• One Carrier: one carrier is used for all transmissions;

• Dedicated BHL: one carrier is used by all the mobile terminals, whereas the second

one is used by the relays.
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(a) Scenario 1, Dedicated RAL (b) Scenario 2, One Carrier (c) Scenario 3, Dedicated BHL

Figure 3.21. The three scenarios analyzed, which differ in the carrier assignment. While scenario 1 and

scenario 3 require two carriers, only one is necessary in Scenario 2.

The three cases are depicted in Figure 3.21. It is clear that the second scenario requires

only half the bandwidth, but also implies more restrictive constraints in relay design in order

to avoid overwhelming self-interference. Finally, the maximum transmission power of each

relay is 6 dB higher than that of a mobile terminal, since it is likely to happen that multiple

mobiles are allocated to the same relay.

3.5.2 Aggregation and Mobility Algorithm

In this section, we describe two additional features that were developed to enhance the

performance of relayed uplink transmission. The concept of aggregation derives from the

fact that each relay may be required to help the transmissions of several mobile terminals.

However, all these transmissions share the same backhaul link towards the Base Station,

meaning that a lower amount of information should be sent on the BHL. For example, in-

formation on channel conditions or pilot sequences can be used for all the relayed packets

rather than repeated for each of them. Aggregation can be implemented in a number of

ways. In this work, in consideration of the traffic model, we use the model depicted in Fig-

ure 3.22: after being received at the relay, an additional overhead is added to each packet,

for instance an IP address. The packets are then queued, and sent from the relay according

to a FIFO policy. Note that in this manner the relay is acting as a common mobile terminal,

using only one pilot and one control channel. Similarly, the Node B receives each packet

as if it comes from a simple mobile terminal, decodes it, and sends it to a Gateway, where

the original packet is recovered, its header is read, and it is consequently sent to the original

destination. The main advantage of this implementation is that instantaneous interference

is reduced, since one packet is transmitted at each time from a single relay. The main draw-

back is that if the number of mobiles allocated to a single relay is too high, or the traffic load
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Figure 3.22. Schematic view of the used aggregation model on the BHL.

increases, long queueing delays at the relays may considerably degrade the performance in

terms of throughput.

A second element that should be taken into account is the selected mobility metric. Ac-

tually, the mobile terminal is only able to estimate the quality of the RAL channel. It may

happen that the RAL channel is much better than the direct link towards the base station,

and the mobile is hence allocated to the relay. However, if the BHL channel is bad, thus

becoming the bottleneck of the relayed transmission, then the allocation to the relay is not

optimal, and may on the contrary badly affect the quality of the transmission. It is then

necessary to develop a way to let the mobile know also the condition of the BHL channel,

hence allowing the best choice between direct and relayed transmission. In this work, we

used the Relay Mobility Algorithm (RMA), which was developed for downlink transmis-

sion. The details are not reported here due to lack of space, but the rationale behind it has

been clarified. Although this algorithm is not optimized for uplink, it was proven to grant

high benefits in downlink relayed transmissions, which may compensate minor losses in

uplink performance when cooperation is used for both uplink and downlink.

3.5.3 Main goal and performance metrics

The main aim of this work is to verify whether relays can grant significant performance

improvements when used to help uplink transmissions. In addition, results should also

show which kinds of benefits are achieved through cooperation, and how they depend on

system settings, like mobiles and relays deployment, traffic load and carrier assignment.

In fact, relays are expected to considerably improve the path loss of mobiles close to
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the cell edge, as well as to reduce the transmission power used by the relayed mobiles. In

addition, aggregation should reduce the instantaneous interference at the base station, hence

also helping the non relayed mobile terminals.

The improvement is likely to depend on the mobile positions: in clustered scenarios the

mobiles are usually much closer to the relay, resulting in lower transmission power, and if

coverage holes are applied, the use of relays can reduce the number of mobiles in outage

(that is, mobiles that cannot satisfy the condition on the received SINR at the base station

even when transmitting with maximum power).

As was observed above, also the traffic load has an impact, since it affects the queue

length at the relay, and therefore the packet delivery time. Finally, the use of two carriers

aims at reducing both intra-cell and inter-cell interference at the relays.

We focus in the results Section on two performancemetrics, namely burst rate, defined as

the ratio between page size and time required for its complete reception at the base station,

and mobile terminal transmission power.

3.5.4 Results

We present in this Section the results obtained through use of extensive C++ simulations.

All the graphs are presented in the form of CDFs, for both throughput and mobile terminal

transmission power. Only a subset of the obtained graphs are reported due to lack of space.

Scenario 1: Dedicated RAL

In Figure 3.23 the burst rate and the mobile terminal transmission power for a scenario

with n = 16 users per cell and 50% clustering are reported; coverage holes are also present.

It can be observed that the use of relays grants a significant burst rate improvement, up to

approximately 30%, especially for mobiles in worse conditions. Moreover, mobiles which

appear to be in outage without cooperation (since the CDF does not approach zero as the

burst rate decreases) can transmit successfully by means of relay help. In fact, this is the

main purpose of the relay deployment in this scenario, where the additional penetration

loss due to the coverage hole is avoided in relayed transmission. The DL RMA shows lower

improvement. When the Downlink Relay Mobility Algorithm is used, a lower number of

mobiles is in general allocated to the relays, due to the fact that relays with bad BHL channel

are used less often. However, this alsomeans that the number of users per relay is decreased,

limiting the beneficial effect of aggregation. The same reasoning explains the results about
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(a) Burst Rate in Scenario 1 (b) Transmission power in Scenario 1

Figure 3.23. Performance improvement through use of relaying in Scenario 1 (Dedicated RAL), with 16

users per cell. Here users are clustered (50% clustering) and coverage holes are present.

transmission power. Here again a huge improvement is shown for almost all the mobiles,

with the exception of the ones with best channels. The improvement is slightly lower for

mobiles with very bad channels, near the cell edge. This is due to the fact that soft han-

dover is not allowed for relayed users, and its benefits are hence lost. Even higher gains are

achievable in scenarios with more clustered mobiles.

Another observation regards the impact of inter-cell interference. When two carriers

are used, inter-cell interference is likely to be different for the two carriers. More precisely,

relays suffer from high inter-cell interference, since not only are relayed users of other cells

usually closer to the cell edge, but also the relays are far from the center of the cell, and

their directional antennas (for the access link) are directed away from the Base Station. This

is even more evident in scenarios with uniformly distributed users, because the relayed

users are farther from the relays, thus using higher transmission power. A possible solution

to limit this effect is to increase the distance among the Base Stations when cooperation is

used.

Scenario 2: One Carrier

Results for Scenario 2 are depicted in Figure 3.24. Performance improvement here is

lower than in Scenario 1, but also the required bandwidth is halved. As in the previous case,

the main benefits come from the reduced path loss for mobiles in outage, which are able to

transmit when relays are used, and from aggregation, which instead reduces interference at

the macro, which affects also the non relayed mobiles.
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(a) Burst Rate, uniform user distribution (b) Transmission power, uniform user distribution

(c) Burst Rate, clustered user distribution (d) Transmission power, clustered user distribution

Figure 3.24. Performance improvement through use of relaying in Scenario 2 (One Carrier), with 16

users per cell. In a) and b) users are uniformly distributed, whereas in c) and d) they are clustered (80%

clustering) and coverage holes are present.
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Given the selected mobility metric, however, it can be shown that the relayed mobiles

tend to bemuch closer to the relay, meaning that the choice of a single carrier is more suitable

for scenarios with clusters of mobiles concentrated in smaller areas. This also explains the

higher gain in transmission power, compared to the ones shown for the previous scenario.

The main problem is interference. On the one side, as in Scenario 1, relays suffer from inter-

cell interference, especially in scenarios with uniformly deployed mobiles; on the flip side,

they also suffer from high intra-cell interference from non relayed mobiles, which transmit

on the same frequency. Finally, isolation at the relays is reduced due to the use of the same

band for the RAL and the BHL.

Scenario 3: Dedicated BHL

This third scenario puts together the benefits of the previous ones. The use of two carri-

ers makes the effect of aggregation more evident, since the number of simultaneous trans-

missions on the BHL is highly reduced, especially in clustered scenarios, when the number

of users per relay is higher. However, as in the second scenario, the fact that the RAL and

the direct link are on the same carrier reduces the average distance between relay and re-

layed mobiles, leading to strong reduction of the transmission power as well. Moreover,

since the BHL is usually very good, the DL RMA here increases the number of relayed mo-

biles, enhancing the effect of aggregation and hence improving the performance of uplink

transmission (and also of the downlink ones, for which it was designed).

The burst rate and transmission power improvement are reported in Figure 3.25. It can

be observed that the burst rate increase is much higher than in the previous two cases, es-

pecially for cell edge mobiles. Again, the highest performance is for clustered distribution

with coverage holes. Moreover, the use of DL RMA further boosts the burst rate, due to

the higher number of users per relay and, consequently, to the augmented effectiveness of

aggregation. Table 3.7 shows the comparison among the effects of cooperation in the three

scenarios described above.

It is interesting to notice that the various carrier assignments have a different impact on

the relayed and non relayed users, in terms of burst rate. If the RAL has a dedicated carrier

the higher improvement is offered to the non relayed terminals. This is due to the fact that

their transmissions experience a lower interference at themacro: this reduction derives from

the use of aggregation, although the relays transmit on the same carrier. For relayed users,

despite the good quality of the RAL (few users are transmitting to each relay), the BHL still
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(a) Burst Rate, uniform user distribution (b) Transmission power, uniform user distribution

(c) Burst Rate, clustered user distribution (d) Transmission power, clustered user distribution

Figure 3.25. Performance improvement through use of relaying in Scenario 3 (Dedicated BHL), with 16

users per cell. In a) and b), users are uniformly distributed, whereas in c) and d) they are clustered (80%

clustering) and coverage holes are present.

Dedicated RAL One Carrier Dedicated BHL

Carriers required 2 1 2

Better in clustered scenarios High radius Small radius Small radius

Improvement Non Relayed MTs Higher Similar Lower

Improvement Relayed MTs Lower Similar Higher

DL RMA Performance Gain Limits Almost no effect Enhances

Table 3.7. Comparison among effects of cooperation in the three considered scenarios.
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(a) Uniform user distribution (b) Clustered user distribution (80%)

Figure 3.26. Performance improvement comparison by percentile with repeaters and with relays. The three

different scenarios are reported for D&F scenario. The gains are normalized to the required bandwidth.

suffers from interference coming from non relayed terminals, and queueing delays are also

possible.

If, on the contrary, BHL has a dedicated carrier, things are much different. With this

configuration, in fact, non relayed terminals see a slightly higher improvement than in case

1, since the few relay transmissions are now on a different carrier, but the relayed users see

a much more pronounced burst rate enhancement. The reason is that now the BHL is very

good, since only the relays are transmitting on it, and they use aggregation. As regards the

RAL, the use of directional antennas and the small cluster radius make the interference from

non relayed users negligible, granting an overall burst rate increase.

3.5.5 Repeater-Relay comparison

We finally present the comparison between the performance achievable with relays and

those granted by the use of simple repeaters (that is, using A&F). Repeaters were deployed

in the same locations of the relays, to make a per user comparison possible. They require

only one carrier, since isolation is dependent on the use of directional antennas (same char-

acteristics as those used for relays). The amplification factor isAp = 70 dB, up to amaximum

trasmission power Prep = 30 dBm. The saturation effect was also considered in simulations.

The burst rate improvement over the basic scenario is reported in Figure 3.26, where the

gains are normalized to the required bandwidth (gains of repeater case and scenario 2 of

relay case are doubled).

The fairest comparison is clearly the one between the scenario with repeaters and the one
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with relays employing only one carrier. It can be observed that repeaters usually perform

worse than relays, especially for cell edge users. This is mainly due to the fact that, despite

the much lower delay introduced at the repeater, interference and noise are also amplified

and sent over the BHL, thus degrading the throughput of users far from the base station.

However, these are only preliminary results: other traffic models and users deployments

are still to be considered, and may lead to different results.

3.5.6 Discussion

In this part of the work, we have tested through detailed simulations the effectiveness of

relaying techniques in improving the uplink performance in CDMA cellular networks. The

simplifying assumptions used in the theoretical analysis were removed, and a full multi-

cell multi-layer scenario was entirely simulated. Results were obtained for different user

distributions and carrier assignments, showing that the use of two carriers can lead to a

significant increase of burst rate and to a considerable power saving. Relays appear to be

extremely useful in some realistic scenarios, where a fraction of the users is concentrated

in small indoor areas, and can hence be seen as a promising direction in the design of 4G

cellular networks. A preliminary comparison with the performance offered by repeaters

was also provided. As predicted by theoretical analysis, the use of A&F, though requiring

much less complexity and allowing lower delays, usually achieves lower performance.

3.6 Circle Intersection Algorithm

In deriving the coverage range of a cooperative CDMA cellular network, where Relay

Stations are deployed around the Base Stations, it has been found in Section 3.4 that the

covered area depends on the positions of the RSs. Given the constraints on the mobile trans-

mission power and on the QoS of the transmission, a relayed mobile must be located within

a given distance from the RS in order to achieve the required transmission reliability. In

addition, it was proved that the coverage range of each RS depends on how the mobiles are

distributed among the relays.

If the capacity of the system, in terms of allocated users, is to be investigated, it may

be necessary to calculate the probability of specific configurations (stations-mobiles associa-

tions), which in turn depend on the values of the areas covered by one or more Relay/Base

Stations. Each configuration may in fact determine a different partition of the plane, and
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under the approximation that the coverage areas have a circular shape, this leads to the

problem of computing the intersection areas of a potentially huge number of circles.

Motivation: applications to Wireless Networks

Many frameworks for the evaluation, analysis and simulation of wireless communica-

tions are based on a signal propagation model where the attenuation incurred by a trans-

mitted signal is a monotonically decreasing function of the distance from its source. Thus

the performance of a receiver is a function of its distance from the wanted source, and this

leads to a characterization of wireless networks based on the concept of coverage range.

The coverage range of a transmission can be defined in many different ways. For in-

stance, once a target bit error rate (BER) is fixed, the coverage range is the maximum dis-

tance from the source which guarantees that a receiver is able to decode the wanted signal

achieving the target BER on average.

In a scenario with multiple sources, a region covered by a set of circles corresponds to

the positions in the plane where a receiver achieves the target performance when decoding

the signals sent by the subset of sources associated to those circles.

The computation of the areas of the regions of the plane generated by the coverage

ranges of various sources finds several applications in the area of wireless networking, rang-

ing from routing to user allocation. An example of work studying the allocation of mobile

users in wireless cellular networks where coverage areas are modeled as intersecting circles

is [63].

However, the computation of the intersection areas is widely used in many other infras-

tructured network scenarios. For instance, in a heterogeneous network, the areas covered

by different network infrastructures (GSM, UMTS, local area networks, and so on) may in-

tersect. Thus, in order to allocate users and compute the average performance we need to

know which are the areas covered by multiple technologies.

The distribution of the number of circles that cover a point in an area can be useful in

many other applications. Localization in sensor networks relies on the reception of beacons

sent by nodes whose positions are known. The accuracy achieved by the localization algo-

rithm depends on the distribution of the number of beacon sources that the node can hear.

This requires the computation of the probability that a node falls within an area covered

by a certain number of circles. Furthermore, intersections of multiple circles are also found
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when addressing the problem of preserving complete sensing coverage of a certain area and

connectivity [64].

Another important example in which intersection areas are a fundamental aspect of anal-

ysis is routing [65]. The intersection of the circles may represent the area in which a user can

provide connectivity to some nodes of the network (corresponding to the centers of the var-

ious circles). When considering geographic packet forwarding [66], intersection areas may

be helpful to derive the distribution of the advancement and the success probability of the

communication.

The ability to compute the area of regions of the plane generated by circles may also be

useful to model the performance of a receiver in multiple concurrent access frameworks,

where the distance from the wanted/interfering active sources can be quantized in order to

define regions where a receiver achieves a certain performance.

Despite the wide range of applications of this geometric problem, it has been addressed

in the literature only for three circles and only for some specific configurations [67], and a

systematic approach is still lacking. In the following section, we state in detail the addressed

geometric problem and the contribution of the work.

3.6.1 Introduction

The computation of the intersection area of many circles is a challenging problem. While

the intersection of two circles is straightforward, even three circles admit several configu-

rations, each resulting in a different expression for the intersection area. Given the centers

and the radii of the circles, the automatic discrimination among the various cases requires

involved condition testing. If we consider cases with several circles the problemmay appear

unsolvable, as the close-form expressions for the intersection areas become more and more

involved and depend on the specific configuration among the huge number of possibilities.

In this part of the work, we present an algorithm that efficiently computes the intersec-

tions of an arbitrary number of circles. The algorithm works in an iterative fashion and is

based on a trellis structure. In each iteration, the existence of any intersection is checked

based on the areas computed in the previous steps, thus highly reducing the computational

load. Moreover, we show that only the first three steps involve geometric considerations,

whereas, when the number of circles is higher than three, all the areas can be found via sim-

ple algebraic calculations. Our proposal allows to efficiently solve configurationswith many

tens of circles, without any assumption on the centers and radii of the considered circles.
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Problem Statement and Contribution

Consider a set C = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γNc} of Nc circles, whose centers and radii are known.

The circles in C may partially overlap. We denote with

I
(n)={I(n)

{i1,...,in}
, i1, . . . , in∈{1, . . . ,Nc}, ij 6=iu, forj 6=u} (3.60)

the set of all the possible intersection regions generated by n circles, where we denote

I(n)
{i1,...,in}

=
⋂

i∈{i1,...,in}
γi as the set of the points that belong to all circles in {γi1 , γi2 , . . . , γin}⊆C.

The set I(1) contains the circles in C. We also define the notation I(n)(i1, . . . , iNc−n) to denote

the intersection of n circles out of the Nc in C where circles i1, . . . , iNc−n are not considered,

i.e., I(n)(i1, . . . , iNc−n)=
⋂

i∈{1,...,Nc}\{i1,...,iNc−n}
γi.

However, these intersections are not disjoint regions of the plane. See for instance Fig. 3.27,

where a configurationwith three circles is depicted. In the figure, I(3)
{1,2,3}=A1, I(2)

{1,2}=A1∪A4,

I(2)
{1,3}=A1∪A2 and I(2)

{2,3}=A1∪A3.

We call the regionsAi in the figure exclusive intersection regions, as they correspond to the

intersection of a certain subset of circles, excluding the regions covered by the other circles

in C. We denote these regions as E(n)(i1, . . . , iNc−n), where

E(n)(i1, . . . , iNc−n)=I(n)(i1, . . . , iNc−n)\
⋃

e∈{i1,...,iNc−n}

γe. (3.61)

For instance, E(1)(2, 3) is the region of the plane covered by γ1 and that does not overlap

with any other circle of C (A5 in Fig. 3.27), and E(2)(3)=A4 is the intersection of γ1 and

γ2, excluding the area covered by γ3. We define the set E
(n) as the set of all the exclusive

intersection regions generated by n circles. Let us define the set E=
⋃

n=1,...,Nc
E

(n). Then,

the elements of E are disjoint regions that tessellate the overall region covered by C. We also

define the measure φ, where φ(A) corresponds to the area of the region A.
In our work, we address the problem of computing the measure of the regions E

(n),

n=1, . . . ,Nc, given the centers and the radii of the circles in C. This appears to be an ex-

tremely complex geometrical problem. In fact, while the area covered by the intersection

of two circles has a simple measure, even the intersection area of three circles has a rather

involved form, that depends on the mutual positions of the circles [67]. When more than

three circles are considered, the number of configurations grows larger, and the complexity

of the geometric conditions and the associated expression of the intersection area become

difficult to handle.

The contribution of this work is as follows:
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Figure 3.27. Example of configuration with three circles and identification of the regions of interest.

• we derive two theorems, that provide an easy way to check the existence and calculate

the area of the intersection region of more than three circles, once the existence and the

area of the intersections involving a smaller number of circles are known;

• we present a trellis-based iterative algorithm that allows an easy computation of the

wanted areas even for configurations with a large number of circles

• as an example of application, we address a user allocation problem in code division

multiple access (CDMA) cellular networks. In particular, we derive the probability

that a certain number of mobile users can be allocated in a multi-cell environment.

3.6.2 Geometric results

In this section, we present the geometric results that represent the core of the proposed

algorithm. A key observation is the following: a necessary (but in general not sufficient)

condition for the existence of the intersection of n circles is the existence of the intersection

of any subset of n−1 circles.6 This consideration may be very useful, since the calculation

of several areas among circles which are not all intersecting can be avoided. Nonetheless, a

stronger result can be stated if the number of considered circles is greater than 3.

6We say that an intersection exists if it is non-empty.
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Theorem 1. Consider a subset of n≤Nc circles S={γi1 , . . . , γin}⊆C and the associated intersection

region I(n)
{i1,...,in}

. With a slight abuse of notation, we refer to the considered subset of circles when

denoting the intersection regions, and we write I(n−ℓ)
{i1,...,in}\{e1,...,eℓ}

=I(n−ℓ)(e1, . . . , eℓ).

Then, ∀{i1, . . . , in}, ij 6=iu, for j 6=u, if n≥4 the following holds: if

φ(I(n−1)(k)) > 0 ∀k ∈ {i1, . . . , in}, (3.62)

then also φ(I(n)
{i1,...,in}

) > 0.

In other words, a sufficient condition for the intersection among the n circles in S to exist

is the existence of the n intersections among any subset of n− 1 circles in S

Proof. Consider a set of n circles {γi1 , . . . , γin}. By hypothesisφ(I(n−1)(k))>0, ∀k∈{i1, . . . , in}.
Fix the index k=k and define the setSk={i1, . . . , in}\{k}. As φ(I(n−1)(k)) > 0, then I(n−1)(k)6=∅.
Call ∆ the polygon7 delimiting I(n−1)(k) and whose sides are m arcs of circumference αj ,

j=1, . . . ,m, with 1≤m≤2(n−2). Note that more than one arc αj may belong to the same

circle γi.
8 We denote with α(i) the set of arcs belonging to the circle γi.

We have to consider three cases:

1. ∃γi∈Sk : α(i)=∅;

2. ∀γi∈Sk |α(i)|=1;

3. ∀γi∈Sk α(i)6=∅ and ∃j : |α(j)|>1

In the first case γi fully contains the whole intersection but that its circumference does

not hit it. Thus I(n−1)(k)=I(n−2)(k, i)∩γi=I(n−2)(k, i). Since by assumption I(n−1)(k)6=∅,
∀k∈{i1, . . . , in}, then also I(n−1)(i)=I(n−2)(k, i)∩γk 6=∅. Therefore, I(n−1)(k)∩γk 6=∅, and thus

I(n)
{i1,...,in}

6=∅ and φ(I(n)
{i1,...,in}

)>0.

In the second case, the polygon ∆ is delimited by exactly n−1 arcs of circumference,

each belonging to one of the n−1 circles in Sk. This situation is depicted in Figure 3.28.

Consider two non-consecutive arcs of ∆, namely αt, αr, and assume, without any loss of

generality, that they belong to the circles γi1 and γi2 , with k 6=i1, i2. By assumption, as the

intersection of any combination of n−1 circles exists, then γk must contain at least one point

P∈I(n−2)(i1, k) and one point Q∈I(n−2)(i2, k). Since a circle is a convex figure, then the

whole segment joining P and Q must be contained in γk. Moreover, P and Q both belong

7
∆ is a particular polygon whose sides are arcs of circumference.

8We say that an arc belongs to a circle when it corresponds to a portion of its circumference
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Figure 3.28. Intersection of n circles. Here each circumference contains one arc belonging to the circular

polygon ∆, which delimits the intersection.

to I(n−3)(i1, i2, k), which is also a convex set (since it is the intersection of convex sets), and

therefore the segment V=PQ⊂I(n−3)(i1, i2, k). Since P∈γi2 and Q/∈γi2 , thenV ∩γi2 6=∅. It

follows that V⊂I(n−2)(i1, k). Furthermore, since αt and αr are not consecutive sides of ∆,

V intersects αr. As a side of ∆, αr⊂I(n−1)(k), then also V⊂I(n−1)(k). Since V⊂γk, we can

conclude that V⊂I(n)
{i1,...,in}

, which therefore is a non-empty set. Finally, we observe that the

found set has non-zero measure by construction, and therefore φ(I(n)
{i1,...,in}

)>0. Note that

this proof does not hold for n=4, where all the arcs of ∆ are consecutive. However, in this

case the thesis can be proved in an analogous way.

In the third case, there is a circle γj whose associated set of arcs α(j) contains at least

two arcs of ∆. It can be shown that two consecutive arcs cannot belong to the same circle.

Once observed this, the proof is analogous to that of the previous case by choosing αt and

αr as non-consecutive arcs belonging to α(j).

The previous theorem represents a powerful tool for testing the existence of the inter-

section regions generated by n circles, once those generated by n−1 are known. In fact, the

intersection of a set S of n≥4 circles is non-empty if and only if all the intersections among
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any subset of n−1 of S is non-empty. This simple principle substitutes involved and time-

demanding geometric considerations.

The following theorem, provides an effective way to compute any intersection of n circles

as a function of some specific intersections generated by n−1 and n−2 circles.

Theorem 2. Consider a subset of n circles S={γi1 , . . . , γin}⊆C, with 4≤n≤Nc, and the associated

intersection region I(n)
{i1,...,in}

, with φ(I(n)
{i1,...,in}

)>0. Denote withm the number of arcs of circumfer-

ence that delimit I(n). Then, ifm ≥ 4, there exist two circles γt, γr∈S such that:

⋂

i6=t,r

γi ⊂ γt ∪ γr (3.63)

Proof. Analogously to the proof of the previous theorem, we distinguish three cases:

1. ∃{γu1 , . . . , γuw}⊆S:α(u1), . . . ,α(uw)=∅;

2. ∀γi∈S |α(i)|=1;

3. ∀γi∈S α(i)6=∅ and ∃j : |α(j)|>1.

In the first case, there exist w circles containing I(n)
{i1,...,in}

, with 1≤w≤n−4. Define the

subset S(n−w)=S\{γu1 , . . . , γun−w}⊂S that contains the circles γj such that α(j)6=∅, and their

intersection I(n−w)(u1, . . . , un−w). Thus, there are n−w circles with a non-empty set of arcs

α(j) and w circles that fully contain I(n)
{i1,...,in}

. This case can be referred to the second or

third cases, where we consider only the circles with a non-empty set of arcs of ∆. We then

refer the proof for this case to that of the following cases. We observe that if the theorem

holds, in this case we have that ∃γt, γr∈Sn−w : I(n−w−2)(t, r)⊂γt∪γr. Therefore,

I(n−2)(r, t)⊂I(n−w−2)(r, t)⊂γr∪γt, (3.64)

In fact, I(n−2)(r, t) is equal to the intersection between I(n−w−2)(r, t) and
⋂

i∈S\S(n−w) γi, and

is thus a subset of I(n−w−2)(r, t). That proves the theorem in this case. Note that w≤n−3, in

fact in order to havem≥4 arcs, we need ∆ to be bounded by at least three circles.

In the second case, each circle γi has one arc belonging to ∆. Since m≥4, there exist

two circles γt, γr∈S such that αt∈α(t) and αr∈α(r) are non-consecutive sides of ∆. Let us

denote as P and Q the points of intersection of γt and γr. Note that the existence of P and

Q is guaranteed by hypothesis, as I(n) 6=∅. We also define αrt as the arc of ∆ belonging to γt

and fully contained in γr, and α
t
r as the arc of ∆ belonging to γr and fully contained in γt.
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Figure 3.29. First configuration of the two possible whenm=n, and each of the n intersecting circles has

exactly one arc of circumference belonging to the polygon ∆. In the figureA2 contains ∆.

Moreover, there exists a circle γh∈S such that P /∈γh. In fact, if this circle did not exist,

then P∈I(n) and the arcs αr and αt would be consecutive arcs of ∆.

We need to distinguish two configurations for point Q:

• In the first configuration, Q does not belong to γh (see Fig. 3.29). Therefore, the inter-

section of the circumferences of γr and γh belongs to the arc αtr and the intersection

of the circumferences of γt and γh belongs to αrt . As a consequence, γh is divided into

three disjoint areas A1⊂γr, A2⊂γr∩γt and A3⊂γr. We thus conclude that γh⊂γr∪γt.
Since, I(n−2)(r, t) is contained in γh, then it is also included in γr∪γt.

• In the second configuration,Q belongs to γh (see Fig. 3.30). In this case there exists a γx

such thatQ/∈γx. If P /∈γx, the theorem can be proved as in the previous configuration. If

P∈γx, then αtr and αrt belong to γh∩γx, as they are sides of ∆ and hence are part of I(n)

Thus, the points of intersection between the circumferences of γh and γx cannot belong

to γr∩γt. It follows that γr∩γt is divided into three regions: A1⊂γh, A2⊂γh∩γx and

A3⊂γx. Therefore, γr∩γt⊂γh∪γx, and since I(n−2)(h, x)⊂γr∩γt the thesis is proved.

In the third case, consider the circle γj with |α(j)|>1. In the proof of Theorem 1, we
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Figure 3.30. Second configuration of the two possible when m=n, and each of the n intersecting circles

has exactly one arc of circumference belonging to the polygon ∆.

showed that the two arcs ∆ adjacent to αt∈α(j) must belong to the circumference of two

different circles, say γh and γx. By construction, the arc αt is contained in γh∩γx. Moreover,

also αr∈α(j), with αr 6=αt, is contained in γh∩γx, as αr is an arc of ∆. Therefore, γj can be

divided into three disjoint regions analogous to those of the previous case, namely A1⊂γx,
A2⊂γx∩γh and A3⊂γh, which implies γj⊂γx∪γh. Since I(n−2)(x, h)⊂γj , the thesis in the

third case is proved.

Theorem 2 requires ∆ to have a number of arcs greater than 3. If this does not hold, I(n)

collapses into the intersection of two or three circles, which can be obtained geometrically.

If four or more circles are involved, Theorem 2 ensures that the area of I(n) can be found by

algebraic manipulation of the intersections among n−1 and n−2 circles.

In fact, if Theorem 2 holds, the intersection area I(n−2)(t, r) among all circles but γt and

γr is fully included in the union between γt and γr. The area of this intersection can be

calculated by considering the partition of γt∪γr into three regions, one belonging only to γt,

one to both γt and γr, and the third only to γr. All these three regions exist, the second one

by hypothesis, the first and the third one because otherwise the required intersection I(n)

would be fully included in one circle, and the problem could be reduced to an analogous
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Figure 3.31. Example of circles configuration and areas considered in the first four steps of the algorithm.

one with a lower number of circles. Call these areas B1, B2 and B3. I(n−2)(t, r) intersects B2

by hypothesis, and it may also intersect one area between B1 and B3 or even both. Assume

that it intersects all the three areas, and call the intersections respectively A1, A2 and A3. It

is clear that A2 = I(n). These three areas are all unknown. However, it derives from their

definition that A1 ∪ A2 = I(n−1)(r), A2 ∪ A3 = I(n−1)(t), and A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 = I(n−2)(r, t).

Then

φ(A2) = (φ(A1) + φ(A2)) + (φ(A2) + φ(A3))− (φ(A1) + φ(A2) + φ(A3) (3.65)

and, therefore:

φ
(

I(n)
)

= φ
(

I(n−1)(t)
)

+ φ
(

I(n−1)(r)
)

− φ
(

I(n−2)(t, r)
)

, (3.66)

It can be easily shown that even if I(n−2)(t, r) does not interect B1, B3 or both, the results

still holds.

3.6.3 The Algorithm

In this Section, we describe in detail the proposed algorithm. We remark that the num-

ber of areas to be calculated increases exponentially with the number of considered circles.

The algorithm, exploiting the previously derived results, iteratively checks the existence

and computes the intersection areas with a greatly reduced complexity. In fact, as soon as
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the number of circles becomes greater than three, the existence-checks and the computation

of the intersection areas in the following steps are based on simple algebraic calculations

instead of extremely complex geometric considerations. Moreover, also the number of re-

quired operations is reduced thanks to a particular structure that allows the identification of

which intersections exist and thus which areas actually need to be computed.

As stated before, the algorithm is based on a trellis structure, which is built iteration by

iteration with a simple procedure. The output of the algorithm is a set of auxiliary variables,

that are then used to compute the desired areas.

Trellis Structure

The algorithm is based on a trellis structure. In each iteration, the algorithm takes as

input the structure and the variables built at the previous steps, in order to update the trellis.

Let us clarify how the algorithm works via a graphical example. Consider the circles in

Fig. 3.31, where the first four steps of the algorithm are depicted in the subfigures A, B, C and

D, respectively. In the first step, the algorithm simply calculates the areas of all the circles.

In the second step, the algorithm checks the existence and computes the intersection areas

of any pair of circles via simple geometric calculations. In the third step, the intersection

areas of any existing intersection between any triplet of circles are computed. This is the

last step involving geometric computations, as in the subsequent steps the existence and

the measure of the intersection regions of any set of 4≤n≤Nc circles are carried out via

simple algebraic manipulation of the areas computed at the previous steps, exploiting the

two theorems presented in Section 3.6.2.

In order to effectively keep track of the existence and value of the regions computed in

each step we build a proper graph, in which the various intersection areas correspond to the

vertices of the graph. In this way, the relationships can be represented as the edges of the

graph. As a byproduct, the graph is also useful to list and order all the areas to be computed.

Consider a set C of Nc circles, labeled as γi, with 1≤i≤Nc. Our trellis structure is given

by a set of vertices V and a set of edges R. Each vertex corresponds to an intersection

among some of the circles belonging to the set C considered. Hence, there is a one-to-one

relationship among the vertices and all possible subsets of C, except the empty set. We define

as S(v)⊆C the set of circles whose intersection corresponds to vertex v in the graph.

The vertices are divided into the subsets V(n), with n=1,2, . . . ,Nc. The subset V(n) is the
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set of all the intersections among n circles out of the Nc considered (that is, the set of all the

subsets of C with exactly n elements).

The obtained subsets can be ordered from V(1) to V(Nc). Each edge can connect only

two vertices belonging to two consecutive subsets V(n) and V(n+1). An edge connecting

i∈V(n) and j∈V(n+1) exists if and only if S(i)⊂S(j). In other words, j is reachable from i if

it corresponds to the intersection of all the circles associated with i plus another one.

Finally, also the elements of each V(n) can be ordered. Vertex i of the graph can be

uniquely identified by a binary sequence ofNc elements bi=[bi1, b
i
2, . . ., b

i
Nc

] such that bit=1 if

γt∈Si. For instance, ifNc=5, the vertex corresponding to the intersection of γ2, γ3 and γ5 can

be labeled as 01101. An equivalent labeling is obtained using the decimal representations

of the binary sequences. In the example above, the same vertex is hence labeled as 13. The

vertices of V(n) are then ordered with decreasing labels. An example of the full graph for

Nc=5 is also reported in Fig. 3.32.

The idea behind the trellis is straightforward: a vertex belonging to V(3), for instance,

corresponds to the intersection of three circles. It follows that this area is related to the three

intersection areas among any pair of the three considered circles (represented by three ver-

tices belonging to V2), since it can be derived from each one of them by adding the missing

circle. The exact way through which this can be done is explained below, and relies on

Theorem 2.

With the ordering described above, the graph can be fully described by Nc−1 transition

matrices. We define the transition matrix M
(Nc)
n,n+1, for 1≤n<Nc, as a binary matrix contain-

ing the information about which edges exist between the vertices in V(n) and the ones in

V(n+1). M
(Nc)
n,n+1(i, j) = 1 if there exists an edge connecting the i–th vertex of V(n+1) and

the j–th vertex of V(n), and 0 otherwise.

The computation of the transition matrices can be performed recursively, if we consider

an additional subset V(0), which contains a single element corresponding to the empty set

∅, that is, to the region not covered by any circle. This “virtual” vertex is not included in the

trellis in Fig. 3.32, though it can be inserted on the left side and connected to all the vertices

belonging to V(1).

With this modification, the following properties about the transition matrices hold:

• M
(Nc)
n,n+1 is a p× q matrix, where

p =

(

Nc

n+ 1

)

, q =

(

Nc

n

)

(3.67)
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Figure 3.32. The trellis structure for n = 5. Some of the binary labels are reported. The i–th column of

vertices corresponds to the subset Vi.

• M
(Nc)
0,1 is a Nc × 1 column vector whose elements are all equal to 1.

• If n≥⌈Nc/2⌉, then M
(Nc)
n,n+1 =

(

M
(Nc)
Nc−n−1,Nc−n

)c
, where c indicates the transposition

along the secondary diagonal, i.e., the element of the matrix of the i–th row and j–th

column is moved to the q−j+1–th row and p−i+1–th column.

• Each transition matrix can be derived recursively as:

M
(Nc)
n,n+1 =





M
(Nc−1)
n−1,n I

0 M
(Nc−1)
n,n+1



 (3.68)

where I is the identity matrix. We point out that, in any case, it must be n < Nc.

However, for n≥⌈Nc/2⌉, due to the third property of the transition matrix, we can

compute instead M
(Nc)
Nc−n−1,Nc−n

. The recursion appears in the first and in the fourth

term of the matrix on the right side in Eq. (3.68). In the first term both Nc and n are

reduced at each iteration, until we get to a matrix with n = 0, which can be derived

using the second property of the transition matrices. As regards the fourth term, at

each recursion onlyNc is reduced. In this case, the recursion ends whenNc−1 = n+1.

In fact, with the exception of the trivial case n = 0, the matrix M
(Nc−1)
n,n+1 can be now
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derived fromM
(Nc−1)
0,1 , due to the third property, which is in turn computed according

to the second property.

Different transition matrices can be multiplied together, thus giving information about

which vertices of a set V(n) are connected to vertices belonging to V(n+k), with k>1. The

elements of the transition matrices are binary variables, and we define the transition matrix

between V(n) and V(n+k) as

M
(Nc)
n,n+k =

1

k!

k−1
∏

i=0

M
(Nc)
n+k−i−1,n+k−i (3.69)

Auxiliary Variables

As stated before, the algorithm at each step n finds the intersection areas represented by

the vertices belonging to V(n). In order to obtain these areas, it exploits the areas belonging

to V(n−1), found in the previous step, and applies Theorem 2 based on the relationships

expressed by the transition matrix M
(Nc)
n−1,n.

9 During the subsequent steps, however, some

information must be collected and stored. Before describing the steps in detail, we list the

auxiliary variables which are computed at each step. At the end of the algorithm, they are

used to retrieve the required intersection areas.

• We define the n–th label vector Ln as the vector containing the decimal labels of all the

elements of the set V(n). Therefore, Ln has length

(

Nc

n

)

, and its elements are sorted

in decreasing order. These vectors are computed using the transition matrices, since

L1 = [2Nc−1, 2Nc−2, . . . , 2, 1]T , and

Ln =
1

n− 1
Mn−1,n Ln−1 (3.70)

• The n–th existence vector En is a binary vector containing information on the intersec-

tion areas of n circles; therefore, its size is equal to the cardinality of V(n). The i–th

element of En is equal to 1 if the area of the intersection among the circles associated

with the i–th vertex in V(n) is not empty. Assuming that all theNc circles belonging to

C have positive radius, then E1 is anNc×1 column vector whose elements are all equal

to 1. The other vectors can be recursively computed with the following rule:

En+1 = max (Mn,n+1En−n 1, 0) (3.71)

9In the following we drop the superscript of the transition matrices for notation clarity.
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where 1 and 0 are here column vectors of length

(

Nc

n+1

)

, with all elements equal to

1 and 0 respectively, and the maximum is taken element-wise. Equation (3.71) can be

explained as follows. The intersection area Aw of n+1 circles, represented by vertex

w∈V(n+1), can exist only if all the intersection areas among any n of those circles also

exist. These areas are in turn represented by n+1 vertices belonging to V(n), which

are all connected to w in the graph. Assume that w is the i–th vertex of V(n+1): the

existence of Aw is indicated by En+1(i). Note now that the multiplication of the i–th

row of Mn,n+1 and En is equal to the number of existing intersections among n circles

out of the n+1 associated withw. Therefore, in order forAw to exist, this product must

be equal to n+1. This holds for each element of En+1, which is then reduced to a binary

vector by subtracting n and nulling the negative elements. When we are considering

set of up to two circles we need to do an additional check. In particular, This means

that even when En+1(i)=1, the corresponding area may not exist, and the existence

vector must therefore be modified accordingly.

• We define the n–th area vector An as the vector containing the values of all the inter-

section areas among n circles. As Ln and En, it is a column vector of

(

Nc

n

)

elements.

The values corresponding to non existing areas are equal to 0. We remark that the

outcome of these calculations are all the regions I
(n), n=1, . . . ,Nc, while our goal is to

compute the exclusive intersection regions, i.e., E
(n). We will show how to compute

those areas later.

Besides those vectors, the algorithm also keeps track of the vectors r, xc and yc, contain-

ing the radii and the coordinates of the centers of the n circles. Finally, the symmetric matrix

D contains the distances among the centers: D(i, j) is the distance between the centers of

the circles γi and γj .

3.6.4 Computation of the Intersection Areas

Based on the trellis structure and the auxiliary variables introduced above, we now il-

lustrate how the algorithm works.

In the inizialization phase, the auxiliary variables L1, E1 andA1 are calculated as stated in

Section 3.6.3. Also the transition matrices are recursively derived. We assume than all theNc

circles involved have finite and positive radius, and thus the measure of the region covered

by each circle is strictly positive. At each step n, the aim of the algorithm is to calculate
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and store the corresponding area vector An. To this purpose, it performs the following

operations:

• generation of Ln from Ln−1. This variable is useful, since the binary labels, which can

be easily obtained from the decimal ones, provide an effective way to recognize which

vertices of V(n−1) are connected to each vertex of V(n).

• generation of En from En−1 using the transition matrix Mn−1,n. The number and po-

sitions of the nonzero elements of En provide information on which intersection areas

must be calculated. For n≤3, however, a geometric check is necessary for each of these

elements, since a nonzero value does not necessarily mean that the intersection repre-

sented by the corresponding vertex exists. The check is done based on the centers and

the radii of the involved circles (identified through the label vector Ln), and it is then

possible to obtain En. No checks are needed for n>3, thanks to Theorem 1;

• calculation of An. This calculation is more involved: if n≤3, the existing areas, ac-

cording to the information given by En, can be calculated geometrically, applying

known formulas with the centers and the radii of the intersecting circles, again re-

trieved through Ln. If on the contrary n>3, thenwe rely on Theorem 2. The calculation

is done element by element. We focus at first on the case n=Nc, meaning that An is a

scalar. By assumption, all the En, for n≤Nc, and all the An, for n<Nc, are known.

We remark that the elements of the vectors An correspond to the intersection regions

I
(n). We define the vectors Ân, for 1≤n≤Nc−1 whose elements correspond to the exclusive

intersection regions E
(n) as

Ân=



















An−
Nc−1
∑

j=n+1

(−1)j−n+1MT
n,jAj n<Nc−1

An n=Nc−1

(3.72)

This vector would contain the exact values of the intersection areas if the sums were up to

Nc. This is not possible, since ANc is not known. As explained above, if the hypothesism>3

of Theorem 2 holds, then it is possible to compute this area starting from the ones already

derived. Unfortunately, the Theorem cannot be applied directly, since it is not known a priori

which two circles γr and γt satisfy the statement of the Theorem. Moreover, since in equation

(3.72), that is used to compute the areas of the exclusive intersections, the summation is up

to Nc − 1, we do not have the exact values of those areas yet. However, ANc can be still
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retrieved. More precisely, it can be shown that ifNc > 4, thenANc is given by the maximum

value of −ÂNc−2. This holds also for Nc = 4, unless the minimum values of Â1 and Â3 are

equal, and greater than the maximum value of −Â2. In this special case, the value of ANc

may be instead equal to the minimum value of ÂNc−1, depending on the mutual positions

of the circles. In this special case, an additional geometric check is necessary.

A formal proof of this result is reported below.

The case n<Nc can be handled in a similar manner. If n<Nc, each element of An, corre-

sponding to the intersection of exactly n circles out of theNc considered, can be retrieved by

simply neglecting the circles that are not involved (which can be done by using either the

label vectors or the transition matrices to null all the elements of the existence vectors and

of the area vectors that are not of interest). Actually, this is the same as running a reduced

version of the algorithm with only n circles, where An(p) plays exactly the same role as ANc

in the case n=Nc.

A more detailed description of how the algorithm works and guidelines for its imple-

mentation can be found in [68].

3.6.5 Proof of algorithm correctness

We prove here that, if the vectors Ai and Âi are known, for 1 ≤ i < Nc, then ANc ,

which is a scalar, can be found as the maximum value of −ÂNc−2. This holds for Nc > 4,

and very often also for Nc = 4 where, however, in some special cases the required value is

instead equal to the minimum value of ÂNc−1. Finally, for Nc ≤ 3, all the areas can be found

geometrically.

We recall that the vectors Ai contain the non exclusive intersection areas, whereas the

vectors Âi can be obtained using (3.72). The proof is structured as follows:

• we first determine an expression for the elements of the vectors Âi. We focus on the

first element of Â1, since all the other ones can be retrieved in an analogous manner.

We express them as sums of exclusive intersection areas.

• using the expression of Âi and applying Theorem 2, we prove the statement forN > 4.

• we point out in which cases the statement is not true for Nc = 4, and determine how

the correct value of ÂNc can be found in these special cases.

In the previous Section, it has been stated that the two geometric Theorems 1 and 2

cannot be applied directly in the proposed algorithm. This is because when the algorithm
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Figure 3.33. Example of disposition of 4 circles.

is executed, it is not known a priori how the circles intersect with each other (which would

require an exponentially complex conditions check). The only available data at the i-th step

are the numerical values of the areas computed in the previous i−1 steps. More precisely, at

step Nc, the vectors Ai for 1 ≤ i < Nc are available. However, the elements of these vectors

are not the exclusive intersection areas, as explained before. Vectors Âi, for 1 ≤ i < Nc, can

also be computed, according to (3.72), but also these vectors do not contain the values of the

exclusive intersection areas, since ANc is not known, and consequently the sums in (3.72)

are up to Nc − 1.

Therefore, it is not straightforward how the value of ANc can be obtained starting from

the vectors Ai and Âi, for 1 ≤ i < Nc. We focus on ANc since, in order to compute each

element of Ai, for 3 < i < Nc, it is sufficient to run the algorithm while considering only

i circles. In this reduced version of the algorithm, Ai has only one element, and its role is

exactly the same as ANc in the non reduced version of the algorithm. Finally, the elements

of Ai for i ≤ 3 can be derived via geometric computation.

The unknown value ANc is the intersection area of all the Nc circles. In order to explain

how this value can be retrieved, we first clarify which are the areas corresponding to the

elements of the known vectors. Each element ofAi is the non exclusive intersection area of i

circles. In other words, it is the value of the area whose points belong to all the i considered

circles, but which may be included also in other circles. In order to distinguish them, we
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call µi1,i2,...,ik the element of Ak corresponding to the non exclusive intersection of circles

γi1 , γi2 ..., γik . In Figure 3.33, we depict an example of deployment of four circles. In this

scenario, for example, µ1,2 is given by g +m+ o, whereas µ1,3,4 is equal to l + o. We simply

call µ the intersection of all the Nc circles, which is the only element of ANc , and, thus, the

value we want to find. Analogously, we call µ∗i1,i2,...,ik the exclusive intersection of circles

γi1 , γi2 ..., γik . With reference to Figure 3.33, we have µ∗1,2 = g, and µ∗1,3,4 = l. Note that these

values are not necessarily contained in any of the vectors Ai or Âi.

We now want to express the elements of the vectors Âi, for 1 ≤ i < Nc as a function

of the exclusive intersection areas, and we start with Â1, which has exactly Nc elements.

The rationale behind equation (3.72) is the following. Since A1 contains the whole areas of

all the circles, in order to find the areas covered by exactly one circle we need to subtract

the fractions of these areas which are shared with other circles. We first subtract the areas

shared by two circles, which are contained in A2. In doing so, since A2 does not contain the

exclusive intersection areas, we are subtracting the areas shared by three circles more than

once. Hence, we need to sum them again. They are contained inA3. For the same reason, we

then need to subtract again the areas shared by four circles, contained in A4, and so on and

so forth. If we had the intersection area of all theNc circles, at the end of this sumwe would

get the exclusive intersection areas of one circle, that is, with a slight abuse of expression,

the areas covered by exactly one circle.

For the sake of clarity, we recall again the example of Figure 3.33. The first element ofA1

contains the area of γ1, which we call µ1. According to equation (3.72), the first element of

Â1 is computed as:

Â1(1) = µ1 − µ1,2 − µ1,3 − µ1,4 + µ1,2,3 + µ1,2,4 + µ1,3,4

= (a+ e+ f + g + l +m+ o)− (g +m+ o)− (f + l +m+ o)− (e+ l + o) +

+(m+ o) + (o) + (l + o)

= a+ o (3.73)

As can be observed, the result is not the area covered only by circle γ1, which would be

instead if A4 = o was subtracted by the result. Since A4 is the area we are looking for, it is

necessary to find a way to determine its value.

We first derive an expression for the elements of the vectors Âk. It is clear from (3.72)

that the number of elements of Âk is equal to the number of elements ofAk for each k. Since

the derivation is analogous for every value of k, we focus on Â1.
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The first element of this vector is obtained as:

Â1(1) = µ1 +

Nc−1
∑

n=2

(−1)n−1
∑

1<i1<12<...<in−1≤Nc

µ1,i1,i2,...,in−1

=

Nc−1
∑

n=1

(−1)n−1 λn (3.74)

where we define

λ1 = µ1;

λn =
∑

1<i1<i2<...<in−1≤Nc

µ1,i1,i2,...,in−1 (3.75)

Since we are computing the first element of A1, we are focusing on circle γ1. The first

term of the sum is the area of the circle. The second one, λ2, is the sum of all the non exclu-

sive intersection areas between γ1 and another circle, λ3 is the sum of all the non exclusive

intersections between γ1 and two other circles, and so on. These areas are not disjoint, since

they are the non exclusive intersections. We want to rewrite them in terms of disjoint areas,

in order to simplify the expression in (3.74). Define the following sums of disjoint areas:

λ∗1 = µ∗1

λ∗n =
∑

1<i1<i2<...<in−1≤Nc

µ∗1,i1,i2,...,in−1
(3.76)

According to the above definitions, λ∗1 is the area covered only by γ1, λ
∗
2 is the sum

of all the areas covered only by γ1 and another circle, that is, the sum of all the exclusive

intersection areas between γ1 and another circle. With reference to Figure 3.33, we can write

for instance:

λ1 = a+ e+ f + g + l +m+ o,

λ∗1 = a,

λ2 = e+ f + g + 2l + 2m+ 3o,

λ∗2 = e+ f + g.

We can now express the non exclusive intersection areas, which appear in (3.74), as func-

tions of the exclusive ones, by writing relationships between the λi’s and the λ∗i s. In order

to do so, we note the following facts:
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• λ1 is the area of γ1, and is hence given by the sum of all the exclusive intersection areas

involving γ1, that is:

λ1 =

Nc
∑

i=1

λ∗i (3.77)

• λ2 is the sum of all the non exclusive intersection areas between γ1 and another circles.

In doing this sum, the areas covered by more than two circles (one of which is, by

definition, γ1), are counted more than once. More precisely, the areas covered by n

circles are counted n− 1 times, and hence:

λ2 =

Nc
∑

i=2

(i− 1)λ∗i (3.78)

• in general, when computing λk, the areas covered by n ≥ k circles are counted as

many times as the number of possible extractions of k − 1 circles out of n− 1. On the

contrary, the areas covered by n < k circles are never counted. Therefore:

λk =

Nc
∑

n=k

(

n− 1

k − 1

)

λ∗n (3.79)

We can order the expressions of the λi in anNc−1×Ncmatrix L, whose i–th row contains

the terms of the sum defining λi. The sign of the even rows is then changed, to get:

L =































(

0
0

)

λ∗1
(

1
0

)

λ∗2
(

2
0

)

λ∗3
(

3
0

)

λ∗4 . . .
(

Nc−1
0

)

λ∗Nc

0 −
(1
1

)

λ∗2 −
(2
1

)

λ∗3 −
(3
1

)

λ∗4 . . . −
(Nc−1

1

)

λ∗Nc

0 0
(

2
2

)

λ∗3
(

3
2

)

λ∗4 . . .
(

Nc−1
2

)

λ∗Nc

0 0 0 −
(3
3

)

λ∗4 . . . −
(Nc−1

3

)

λ∗Nc
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 0 . . . (−1)Nc
(Nc−1
Nc−2

)

λ∗Nc































(3.80)

With this representation, according to (3.74), the first element of Â1 is simply given by

the sum of all the elements of L. However, while in (3.74) the sum is computed row by row,

we now observe that it is simpler to consider the columns. The sum of the elements of the

first column is clearly equal to λ∗1. For 2 ≤ n ≤ Nc− 1, the sum sn of the elements of column

n is expressed as:

sn =

n−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n− 1

k

)

λ∗n

= λ∗n (1− 1)n−1 = 0 (3.81)
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The sum of all the columns is hence 0, with the exception of the last one, due to the fact that

the sum in (3.72) is up to Nc − 1. The calculation of sNc is straightforward:

sNc =

Nc−2
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

Nc − 1

k

)

λ∗Nc

=
Nc−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

Nc − 1

k

)

λ∗Nc − (−1)Nc−1λ∗Nc

= (−1)Ncλ∗Nc (3.82)

Putting all together, we have that

Â1(1) =

Nc
∑

n=1

sn

= s1 + sNc

= λ∗1 + (−1)Ncλ∗Nc

= µ∗1 + (−1)Ncµ∗1,2,3,...,Nc

= µ∗1 + (−1)Ncµ (3.83)

where µ, as defined above, is the intersection area of all the Nc circles. It is clear that the

same derivation can be done for all the elements of Â1, such that Â1(k) = µ∗k + (−1)Ncµ. It

can be shown also that an analogous procedure can be followed to determine the elements

of the other vectors Ân, with 2 ≤ n < Nc. In this case, for each element Ân(k) the sums λi

and λ∗i can be defined in the same manner, for n ≤ i ≤ Nc, and anNc−n−1×Nc−nmatrix

can be constructed, finally resulting in

Ân(k) = µ∗i1,i2,...,in + (−1)Nc−n+1µ (3.84)

In the expression above, the indices i1, i2, . . . , in depend on the element which is being cal-

culated. Reporting again the example in Figure 3.33, we have:

Â1 =

















µ∗1 + µ

µ∗2 + µ

µ∗3 + µ

µ∗4 + µ

















, Â2 =





























µ∗1,2 − µ
µ∗1,3 − µ
µ∗1,4 − µ
µ∗2,3 − µ
µ∗2,4 − µ
µ∗3,4 − µ





























, Â3 =

















µ∗1,2,3 + µ

µ∗1,2,4 + µ

µ∗1,3,4 + µ

µ∗2,3,4 + µ

















(3.85)

The vectors above can be computed by the algorithm at each step. We stress again that

the area µ, as well as all the exclusive intersection areas, are unknown, and cannot in general
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be retrieved from the vectors Âi. This is true for Nc > 3, as stated before, since otherwise all

the intersection areas can be found geometrically. We skip for now the special case Nc = 4.

For Nc ≥ 5, we can now exploit Theorem 2. The theorem holds only if the number m of

circular arcs that delimit the intersection area of all the circles (in this case equal to µ) is

greater or equal to 4.

If this is not true, then there is a circle γk that fully contains the intersection area of all

the other Nc − 1 circles. This area also belongs to γk, which implies that there is at least one

exclusive intersection area among Nc− 1 circles which is empty. Looking at the example for

Nc = 4, whose vectors are reported in (3.85), this means that one of the values µ∗i,j,k in A3 is

zero. As a consequence, in order to retrieve µ it is sufficient in general to take the minimum

element of ÂNc−1.

If on the contrary the hypothesis of Theorem 2 holds, then it means that there are two

circles γj and γk that fully contain the intersection area of all the otherNc−2 circles. Follow-

ing the same reasoning as above, it can be concluded that there exists at least one exclusive

intersection area among Nc − 2 circles which is empty, and the value of µ is the maximum

of −ÂNc−2.

Unfortunately, this is not enough, since it is not known a priori if the hypothesis of

Theorem 2 holds or not. If it does not, however, we can use the following argument. If

m = p, with 1 ≤ p ≤ 3, there are p circles whose intersection is fully included in any other

circle (for p = 1, there is one circle which is contained in any other circle). We call P the set

of these circles, whereas Q is the set of the remaining Nc − p circles. Consider Nc − p − 2

other circles belonging to Q. The intersection of these circles and the ones belonging to P
is fully contained in the remaining two circles of Q. As a consequence, at least one of the

exclusive intersection areas among Nc − 2 circles is empty, and again µ can be obtained as

the maximum of −ÂNc−2, as in the case where the hypothesis of Theorem 2 holds. The

abovementioned consideration clearly requires that Nc is at least equal to 5, otherwise, if

p = 3, it is not possible to take Nc − p− 2 circles from Q 10.

The only case that must be studied separately isNc = 4. The available vectors in this case

are Â1, Â2 and Â3, whose expressions have been reported in (3.85). It is useful to consider

Â
∗
2 = −Â2. In this manner, all the elements of Â

∗
2 are smaller or equal to µ, whereas all the

10if Nc = 5 and p = 3, the intersection of the circles belonging to P is fully included in the two circles

belonging to Q, and the same reasoning still holds.
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Figure 3.34. Possible deployments of 4 circles when m is equal to 3. On the left, γ4 is included in the

union of the other three circles, whereas on the right this is not true.

elements of Â1 and Â3 are greater than or equal to µ. Therefore, we define

aγ = min
(

Â1

)

bγ = max
(

Â
∗
2

)

cγ = min
(

Â3

)

(3.86)

According to the considerations reported above, ifm ≥ 4 at least one of the exclusive inter-

section areas between 2 circles is 0, and µ is simply equal to bγ . The same holds also ifm = 1

and m = 2, so the only case that must be studied is whenm is equal to 3. Assume, without

loss of generality, that the circle γ4 contains the intersection of γ1, γ2 and γ3. Then, there are

two possible cases, as reported also in Figure 3.34:

• γ4 is contained in the union of the other three circles. In this case, µ∗4 = 0, and hence

µ = aγ ;

• γ4 is not contained in the union of the other three circles. In this case, it can be shown

that it fully contains the exclusive intersection of two circles, meaning that µ = bγ .

Moreover, since the intersection area of γ1, γ2 and γ3 is included in γ4, also µ
∗
1,2,3 = 0,

and in both cases also µ = cγ . In this manner, we have proved that in any case the unknown

value of µ is equal to one of the three values aγ , bγ or cγ , as summarized also in Table 3.8.

However, it is still to be determined how the algorithm can recognize which one of the three

terms is the actual value. In most cases, this can be inferred by the relationships among their

values. We can distinguish the following exhaustive possibilities:
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Table 3.8. Relationships among aγ , bγ and cγ , depending on the positions of the circles.

Case Ordering Value of µ

m 6= 3 aγ , cγ ≥ bγ bγ

m = 3 and γ4 ⊂
⋃3
i=1 γi aγ = cγ ≥ bγ aγ(= cγ)

m = 3 and γ4 6⊂
⋃3
i=1 γi aγ ≥ bγ = cγ bγ(= cγ)

• aγ 6= bγ 6= cγ : in this case, looking at Table 3.8, it follows that m 6= 3, and therefore

µ = bγ ;

• aγ = bγ 6= cγ or aγ 6= bγ = cγ : in both these cases, recalling that aγ , cγ ≥ µ whereas

bγ ≤ µ, it follows that necessarily µ = bγ ;

• aγ = bγ = cγ : as in the previous case;

• aγ = cγ 6= bγ : this is the only case where it is not possible to determine whether µ = bγ

or µ = aγ . In fact, looking at Table 3.8, this may happen both if m 6= 3 and if m = 3

and γ4 ⊂
⋃3
i=1 γi: in the former case, µ = bγ , in the latter instead µ = aγ .

It is clear that, in the last case, it is very unlikely that m 6= 3, since this would mean that

the smallest exclusive intersection among 1 circle has the same (nonzero) area as the smallest

exclusive intersection of three circles (since aγ = cγ). Anyway, since this may happen, it is

necessary to determine the value ofm in a different way.

We first of all calculate which values ofmmay effectively result in aγ = cγ 6= bγ . Since it

can be shown that 1 ≤ m ≤ 2(Nc − 1), for Nc = 4 we have 1 ≤ m ≤ 6. We can exclude the

following possibilities:

• m = 1: in this case ∃i: γi ⊂ γk, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, k 6= i. This implies that µ∗i = 0.

Moreover, ∀j 6= i, we have γi ∩ γj ⊂ γk, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, k 6= i, j. Hence, also µ∗i,j = 0,

which implies that aγ = bγ .

• m = 2: in this case ∃i, j, i 6= j: γi ∩ γj ⊂ γk, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, k 6= i, j. This means that

µ∗i,j = 0. In addition, ∀k 6= i, j, it is also true that γi ∩ γj ∩ γk ⊂ γp, ∀p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
p 6= i, j, k, which in turn implies that also µ∗i,j,k = 0. As a consequence, bγ = cγ .

• m = 4, with 2 sides belonging to the same circle: in this case Theorem 1 holds, meaning

that there exists one exclusive intersection among two circles with zero area. Moreover,

it is clear that there exists a circle γi that fully contains the intersection of the other
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Figure 3.35. Intersection of 4 circles, withm = 5.

three circles (the ones whose arcs delimit the intersection area of all the four circles),

meaning that µ∗j,k,p = 0, with j, k, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and i 6= j 6= k 6= p. Therefore bγ = cγ .

• m = 5: here again Theorem 1 holds, meaning that ∃i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6= j: µ∗i,j = 0.

In addition, as reported in Figure 3.35, it is clear that two non consecutive arcs α1 and

α∗
1 delimiting the intersection area of the four circles belong to the same circle, say γ1.

Assume that the arc between them, namely α2, belongs to γ2. This arc divides the

circle γ1 in two parts. The one containing the intersection of the four circles is fully

contained in γ2, since the two circumferences γ̂1 and γ̂2 cannot intersect in more than

two points, and they already intersect in P and Q. The other part of γ1 is contained

in γ3 (as well as in γ4). In fact, if this was not true, since P and Q both belong to γ3,

the arc β1 should intersect the circumference γ̂3 in two points. Since γ̂1 and γ̂3 already

intersect in R, this would cause them to intersect in more than two points,which is not

possible. Therefore, γ1 ⊂ γ2 ∪ γ3, and µ
∗
1 = 0, meaning that aγ = bγ .

• m = 6: the same reasoning as for m = 5 can be done in this case, again resulting in

aγ = bγ .

Having excluded all the above listed cases, there are only two possible deployments that

may result in aγ = cγ 6= bγ : either m = 3 or m = 4 with all the four arcs belonging to

different circles. They are reported in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36. The only two possible deployments of 4 circles such that aγ = cγ 6= bγ .

Recall that if m = 3, the only possible case is the one reported in Figure 3.34 on the left.

The deployment depicted in Figure 3.34 on the right is instead not possible, since it implies

bγ = cγ , as reported also in Table 3.8.

From the previous investigation, we can conclude that when aγ = cγ 6= bγ , the value of

µ is aγ if the circles are deployed as in Figure 3.36 on the left, and is equal to bγ if the circles

are deployed as in Figure 3.36 on the right. No other deployments are compatible with the

given inequality among aγ , bγ and cγ . The straightforward way to distinguish between the

two cases is to calculate all the twelve intersection points between the four circles. In both

situations each circle contains exactly three points of intersection between the other three

circles. More precisely: ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, ∃P,Q,R: P ∈ γ̂j ∩ γ̂k, Q ∈ γ̂j ∩ γ̂p and R ∈ γ̂k ∩ γ̂p,
with j, k, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and i 6= j 6= k 6= p, such that P,Q,R ∈ γi, where again γ̂i indicated

the circumference of circle γi.

However, ifm = 3 there is one circle that contains the intersection area of the other three

circles, meaning that there is one (and only one) circle γi such that, using the same notation

as above, P ∈ γp, Q ∈ γk and R ∈ γj . This is not true whenm = 4, since in that case, one of

the three points contained in each circle γi, given by the intersection of two circumferences

γ̂j and γ̂k, does not belong to the third circle γp. Simple geometric comparisons among

the distances between centers and intersection points and the radii of the circles are then

enough to distinguish the two cases and, finally, determine the correct value of µ. Note that

this check is necessary only for Nc = 4, and when aγ = cγ 6= bγ .
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Figure 3.37. Percentage of the area covered with an increasing number of circles. Here, L=200, R=80

and L=L− 2R.

3.6.6 Examples of Application

As discussed in the Introduction, the computation of the exclusive intersection areas

finds many applications in wireless networking analysis, modeling and performance evalu-

ation.

As a first example of application, we show a straightforward result of our algorithm,

that would require an overwhelming computational complexity if addressed via traditional

geometric approaches. Assuming that we want to cover a certain area with circles of fixed

radius, it is clear that the percentage of covered area grows with the number of circles. How-

ever, the fraction of area covered by a certain number of circles would require the resolution

of an extremely difficult geometric problem. Note that this distribution corresponds to the

probability that a randomly placed user falls within the area covered by a certain number

of other nodes. For instance, this result can be applied to localization in sensor networks,

where the accuracy of localization depends on the number of sensors within range of the

target node. From this result one can derive how many sensors are required to cover a cer-

tain area in order to obtain a wanted average localization accuracy. Our algorithm allows a

simple computation of this rather involved distribution.

In Figure 3.37, we plot the fraction of area covered by a given number of randomly placed
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circles of fixed radius equal to R in a square area with side S, as a function of the overall

number of deployed circles Nc. In order to avoid border effects, the centers are uniformly

distributed within a square area with a smaller side L=S−2R. The percentage is obtained

by averaging over 1000 random deployments for each value of Nc.

The example presented before is a direct application of the proposed algorithm. How-

ever, there are many non-trivial interesting applications. As an example, in the following

we show how the capability to compute the intersection areas enabled by the presented

algorithm can be applied to a rather involved multi-user allocation problem.

Consider a certain number of base stations,11 whose coverage areas may overlap. In

order to evaluate their optimal placement, we can define as performance metric the proba-

bility that a certain number of mobile users can successfully communicate with one of the

base stations. Note that this represents an upper bound for the resource allocation, as it

consider any possible allocation for the users.

We focus on the uplink transmission in a code division multiple access (CDMA) multiple

cell scenario. We assume that in order to communicate with a base station (BS), the signal

from a mobile terminal (MT) is required to be received by the former with a target average

signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) St. Let us assume that each BS is assigned a

single frequency channel and that those channels do not interfere with each other. Then, a

MT communicating with a certain BS interferes only with the other MTs allocated to that BS.

We consider power controlled transmissions by the MTs with a maximum transmit power

equal to Pmax. The coverage range is defined as the maximum distance from the BS at which

a signal from a MT can be received with an average SINR equal St without violating the

constraint on the maximum power. It is clear that the coverage range is a function of the

number of MTs communicating with the BS, due to the mutual interference.

Assuming that the attenuation incurred by a signal at distance d from its transmitter is

proportional to d−α, and that all the signals arrive at the BS with the same power, i.e., ideal

power control, the coverage range of a BS with uMTs and target SINR St=s is

ρ(u, s) =

(

CgGbPmax/s− u
σ2

)
1
α

, (3.87)

where σ2 is the noise power, Cg=3840/Tr is the code gain (Tr is the transmission rate in

11We refer here to base stations. In a heterogeneous network we may have other different technologies. An-

other example where we have intersection of coverage areas is the deployment of cooperative networks, where

we have many relay stations that help user communications.
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Figure 3.38. Example of Labeling with two base stations and 3 users.

kbps), and Gb=MBg/A accounts for the shadowing margin, the antenna gain of the BS and

the fixed attenuation factor.

Once the wanted SINR St is fixed, the coverage range of a BS shrinks for every further

allocatedMT andwe can draw a set of circles centered in each BS andwhose radii are ρ(u, St)

computed for the different numbers of MTs. Thus, uMTs inside the circle with radii ρ(u, St)

and centered on a BS can be allocated to it. The coverage areas of the BS may intersect,

generating a set of regions covered by multiple BSs.

Consider Fig. 3.38, where the coverage regions of two BS for u=1, 2, 3 MTs are depicted.

We label each region defined by the circumferences of the circles with (u1, u2), meaning that

in that region at most u1 and u2 MTs can be allocated to the left-hand and right-hand BS,

namely BS 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, assuming we have 4 MTs in the region (2, 3), we may

allocate either 1 to the first and 3 to the second or 2 MTs to the first and 2 MTs to the second

BS. In the former case we can still allocate another MT to the first BS, while in the latter we

can allocate another user to the second BS. Note that we do not need to distinguish among

regions with the same label, and that the overall set of regions corresponds to the set of all

the exclusive intersection regions investigated in this work.

The probability that a fixed number of MTs, randomly deployed in a certain area, can be

allocated to the set of existing BSs can be found by properly setting a rather involved combi-

natorial problem, whose goal is to assess the existence of a valid allocation. In the following,

we present a novel and efficient way to address this kind of combinatorial problem. For the

sake of simplicity, we assume that each MT is allocated to the closest BS. This reduces the

number of possible configurations, but the proposed structure can be easily applied to the
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Table 3.9. System parameters.

Maximum power Pmax −9 dBW

Noise power −103dBm

Transmission rate Tr 12.2 kbit/s

Path-loss exponent α 3.5

Shadowing marginM 8 dB

Antenna gain Bg 14 dB

Fixed attenuation parameter A 1000

case where this constraint is removed. In order to derive the wanted probability, we need to

evaluate the probability that a certain number of MTs fall within each of the various regions.

Therefore, the capability to evaluate the areas corresponding to the exclusive intersection

regions granted by our algorithm provide a solution to the previously discussed allocation

problem.

Let Nb be the number of BSs deployed in a circular area with radius ρa centered in the

origin of the axis of the plane. Thus, each BS is the center of a set of circles, corresponding to

the coverage ranges for the various numbers of allocated MTs. We denote as γi(u) the circle

associated with the i–th BS when u (radius equal to ρ(u, St)) MTs are allocated to it.

Each of the regions defined by the exclusive intersection of a subset of circles is thus

labeled by the vector (ℓ1, . . . , ℓNb). The element ℓi corresponds to the maximum number of

MTs that can be allocated to the i–th BS. Thus, ℓi=u>0 if the region is contained in γi(u), but

not in γi(u+1). We also set ℓi=0 if the considered region falls out of all the circles calculated

for u>0 MTs.

Assume that Nm MTs are deployed in the overall area. Thus the allocation of the MTs

can be summarized by a vector whose Nm elements correspond to the region where the

MT is actually dropped. We collect these vectors in the Nm×Nb matrix Z. The number of

possible deployments is (Nmax
m +1)Nb , whereNmax

m is the maximum number of MTs that can

be allocated to a BS.

Consider thematrix corresponding to a specific deploymentwhere each row corresponds

to a mobile and each column to a BS. The mobile corresponding to them–th row should be

allocated to the BS associated to the column j such that Zm,b= maxk Zm,k. The same reason-

ing holds for each row. If we assume that the maximum value appears only once in each

row, then the required allocation is unique. Now, in order to check if this allocation is al-
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Figure 3.39. Probability that the considered MTs are successfully allocated.

lowed, consider the columns of Z. For each column b consider the rows whose maximum

value is located on that column (which correspond to the mobiles that should be assigned

to the b–th BS), call the set of these values Tb, and call its cardinality τb=|Tb|. It can be shown

that the minimum values among those belonging to Tb must be equal or greater than τb for

each b in order for the deployment to be admissible. Consider for example the deployment

represented by the matrix:

Z =











2 1 0

3 1 2

0 1 0











(3.88)

In this examplemobiles 1 and 2 should be allocated to BS 1, andmobile 3 to BS 2. The alloca-

tion is possible since T1={2, 3}, and its minimum value is not lower than τ1=2; analogously,

T2={1}, whose minimum value is again not lower than τ2=1. If in one row the maximum

value appears more than once, then different checks must be done, each considering one of

the highest values as the maximum. If at least one choice leads to an admissible solution,

then the deployment is acceptable.

The verification of the deployment can be quickly done in a recursive way. Nonetheless,

the number of possible deployments grows dramatically with the number of mobiles and

Base Stations. Possible approximations can be applied, such as considering only some of

the coverage areas around each Base Station. In the example below, we consider a scenario
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with three BSs, and we randomly deploy three clusters of ten users. We assume that all

the mobiles of the same clusters fall in the same subregion, and consider for the three BSs

only three coverage ranges, ρ(10, St), ρ(20, St) and ρ(30, St). These ranges depend on the

SINR target, which in turn may be related to the rate used for transmission. The mobiles are

randomly deployed in a circular area with radius rd. We calculate the probability that the

clusters can be assigned to the closest BSs as a function of the target SINR St.

Please note that the same labeling strategy can be applied to find the probability when

the assumption that the MTs are allocated to the closest BS is removed. In this case, how-

ever, the verification that a deployment is admissible becomes much more computationally

expensive, since much more possible choices can be made for each mobile.

In Fig. 3.39 we plot the probability that all the three clusters are allocated to the closest

BS, as a function of the target SINR St. The three BSs are deployed at a fixed distance dB

from the center of the region in which the MTs are randomly deployed. The different curves

in Fig. 3.39 are for different values of this distance. The parameters used are summarized in

Table 3.9. Results show that the best scenario is for dB approximately equal to 2 km. If the

distance increases, the probability is lower, since part of the area covered by each BS falls

outside the region where the MTs are deployed. The probability however decreases also for

lower values of dB . This is due to the fact that the number of regions covered by more BSs

is greater. Many of these regions cannot be used if another cluster is already allocated to the

BS closest to them, thus resulting in a lower number of admissible deployments.





Chapter 4

Conclusions

This thesis investigates the practical application of cooperative techniques in wireless

networks, in order to point out which kinds of benefits are achievable via cooperation and

under which conditions and constraints.

More specifically, the work is divided into two main parts. In the first part, wireless Ad

Hoc networks are considered, and a full Coded Cooperation based protocol is designed and

tested. The second part is instead focused on cellular networks, and well known schemes

like Amplify and Forward (A&F) and Decode and Forward (D&F) are applied and com-

pared. We underscore the differences between the two environments, which led us to dif-

ferent choices in the application of cooperation, as well as the main contribution added by

the present work in a very rich and flourishing research area.

Wireless Ad Hoc networks are intrinsically infrastructureless. This means that trans-

missions are usually asynchronous, there are multiple sources and multiple receivers, and

resources must be assigned and shared in a distributed fashion. In large networks, it is also

possible that a single message is relayed through a number of wireless links before reaching

its intended destination, which in turns requires a routing table or, alternatively, some sort

of updated geographical knowledge at each node. In these kinds of networks, cross layer

protocols have shown excellent performance; cooperation can be also implemented at differ-

ent layers, and with different purposes. The main constraint is the fact that a finite amount

of resources must be shared not only by normal transmissions, but also by cooperative ones,

which in general also require additional signalling and coordination.

The main contribution of the thesis in this direction is twofold. On the one side, we

analyzed how cooperation can be implemented and how cooperators can be used, not only

131
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to improve the quality of bad links through the use of idle neighboring nodes, but also to

dynamically select, in multihop networks, alternative paths and avoid congested areas. On

the other side, we analyzed the impact of cooperation from a network perspective, trying

to assess if, despite the additional interference introduced by the cooperative transmissions,

cooperation can improve the overall throughput of the network.

It is well known that when resource multiplexing is not possible, either in time or in

frequency, interference is a main issue. In ad hoc networks, where transmissions are not

synchronized or supervised by a central node, interference may significantly vary during

a single transmission, leading to a sudden change in the channel condition of a given link.

In order to counteract its detrimental effect, coding or adaptive modulation techniques are

usually adopted. The help of cooperating nodes, if realized in a flexible way, can also grant

a remarkable improvement by exploiting spatial diversity.

In our study, we designed a protocol for MIMO ad hoc networks, which relies on a dis-

tributed version of HARQ. If a transmission fails, nodes which decoded the packet from the

source can send additional redundancy to the destination, following a Coded Cooperation

scheme. We adopted Linear Erasure Codes to generate redundancy. The protocol allows the

concurrence of multiple transmissions, which can be decoded through the use of spreading

codes and BLAST receivers. Signalling packets are kept only to help channel estimation and

cooperator selection, when necessary.

We also added an opportunistic routing feature: since cooperators intervene in the trans-

mission when interference is high, they may also decide to forward a packet to its final des-

tination on a different path, if this results in a shorter delivery time. In fact, cooperators are

usually required in congested areas, and their capability of re-routing packets may signifi-

cantly help in reducing congestion, with a local and global benefit.

For testing our protocol, we chose a full network simulator. The reason for this choice

is the evaluation of cooperation from a global point of view. A higher number of nodes are

transmitting, when cooperation is used, and interferencemay be higher and undergo higher

variations, thus adversely affecting other communications in the same area. The presented

results clearly show that cooperation not only improves performance locally, but also in-

creases the overall throughput. Both opportunistic routing and coded cooperation increase

the aggregate throughput, the former by strengthening bad links, the latter by dynamically

changing the routing paths through less congested regions. In networks with low density

the first approach is preferable, since fewer alternative paths are available, whereas for high
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density coded cooperation may generate excessive interference, thus making oppostunistic

routing a better choice. Finally, we combined the two schemes together, showing that their

benefits can be added, thus achieving even better performance.

The second research direction of this thesis focuses on cellular networks. In this scenario,

transmissions are controlled by a central node, and resources are assigned in a centralized

fashion. As a consequence, each transmission is assigned a given resource, which is in gen-

eral guaranteed for the duration of the transmission. Moreover, when considering a single

cell, there is only one source (downlink) or one destination (uplink), transmitter and receiver

may have different capabilities, and usually several other mechanisms (power control, han-

dover...) are also involved in each transmission. A number of standards exist in these kinds

of networks, meaning that the impact of any modification should be reduced as much as

possible. Therefore, when cooperation is applied to cellular networks, several constraints

have to be considered. This is the reason which determined our choice of simpler coopera-

tive techniques for this environment.

We started our analysis of Uplink performance by comparing A&F and D&F in a simple

three-node scenario. The aim of this first part was to determine the impact of various factors,

like the cooperator position and its capabilities, on the effectiveness of both the cooperative

schemes taken into account. This preliminary studywas essential to give some design direc-

tions, to decidewhich scheme is preferable, whethermobile terminals can act as cooperators,

how cooperators should be assigned to each transmission. We derived the outage probabil-

ity of cooperative schemes and compared them. From these first results some conclusions

were inferred: D&F is more effective, although less practical, since a higher delay is required

for decoding; relay stations are much more preferable than mobile terminals as cooperators,

although they are fixed and in lower number. This in turn requires a proper allocation of the

helped users, in order to maximize the overall performance.

Since power control is a key issue in cellular networks, we also designed and proposed

some simple cooperative power control algorithms. The main task is to control the power

of two sources in order to combat fast fading on three different channels, in such a way

that the global SNR at the destination is kept above a target value. Four algorithms were

described, each relying on different information about the channels or the nodes positions.

Preliminary results, presented in this thesis, show that their performance is good, although

their practical implementation has not been considered in detail.

We then proceeded in our analysis by considering a whole cell scenario. Also in cellular
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networks, in fact, interference plays a fundamental role in determining the effectiveness of

cooperation. In addition, since we chose to use relay stations, each cooperator is required

to help more than one node. The proposed scheme requires two frequencies, to avoid over-

whelming interference at the relays, and a TDMA scheme for relayed transmissions, since

full duplex relays are considered not available. We derived expressions for the coverage

area of a single cell when A&F is used at the relay stations, as a function of the number of

relays and of their position. Our study shows that the coverage area can be substantially

enlarged by properly placing the relay stations and allocating users to each of them, and the

dropping probability can be lowered as well.

Finally, we tested the effectiveness of relaying schemes in a multi-cell simulator. The

simplifying assumptions adopted in the theoretical analysis were removed, in order to ver-

ify whether the predicted benefits are achievable in real applications. In this part of the

study, practical issues, regarding the channel model, soft handover schemes, aggregation

over backhaul, allocation policy, were taken into account. Simulation results showed that a

significant improvement is actually offered by cooperation, in terms of both throughput and

power saving. D&F performs better than A&F, although improvements strongly depend on

the users distribution as well as on the carrier assignment.

In an effort to find a theoretical expression for the system capacity in terms of number

of users, we developed, as a side result, an iterative algorithm to compute the intersection

areas of any number of circles. Based on two geometrical results, this algorithmmay be used

in a variety of applications, ranging from routing to localization to user allocation.

Further investigation directions regarding cooperation in cellular networks include the

analysis of D&F relay stations, interference cancellation receivers, directional antennas and

different users distributions.



Appendix A

Distributed estimation in Wireless

Sensor Networks

Sensor networks are wireless networks whose nodes perform some kind of measure-

ment of a given quantity. Due to the presence of several nodes, a distributed measurement

is possible, and, through exchange of information among nodes, a distributed estimation of

the desired quantity is available. In this sense, it is clear that in these networks all nodes

cooperate in a peculiar way to achieve a common goal. Nevertheless, it is clear that a dif-

ferent paradigm should be applied to sensor networks, where usually different constraints,

as well as different transmission techniques and communication protocols, are likely to be

considered. Hence, we present in this appendix a side work, which focuses on practical

distributed estimation in sensor networks through use of gossip algorithms.

A.1 Related work and main contribution

The increased availability of inexpensive nodes carrying awide range of sensing capabil-

ities continues to create interest in developing large-scale sensing platforms, which could be

used to measure a variety of physical phenomena [69–71]. However, the energy-constrained

nature of the devices making up these sensor networks continues to be a challenge to ap-

plication and protocol designers. Additionally, these networks are often bandwidth con-

strained. This combination of energy and bandwidth constraint has motivated the design

of various data fusion and estimation algorithms [72,73], where the goal is to perform some

amount of in-network processing to minimize the amount of data that needs to be transmit-

ted to the sink while still maximizing the accuracy of the measurements.
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To design effective estimation algorithms for wireless sensor networks, an underlying

data dissemination protocol must also be used. A great deal of work has been performed

on both distributed estimation and dissemination algorithms; however, these two aspects

are typically analyzed separately. Good implementations of distributed estimation filters

often do not take into account problems linked to the transmission over a wireless net-

work, for instance collisions, energy consumption, impact of packet losses on the overall

performance; furthermore, the broadcast nature of the medium is rarely exploited, whereas

point-to-point communications are usually assumed [74–79]. On the contrary, detailed dis-

semination protocols are usually not designed to support the deployment of a distributed

estimation algorithm [80–82].

One effective technique for filtering and estimation is the Kalman filter [83], which is the

optimal filter that minimizes a quadratic cost function that penalizes the covariance of the

estimation error. Kalman filters can be effectively implemented as a recursive algorithm:

at each step the estimate (output) is obtained by updating the previous estimate using the

information carried by the new sample of the input. Kalman filters have been shown to be

very effective at producing accurate estimates even in distributed environments [84–87].

The main contribution of this work is the design of a simple communication protocol,

leveraging the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. In fact, many authors have deeply

investigated issues related to distributed estimation, mostly through a properly designed

Kalman Filter, and interesting results have been found and proved. Nevertheless, the prac-

tical implementation of these schemes usually relies on point to point communications, thus

not exploiting the broadcast potential in terms of information spreading. On the other side,

broadcast communications cause a large amount of interference and consequently increase

the packet loss, thus worsening estimation accuracy. Henceforth, our aim is to develop a

realistic network protocol, based on gossip communications, through which a simple dis-

tributed estimation scheme can be applied to a Wireless Sensor Network. A comparison be-

tween the expected results given by well-known theoretical approaches and those obtained

using our protocol is carried out.
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A.2 A Broadcast Solution for Distributed Estimation of a Constant

Signal

In this section, as a first step in the analysis, we propose a distributed algorithm to solve

the estimation problem focusing on the simple case of estimating a constant in the presence

of noise. We assume that the communication medium is broadcast in nature and want each

node to use information from its neighbors to compute its estimate, which it then broadcasts.

Neighboring nodes do not answer broadcasts, but merely use the information to update

their own estimates.

A.2.1 Problem Formulation

Consider the problem of estimating a constant process x(t) ≡ X ∀ t from N noisy mea-

surements, collected by N agents:

y(t) =
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y2(t)
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yN (t)
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= X1 + w(t), (A.1)

where w(t) represents N independent noise sources, which corrupt the agents’ measure-

ments.

In the following, we assume that all noise is i.i.d. with zero mean, therefore:

E[wwT ] = σ2
w IN .

Since we are interested in a distributed solution, each agent is going to compute an esti-

mate. In the following, we refer to the estimate of the i-th agent with the notation x̂i and we

collect the estimates in a vector:

x̂ =

















x̂1(t)

x̂2(t)
...

x̂N (t)

















.

We assume that agents can communicate according to a communication graph G =

(V,E), i.e., nodes i and j can communicate only if (i, j) ∈ E. We call N (i) ⊆ V the set

of neighboring nodes of i.
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A.2.2 High-Level Algorithm Description

Our algorithm is divided into two phases as follows:

Phase 1: Measure and estimate update.

As in traditional estimators, the old estimate, x̂(t), is updated by means of a weighted

average between the old estimate and the new data. The estimate we obtain is called local,

x̂loc.

In the simple case we are dealing with, the update algorithm can be written as the convex

combination of the old estimate and the new measurement:

x̂loc(t+ 1) = λx̂(t) + (1− λ)y(t).

Please note that, although this approach is not the most effective for this simple scenario,

it is well suited for the more interesting case developed in the next Section. We investigate

such a solution here in order to introduce the approach used in the rest of the work. From

a practical point of view, one would use a value of λ as close as possible to 1, in order to

increase the low pass effect of the resulting filter. Such a choice, however, would increase

the transient duration. Since the choice of λ is not the focus of this work, we simply use

λ = 0.9.

Phase 2: Information exchange among neighboring nodes.

Once every sample period, a node, i, randomly turns on and broadcasts its estimate to

its neighbors. All neighboring nodes update their local estimate with a weighted average to

obtain an improved estimate, called regional, x̂reg, or simply x̂

x̂regk = αi,kx̂lock + (1− αi,k)x̂loci k 6= i, k ∈ N (i), (A.2)

where 1 − αi,k is a parameter that weighs how much node k should rely on node i’s mea-

surement.

The N update equations in (A.2) can be rewritten in vector form as:

x̂reg(t) = F (t)x̂loc(t), (A.3)

where F (t) = Fi and i is the node that is active at time t. Essentially, a matrix is extracted

from the alphabet setA = {F1, . . . , FN}.
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Obviously Fi depends on the set of i’s neighbors: If, for instance,N (1) ≡ V , then:

F (t) = F1 =























1 0 0 0

1− α1,2 α1,2 0 0

1− α1,3 0 α1,3 0
...

. . .

1− α1,N α1,N
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While, if N (1) = {1, 2, 5}, then:

F (t) = F1 =
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1− α1,2 α1,2 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

1− α1,5 0 0 0 α1,5 0
...

. . .

0 1





































.

It is important to notice that F (t) is always a stochastic matrix.

Summarizing, the algorithm we propose is described by the equations:

x̂loc(t+ 1) = λx̂(t) + (1− λ)y(t) (A.4)

x̂(t+ 1) = F (t)x̂loc(t+ 1), (A.5)

which can be written in short as:

x̂(t+ 1) = F (t)
(

λx̂(t) + (1 − λ)y(t)
)

. (A.6)

A.2.3 Generalization

In the algorithm description presented above, we assumed that in each sample period,

all nodes collect one output measurement and that one node broadcasts its estimate to its

neighbors. In a general setup we might choose to measure more often than communicate or

vice versa. Note that equations (A.4) and (A.5) can still be used to describe the algorithm:

• When measurements are made more often than transmissions (e.g., one transmission

every Ameasurements), it holds that:

F (t) = I ∀ t 6= nA, n = {1, 2, 3, . . . },
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• When transmissions are made more often than measurements (e.g., M transmissions

between two consecutive measurements), it holds that:

F (t) = Fi1Fi2 . . . FiM , Fik ∈ A,

i.e., M matrices are extracted from A and multiplied together. Note that F (t) is a

stochastic matrix in this case as well.

A.2.4 Algorithm Analysis

Algorithm Correctness

In this Section, we present some results that are useful for the analysis of the proposed

algorithm. Due to space limitations, we omit the proofs in this appendix, although they may

be not trivial since we deal with a time varying system.

ConsiderN noisymeasurements of a constant process as in (A.1) and the estimator (A.6).

If F (t) is stochastic ∀ k and |λ| < 1, then the estimate x̂(t+ 1) has the property:

lim
t→+∞

E[x̂(t)] = X1. (A.7)

Moreover it holds that the estimation error variance remains bounded as t→ +∞which

means that the estimation error does not diverge, and therefore gives a meaningful estimate.

Estimate Variance

It is interesting to assess the performance of our estimation algorithm and compare its

performance with other algorithms. The aim of our algorithm is to obtain an estimate of

the observed process that is as close as possible to the true value X. If we consider the

class of the estimation algorithmswith the property (A.7), a natural performance assessment

parameter is the estimation error variance.

We present now some results on the estimation error variance of our algorithm and in-

troduce two other non-distributed solutions that we will use for comparison.

The estimate error x̃(t) = x(t)− x̂(t) is:

x̃(t+ 1) = λF (t)x̃(t) + (1− λ)w(t).

Moreover it holds that

E[x̃(t) w(t)] = 0,
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Therefore:

Var x̃(t+ 1) = λ2F (t)Var x̃(t)F T (t) + (1− λ)2σ2F (t)IF T (t).

Let us consider three possible situations:

• Local solution:

Each agent can use only its own measurements.

This is the case in which each node has no neighbor, i.e.,N (i) = i. Therefore, there is no

information exchange between nodes and we run N independent estimators, which is

the algorithm described by equation (A.6) with F (t) = I ∀t. We call the estimate error

variance in this case v1.

• Centralized solution:

Each agent knows the measurements collected by all other agents. In this setup, the

most efficient way to aggregate the information coming from the sensors is to compute

the average between all the estimates in the nodes, which is the algorithm described

by equation (A.6) with F (t) = 1
N 11

T ∀t.We call the estimate error variance in this case

v2.

• Distributed solution:

This case describes our algorithm. We call the estimate error variance in this case v3.

Local and Centralized solutions can be seen as two boundary cases to our algorithm with

respectively minimum and maximum information from other nodes. In these two cases, we

can easily compute the estimation error variance. In the first case, i.e., F (t) = I, ∀t, we have

that:

Var x̃(t+ 1) =
1− λ
1 + λ

σ2I.

while in the second one, i.e. F (t) = 1
N 11

T , ∀t,

Var x̃(t+ 1) =
1

N

1− λ
1 + λ

σ2
11

T .

Therefore we can reduce the estimation error variance byN times by means ofN agents

collecting N independent measurements and sharing them.

The analysis of the distributed solution becomes more complex as finding a general ex-

pression or some bounds that hold for a general topology and for every possible choice of

the broadcaster is difficult. Since F (t) is a matrix that depends on the random choice of the
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Figure A.1. Estimation error variance for different values of α, with λ = 0.9.

broadcaster node, we consider the expected value of the estimation error variance over all

possible node selections, under the natural assumptions that such selections are indepen-

dent events and that all nodes have the same probability of being selected.

In Fig. A.1, we report the estimation error variance obtained by simulation. It is shown

that with our simple strategy it is possible to improve the performance with respect to the

local approach, even with very few communications. However, it is not possible to achieve

the performance of the centralized solution, not even as M → +∞. This is due to the fact

that we are using a very simple estimation scheme. Better performance could be achieved

using more refined solutions, as in other works [76, 88]. Nonetheless, such schemes often

require full duplex communication, and are complex to be analyzed and usually less capable

of handling unknown topology changes. In Fig. A.1 the effect of the weight α is also shown:

lower values of α lead to a slower convergence but smaller mean error variance.

A.3 Estimation of a Random Process by Means of a Distributed

Kalman Filter

The assumption in the previous section that the signal we want to measure is a constant

is obviously very restrictive and unrealistic, and was made to simplify the discussion and
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to introduce the notation. In this section, we present an analysis, analogous to the one pre-

viously introduced, of a distributed estimation algorithm that handles time varying signals.

We first present a modification of the problem formulation.

A large class of stochastic processes can be described as follows:







x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bv(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) +w(t)
, (A.8)

where x(t) ∈ R
n is the signal to be estimated and y(t) ∈ R

p is the variable that represents

the observable signal used to estimate the process x. y(t) is corrupted by a white noise w(t).

x(t) itself is not a deterministic signal, because it depends on the white noise v(t).

As an example, we consider here a two variable random process and we assume A to be

a stable matrix. For our choice of A, and for v ≡ 0, the trajectory of x would be a perfect

spiral but the presence of the noise causes x(t) to fluctuate around this spiral (see Figure

A.2(a)). Figure A.2(b) shows that we are considering significantly noisy measurements of

the process. To solve the problem of estimation and filtering for processes described by
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Figure A.2. Evolution of the random process considered

(A.8), we use a Kalman filter, which is an optimal linear filter that minimizes the estimation

error variance [72, 73].

As we did previously, we refer to the situation in which each node uses just its own

measurement as the Local Kalman Filter, and the situation in which every node can use

every other nodes’ measurements as the Centralized Kalman Filter.

The algorithm we present here to implement the Kalman filter in a distributed fashion

works in a similar way to the one we previously described. It is divided in two phases:

Phase 1: Measurement and estimate update.
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As in traditional Kalman filters, the old estimate, x̂(t), is updated by a weighted average of

the old estimate and the prediction error. The estimate we obtain is called local, x̂loc.

Phase 2: Information exchange among neighboring nodes.

Once every sample period, a random node, say node i, turns on and broadcasts its estimate

to its neighbors. Neighboring nodes update their local estimate with a weighted average to

obtain an improved estimate, which we will call regional, x̂reg, or simply x̂

x̂regk = αi,kx̂lock + (1− αi,k)x̂loci k 6= i, k ∈ N (i), (A.9)

where αi,k is a parameter that weighs how much node k should rely on node i’s measure-

ment.

A theoretical analysis becomes rather complex, therefore in this work we study the prob-

lem via simulation. A deeper theoretical investigation is beyond the purpose of the work

at this stage, which is to study how Kalman filtering can be applied in a realistic wireless

networking scenario, and it would be an interesting refinement of the analysis left for future

work. The comparison between x(t) and x̂(t) is reported in Figure A.3, and snapshots of the

process state and the estimates in the local case are depicted in Figure A.4. Here, the process

trajectory has a spiral shape: the process state is shown for four different instants, and the

corresponding estimates computed by the single nodes, as can be observed, are always quite

close to the real value.
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Figure A.3. Comparison of true and estimated values.

Weverified that the algorithm gives an unbiased estimate of the process. Additionally, as

in the constant case previously presented, the distributed Kalman filter has an error variance

smaller than the local filter but larger than the centralized one as expected. Due to space

constraints, we will present performance results for this case in Section A.4 where we will

take into account also lower level issues, such as interference and packet loss.
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We conclude this section by remarking that the computational load of the Kalman filter in

this application is extremely light, as it only involves vector multiplication with matrix gains

and vector summation, and the proposed technique is therefore applicable to a Wireless

Sensor Network scenario 1.

A.4 Kalsip Communication Protocol

While the theoretical results demonstrated so far show that our proposed algorithm ef-

fectively provides accurate estimates in a distributed manner, we now present our protocol,

called Kalsip, which is designed to operate in a wireless sensor network. The evaluations

in this section consider communications effects such as MAC layer collisions, packet loss,

and interference, as well as the estimator properties considered in the previous sections.

Additionally, nodes may not share a common schedule, as they use some mechanisms such

as backoff and the choice of a random time between two successive measurements, which

results in a completely asynchronous behavior.

The main assumption in the design of our protocol is that the measurement and trans-

mission functions on a sensor node can occur simultaneously, which we believe is not un-

reasonable given the state of current sensor node hardware.

In this section we first describe how our protocol functions, highlighting the effects of its

different parameters, and then present simulation results demonstrating the performance of

the full protocol suite.

1Note that, accepting a suboptimal behavior during the initial transient, one can use the asymptotic Kalman

gain in place of the (optimal) time-varying gain. The former can be computed off–line, while the latter has to be

recomputed at each iteration. In this way on–line matrix inversion can be avoided [72, 73].
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A.4.1 Protocol Design

Kalsip is not synchronous, hence nodes can measure and transmit at any time, with no

need for a common clock. It is possible in real networks, however, that measurements are

taken almost regularly, and this is why we introduced a backoff time before each transmis-

sion.

Nodes can only transmit in broadcast fashion, but they can detect if other transmissions

are ongoing within their sensing range. Therefore, we define two different areas around

each source node: the first is the area within which other nodes must be in order to cor-

rectly receive messages from the source with high probability. In the graph representing

the network, all nodes in this area are linked to the source node. The second area is larger,

and contains all nodes whose transmissions generate interference at the source node. This

area is theoretically infinite, but can be constrained by considering only interference above

a certain minimum threshold. These two areas are both idealized as circles centered at the

source node, whose radii are called respectively detection range and interference range 2.

Each node begins its operations in the idle state, which lasts until a new measurement is

performed or a new transmission is detected. We model the time intervals between succes-

sive measurements made by a single node as exponential random variables.

If a measurement is completed before any transmission is detected, the node modifies its

estimate according to (A.4) and broadcasts the new value with probability pr, otherwise it re-

mains in the idle state until a new event occurs. If it decides to transmit, the source node first

enters the backoff state, i.e., it waits a random amount of time before starting transmission.

The backoff time is uniformly chosen in the interval between one TX-time and ten TX-times,

where a TX-time is the time needed for a single packet transmission. If a transmission is

detected while the node is in backoff state, the node enters the receiving state and freezes the

backoff countdown. When backoff time expires, the node begins its transmission. Upon

completing the transmission, the node returns to the idle state.

If a node detects a transmission while in the idle state, it enters the receiving state. After

completely receiving the packet, it updates its estimate with the new information according

to (A.2) and transmits the new estimate with probability pt, otherwise, the node returns to

the idle state.

2Note that in the performance evaluation we consider the cumulative effect of interference, rather than the

commonly used (but inaccurate) “protocol interference model”
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If a node performs a newmeasurement while in the backoff state, it updates its value and

will transmit this new value at the end of the countdown.

Several parameters may have an impact on the performance of our Kalsip protocol.

Topology is certainly one of the key factors, since the degree of the graph (i.e., how many

nodes are located in the detection area of a source node) determines the number of nodes

that receive a single broadcast transmission. The higher the degree, the higher the number of

transmissions, because every time a node receives a packet it has the possibility to transmit

its updated value. The number of nodes deployed, the network area and the transmission

range of the nodes all influence the degree of the related graph, and consequently also the

number of transmissions. However, the number of nodes may also affect the precision of

the estimate, as we have already discussed.

The values pr and pt must also be tuned in order to get a good trade-off between the

number of transmissions and the quality of the estimate. Simulations show that even small

values (around 0.1) are enough to provide very accurate estimates. Nonetheless, the aim

of our investigation is also to analyze the joint effect of these probabilities and of the other

setting parameters.

Finally, the backoff time must be taken into account. Its effect should be similar to those

of the two gossip probabilities because we exploit the possibility of updating values during

the countdown. Therefore, the information transmitted is always quite recent, and either

low pr and pt or longer average backoff time should result in fewer transmissions.

A.4.2 Kalsip in Realistic Scenarios

In this section, we present the simulation of Kalsip under realistic network conditions.

To perform our tests, we varied the values of node degree, pr, pt and the sensing threshold,

to study the effects of the network parameters. Additionally, the most important parameter

in a gossip-like protocol, such as Kalsip, is the probability that a node will forward data. In

Kalsip, each time a node completes a measurement, it decides whether or not to transmit

with probability pr. Analogously, when a node receives a packet from one of its neighbors,

it updates its own estimate and broadcasts it with probability pt. For the sake of simplicity,

we consider pt = pr = pgossip.

It can be seen that very small values of pgossip should be chosen in order to limit the

number of transmissions in the network. In fact, while in other gossip-like protocols the

nodes which receive the message can decide only once whether to retransmit it or not, in
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Kalsip the message is slightly modified by each node which receives it. Hence, the same

node can receive multiple transmissions generated by a single measurement by one of its

neighboring nodes. Our simulations on networks of 100 nodes show that good values of

pgossip are in the range between 0.01 and 0.1.

A second parameter which strongly affects the performance of Kalsip is the degree of

the communication graph, since it determines the average number of nodes that receive a

broadcast communication from a single node. In our network simulations we can change

the degree in two different ways: we can reduce the detection range by simply limiting the

transmission power of the nodes, or we can increase the area in which the nodes are placed.

Since the two ways are equivalent, we fix the transmission power and place the nodes in

square areas of different sizes in order to study the impact of this parameter.

For fixed values of both transmission range and network area, the number of nodes also

affects the average degree of the communication graph. However, a larger number of nodes

also implies a higher number of different measurements, which also influences the overall

performance. For this reason, we decided to keep the number of nodes constant.

Finally, a parameter of lesser importance is the sensing range. Its variations can affect

the number of transmissions in the network and reduce collisions and packet losses, but

simulations show that this influence is always small. Even if a packet is lost, most of its

information can be retrieved by the ones which are sent almost immediately by neighboring

nodes. Hence, we fixed the sensing range to a constant value.

As can be seen in Table A.1, the performance of the algorithm described in Section A.2 is

somewhat reduced by its application to a realistic scenario. More specifically, as the number

M of transmissions between two subsequentmeasurements increases, the reduction in error

variance granted by communication among the nodes is lower, about 60%, with respect to

the 85% predicted by the analysis. The reason is that as the number of transmissions be-

comes higher, the interference is greater, leading to higher packet loss, which was not taken

into account in our theoretical analysis. As a consequence, a fraction of the communication

is lost, and the overall performance improves more slowly.

A.4.3 Impact of Synchronization

Apart from the physical parameters analyzed in the previous section, a deeper study is

required on the synchronization of measurements. Kalsip, as described in section A.4.1, is

totally asynchronous. Each node chooses a random amount of time before taking a new
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Estimation error variance reduction (v1/v3)

M no collision or packet loss collision or packet loss may occur

1 1,0767 1,0733

3 1,2247 1,1601

5 1,3774 1,2414

7 1,5284 1,328

11 1,7979 1,4995

18 2,3333 1,5865

30 2,9926 1,7769

56 4,1736 2,0905

97 5,6072 2,4961

155 7,0009 3,1612

Table A.1. Impact of collision and packet loss on the efficiency of the estimation algorithm.

measurement. This random value has a Poisson distribution, and the consequence is that in

large networks, measurements can be considered uniformly distributed, as proved in [74].

However, the backoff mechanism allows another choice.

A solution that requires synchronization among nodes can be proposed as follows: time

is divided into slots within which all nodes take only one measurement following a fixed

sequence. We will refer to this variant of the protocol as Constant Kalsip, since the intervals

between two successive measurements are always constant. We will show that, as expected,

there is little difference in the performance of this variant and the standard asynchronous

Kalsip.

It is also interesting to analyze the case in which all nodes take their measurements to-

gether. In this variant, which we call Synchronous Kalsip, time is still divided into slots of

fixed length, but all measurements are now taken at the beginning of each slot. Although

this may appear a worse choice, since all transmissions tend to be synchronized, leading to

a stronger interference, it allows the introduction of a more sophisticated way of updating

the estimates at the nodes.

The estimate transmitted by a node that has already received several estimates by its

neighbors should have a higher weight when compared to one from a node that has only

taken its ownmeasurement. In order to take this element into account, in Synchronous Kalsip,
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nodes can send not only their estimate, but also their weight, i.e., the number of packets

already received since the beginning of the current time slot. In this manner, the receiver can

compare the number of measurements collected by the source with the number of its own,

thus making a weighted average between its current estimate and the one just received.

When a new time slot begins, at each node a new measurement is taken, the estimate is

updated according to (A.4), and the weight is set to 1.

In the following section, we analyze the performance of all the variants of Kalsip in terms

of error variance, ratio between number of transmissions and number ofmeasurements, and

probability of correct packet reception.

A.4.4 Data Analysis and Results

For all the scenarios described above, simulations were performed in order to compare

and understand the behavior and performance of the variants of Kalsip. Each set of sim-

ulations consists of 20 random topologies with similar degree. In every simulation, each

node acquires an average of 200 measurements. We studied three important metrics: the av-

erage variance of the estimation error, the ratio between transmissions and measurements,

and the probability of correct reception at the nodes. The first metric gives us the precision

of our algorithm. The second one represents how many transmissions affect the precision

of the estimate and therefore the relationship between energy consumption and precision.

The last metric explains why the performance improvement is not linear, but rather tends to

saturate.

In the following figures, we compare the behavior of single nodes that estimate a value

only with their own measurements with Kalsip. With very few transmissions (i.e., very low

pgossip), the variance of the estimation error is less than that of a single node that does not

transmit anything (see Figure A.5(a)). Comparing the different scenarios of Kalsip, we can

see that the degree of the network has a large effect on the variance. With a high degree,

a single transmission is received by many nodes, which in turn update their estimate. So,

with the same number of transmissions, there are more receptions, which means in turn

more data exchange.

However, as pgossip grows to the saturation point of the channel, the effect of the number

of neighbors per node decreases, since nodes send more data with high probability, making

up for the fewer receptions per transmission.

In Figure A.5(b), it is clear that for high values of pgossip the topologies with larger degree
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Figure A.5. Comparison between measure only and Kalsip protocol

have more transmissions. This can be explained by the spatial reuse of the channel: if the

network is larger, with low pgossip it is more difficult to maintain the gossip due to the lower

degree and this agrees with the first part of the graph. But a larger degree means more

simultaneous communications, so the total capacity of the network, reached when pgossip

grows, is higher.

More neighbors and higher pgossip also imply greater interference. Figure A.5(c) shows

how the network performance worsens as long as more packets cannot be decoded by the

receiver. In a scenario where energy is a very important metric, this can be a problem and a

trade-off between energy and precision must be found.

From the previous graphs (Figure A.5), the large effect of the number of transmissions

on the quality of the estimator is clear. Thus we want to know how the performance of the

protocol improves by changing the measurement schedule.

Figure A.6 compares Kalsip with its variant called Constant Kalsip. It can be seen that the
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Kalsip and a constant sampling Kalsip protocol

difference is not substantial. This is due to the large number of nodes. In such a scenario,

in a finite time interval, arrivals of several Poisson random processes are distributed in a

uniform manner, so they are quite similar to the constant sampling case.

Figure A.7 compares Synchronous Kalsip (sync in the figure) with Kalsip. Recall that Syn-

chronous Kalsip is an algorithm with synchronous measurements and weighted exchanges

of the estimates. Figure A.7(a) shows that this variant yields some improvement in esti-

mation performance but it is worse in network performance when pgossip is quite small. If

nodes transmit few times and they measure asynchronously with the same sample period,

all transmissions are approximately equally distributed in the timeslot, i.e., the time between

two consecutive measurements, so it is less likely that transmissions overlap. If all nodes

measure in a synchronous way, all the transmissions are concentrated in the first part of

each slot and this causes more interference in the network and hence more errors (see Fig-

ure A.7(c)).

The weighted solution is better than the simple Kalsip protocol, but improvements are

not so large, whereas the computational complexity is increased, so the simple Kalsip ap-

pears as the best solution.

A.4.5 Implementation of Kalman Filters over Kalsip

The final component of our solution is the distributed Kalman filter over our Kalsip

communication protocol. As in the previous sections, we are interested in analyzing the

performance while changing the degree of the network and the value of pgossip.

Figure A.8 and Table A.2 show that our complete protocol performs very well. With

pgossip = 0.02, so with M = 3, we are able to halve the error variance of the estimation.
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Figure A.7. Comparison between Kalsip and Synchronous Kalsip with weights
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Figure A.8. Average variance of estimation error for different values of Pgossip with Kalman Filter

pgossip 0,01 0,02 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,1

E[M ] 1,256 3,4835 25,076 150,13 700,22 1576,1

v1/v3 1,7929 2,7178 4,9525 6,0688 7,5812 9,7185

Table A.2. Ratio between the estimation error variance without and with node communication

Increasing M , the performance increases until the theoretical limit is reached when M =

1500, which is obviously an unrealistic setup, but confirms that for large M the behavior is

similar to the centralized algorithm.

A.5 Discussion

The wide variety of applications for wireless sensor networks combined with the energy

constrained nature of sensor nodes has motivated research on algorithms for in-network

estimations of measured physical quantities to reduce the amount of data that needs to be

transmitted to the sink.

In this work, we presented a distributed estimation solution that leverages the broadcast

nature of the wireless channel in sensor networks. We present a data dissemination protocol

we call Kalsip, which is designed to support the implementation of our distributed estima-

tion algorithm, based on Kalman filters. We show through analysis and simulation that our

protocol provides accurate estimations of physical properties while minimizing the number
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of transmissions needed and requiring nodes to only overhear estimates broadcast by their

neighbors.

Future work includes implementing our protocol on a sensor network testbed to further

validate its viability for use in actual sensing applications, such as environmental monitor-

ing.





Appendix B

List of Publications

Part of the work presented here appeared also in the following articles:

• M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “Distributed Cooperative Routing and Hybrid

ARQ in MIMO-BLAST Ad Hoc Networks”, presented at GLOBECOM 2007, Wash-

ington (Washington DC, USA) November 26-30, 2007.

• S. Del Favero, F. Librino, A. Harris, F. Zorzi, M. Zorzi, “A Distributed Solution to

Estimation Problems in Wireless Sensor Networks Leveraging Broadcast Commu-

nications”, presented at Wons 2009, Salt Lake City (Utah, USA), February 2-4, 2009;

• M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “Cooperation in UMTS Cellular Networks: a Prac-

tical Perspective”, presented at Pimrc 2008, Cannes (France), September 15-18, 2008.

• M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “Performance Analysis and Resource Allocation

in CDMA Cellular Networks with Relay Stations”, presented at ICC 2009, Dresden

(Germany), June 14-18, 2009.

• M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “An Algorithmic Solution for Computing Circles

Intersection Areas and its Applications to Wireless Communications”, presented at

WiOpt 2009, Seoul (South Korea), June 23-27, 2009.

• L. Badia, M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “Cooperation Techniques for Wireless

Systems from a Network-wide Perspective”, accepted for publication on Wireless

Communication Magazine, to appear in 2010;

• M. Levorato, F. Librino, M. Zorzi, “Integrated Cooperative Opportunistic Packet For-

warding and Distributed Error Control in MIMO Ad Hoc Networks”, under review

for Transactions on Communications, revised version submitted on December 2009;
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